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F e r r y  R e c o r d s  F a l l  T o  R e v e a l  P i c t u r e
S u n  S m i l e s  O n  M a y  2 4  C e l e l i r a t i o n  L o g  S h o w s  N o  R e c o r d
O f  2 2  V e h i c l e s  L e f t  
O n  F r i d a y  F e r r y  T r i p s
G y r o  C l u b  C e l e b r a t i o n  
F o r  M a y  2 4  H o l i d a y  
P r o c e e d s  S m o o t h l y
£Iach Item  W e l l  T im ed  and E n tire  P ro g ram m e  W a s  R u n  
O ff W i t h  C lock -like  P recision— L a rg e  C ro w d  Presen t  
to see School Ch ild ren  in M ass  D isp lay  and T rack  
M eet
O v e r  T w e n t y - f i v e  H u n d r e d  E n j o y  D i s p l a y
Ma y  24th, 1938, will go down in the annals of the school children’s memories as one of the finest outings they have experienced in 
some time. And the fond parents are looking back on May 24th as 
a big day both for themselves and their children.
 ^ Approximately fifteen hundred spectators witnessed the mass 
display by the pupils of Kelowna and East Kelowna schools, includ­
ing some 600 children. The paid admissions totalled 1,189, only 
adults being charged admission. There were 99 cars* in the park. It 
is estimated that close to 2,500 persons took part or watched during 
the day.
What Use Are Such Records? SHIPPERS DO NOT LIKE OFFER ON 
CANNED PEACHES
(EDITORIAL]
O N  F R ID A Y  afternoon The Courier took the trouble to count the cars, trucks and buses that failed to be accom­
modated on the three-ten run of M.S. Holdup. A  total of 
twenty-two vehicles waiting in line were actually left during that 
run and the special run which the Holdup immediately made.
Yet the official log of the ferry, we understand, fails to list /a 
single vehicle as being left on the afternoon in question. Several 
reliable citizens will vouch for The Courier’s figures but this Total Tonnage to bef Accepted by
Canadian Canners Drop 
from $66 to $50 Per Ton- 
ket Conditions Reason
A C C E P T A N C E  U N D E C ID E D
Price Cars, Busses and  T rucks Fa iled  to F in d  Accom m odation  
on Three-ten  and Special R uns, Y e t  L o g  D oes N o t  
S h o w  S ing le  O ne as L e ft— O n ly  T h ree  in M o rn in g  
A re  L isted
-Mar-
starting at ten o’clock w ith the an- 
• nual opening event o f the pet parade, 
and the entire programme was run off 
practically on sch^ule. Besides the 
pet parade, which was led by the K e l­
owna Pipe Band, there was a junior 
ba ll game between Centrals and South 
jElnd, which resulted in a 3-1 win for 
the former. ,
Ib ese  were the two features in the 
morning, and the events concluded at 
11.30 o’clock, g iv ing those in  attend­
ance an opportunity to  get home for 
! lunch and be back in the grounds at 1 
o ’clock for the start o f the mass school 
display.
M ayor Jones Speaks 
Mayor Jones in a brie f talk over the 
amplification system drew  attention to 
the reason fo r  celebrating the day. He 
pointed out that the crowd in attend­
ance was a splendid ' example of the 
British Commonwealth. It  was a re­
presentative gathering and he had not­
iced  people in the crowd with complex­
ions of the darkest hue and those of 
the palest Saxon. This diversity , of 
ra ce  and colour semed to him to but 
portray the unity o f purpose of the 
people of the great Commonwealth.
Each person has his part to play, his 
Worship emphasized, i f  the Empire 
was to continue its glorious history. 
Each must strive to make himself a 
worthy,citizen and a lovable character.
His .Worship hoped that the display 
would serve to demonstrate the part 
the schools o f Kelowna are playing in 
the effort to make the young j^ople 
happy, contented and physicaly fit. He 
expressed the citir’s gratitude to the 
G yro Club fo r taking over the celebra­
tion of the day.
T*he School display was the big feat- 
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E m p ir e  D a y  B r in g s  H o m e  
R e m in is c e n c e s  T o  
^ 'E m p ir e  F a m ily^ ^
Empire Day, M ay 24, brings 
thoughts o f nld England and the 
Empire more closely home to 
those persons who have known 
the Motherland than persons 
bom  in Canada.
On Tuesday, M ay 24, one fam­
ily  in Kelowna had a special sig­
nificance as three generations re­
present four Empire countries. 
This fam ily could he dubbed the 
“Empire Fam ily” .
The family, all resident of K e ­
lowna includes the following:
H . S. “Pete” Atkinson, bora at 
Leeds, Yorks, England, during 
the eighth decade o f last century. 
EUROPE.
Mrs. H. S. Atkinson, only 
daughter .of Chas. Chambers, F. 
R.S., born at Calaba Observatory, 
Bombay, India, during the same 
decade. AS IA .
Mrs. A. Paul Hayes, daughter, 
born at Cape Town, South Africa, 
in the early years of the present 
century. AFR IC A.
Misses M ary and Truda Hayes, 
granddaughters, born at the K e­
lowna General hospital in the 
twenties. AM ERICA.
This is but a small family, but 
is representative o f the Empire 
from foi^r different continents, 
Mr. Atkinson observes.
would seem hardly necessary when the log itself lists the fact 
that the Holdup made a special trip during that period. If there 
were no vehicles left waiting on the shore, why run a special trip?
The ferry officials by some peculiar reasoning claim, we un­
derstand, that since the vehicles were picked up on a special run, 
they were not actually left. It is The Courier’s impression that 
if a person or a car, desiring to catch the ferry, is not on board 
when the ferry leaves the dock, that person or car is left. How­
ever, we may be wrong, and they are in some semi-state of exist­
ence which is neither on the shore which they desired to leave 
nor yet on the ferry which they desired to catch. But what of 
the school bus and the cars which according to the ferry log were 
not left but which, nevertheless failed to get on board either the 
three-ten run or the special trip but which were forced to wait 
for the regular four-o’clock trip? The vehicles, according to the 
log, were not left— at least, they were not recorded. But the 
records show that at the 10.10 a.m. trip on the same day there 
were three passengers, two cars and one truck left. Wherein lies 
the difference between these and the vehicles in the afternoon?
• Did they.not all wait from one trip to another? W e may be 
wrong in thinking that 'those vehicles which missed two trips 
in the afternoon were left but we fail to understand why vehicles 
in the morning which waited until the next trip are left while 
those that fail to get on the Holdup in the afternoon are ^ ot l^t.
.. One fact is clear. The department of public works in Vic­
toria Can obtain no clear picture of the inconvenience caused the 
people of the Valley by the present system. The department has 
only the figures of the ferry log to go to for its information. If 
the log has been kept during the past two or three years the way 
it was on Friday last, there is small vvonder that the department 
fails to appreciate the conditions here.
Cannery Outfit Twenty Tons 
Greater Than 1937
H o l d u p  M a l< e s  S p e c i a l  R u n  In  3 7  M in u t e s
Th u r s d a y  afternoon saw M.S. Holdup straining her engines to accommodate the traffic heading southward across the lake. 
When she pulled away from the Kelowna dock on her three-ten trip 
she left behind four freight and express trucks, another truck, two 
large school buses and ten cars. She made a special trip and managed
These man-
Six Hundred School Children 
Thrill Parents A n d  Friends
By M ass Display Precision
Spectacle o f R hythm , T im in g  and B eau ty— F o lk  and In ­
terpretive D ances P lease L a r g e  C rovrd  at H o lid ay  
Celebration
Th e  smartest school display ever to be seen in Kelowna featured the Gyro Club’s Victoria Day celebration on Tuesday. Six hun­
dred of the young folk of the Kelowna schools with a smalL group 
from East Kelowna won round after round of applause from an ap­
preciative audience of nearly fifteen hundred spectators.
The display put on in the oval of the park coriibined with the 
track meet and ball garne to complete a full afternoon’s entertain­
ment, and made the afternoon varied enough to meet the most 
exacting taste.
Shortly after one o’clock the stud­
ents marched to the grounds, headed 
by the Kelowna Pipe Band. The dis­
play numbers ran expeditiously and 
without hitch. Mayor Jones opened 
the afternoon with a brief address and 
the dances and gymnastics followed in 
rapid order.
A  maypole dance by a number of 
tiny performers received loud applause 
from the crowd. The red and blue 
ribbons against the white pole carried
The Courier about two weeks, ago was informed that accord- T K  A T W fM fir
ing to the log only forty-five cars had been left by the ferry since kJ JL 1.1/XS. 1.11JillIJ
the first of this year. Any casual observer will realize that such 
figures are absurd arid The Courier failed to credit them. If, 
however, the log during the past few months revealed the same 
accuracy as the Friday entry, then it is quite probable that only 
forty-five cars are shown as being left iri 1938. The log shows 
that three vehicles were left Friday morning and— the log to the 
contrary— we know that twenty-two missed two trips in the af­
ternoon, making a known total of at least twenty-five (there pro­
bably were more)'for the day. Is it logical tp suppose that more 
than half as many would choose Friday to be left than had been 
left through the whole of January, February, March, April and 
half of May?
Friday’s cross-check clears up another mystery. The depart­
ment of public works and other governrriental officials have al­
ways maintained that Kelowna men grossly exaggerate the num­
ber of cars that are left by the ferry. On various occasions they 
have bluntly told us we did not know what we were talking about 
and in language not always polite have inferred that we indulged 
in pipe dreams. The mystery is novv solved. Cabinet ministers, 
and officials haye been judging the traffic by the figures kept by 
the ferry whereas the Kelowna men have been judging by what 
their eyes told them and, in this instance at least, despite the 
saying to the contrary, the eyes have gi'\?en a truer picture than 
the figures.
Surely it is time that a proper record of the traffic across the 
lake is kept. The provincial government cannot be expected to 
obtain a fair picture of the situation here if the present system 
of logging the cars that are left arid those that are “left” is ad­
hered to. The kindest thing that can be said about the ferry 
log as it is portrayed by the Friday entries, is that it is kept in 
a grossly careless manner.
Canadian Canners (Western) Ltd.,
Will take 30 tons of Royal Anne cher­
ries at 6 cents a pound; 200 tons of 
Bartlett pears at $45 a ton; 150 tons of 
apricots, canning varieties, at $60 ton;
150 tons of peaches, J. H. Hale, Veteran, to take all excepting only one school bus and*four cars.
20 tonl S  B to g 'S r r te ’ Ti 0 ‘c™. “ a f®"? ‘h" four-ten run which was only ten minutes late in
pound; 550 tons in all, so Willis J. leaving. But despite the fact that twenty-two vehicles were left on 
West, Vancouver, general manager of the Kelowna side when the ferry pulled away on the three-^ten and
!>y Courier
pendent shippers at a conference held reliably informed, show not one single vehicle as being left during 
at Kelowna last Monday. the entire afternoon of Friday, May 20th. The log does show that
The total tonnage mentioned is 20 eighteen ‘trips were made during the day.
. While the fact ;hat the ferry logjails to convey the correct pic-
Valley last year, the increase being al- ttire oi the local Situation to the officials in V ictoria, is the most 
most entirely in peaches, 150 tons as important fact, another interesting point in the hour’s activity was
c "n n W T a iy e a rM r “ 'west * '5  f "  *hat,it
tsaid that the company could have used exactly thirty-seven minutes from  the time she le ft on her re-
150 tons in 1937 but that some of the gular trip to  the time she pulled away from  the wharf on her special
independent shippers failed to deliver run.
anri??re^e bf°?tons°i?'Ba^ , Greyhound bus was crowded on the regular run, but only
but Royal Annes are down from 38j4 through the courtesy of one of the express truck drivers who gave 
to 30 tons; apricots from 171 to 150 and the bus his place in the lineup. The missing of the three-ten run by
^ F f n a l T c i S . ‘ ? n > e S S  to accept- and express trucks meant that the express and freight for
ance or refusal of the prices quoted, "tt^tnerland vvould not be delivered until the next day. It vvas the 
will await further study by the As- fourth time this month that the Greyhound express has missed that 
sociated Growers and the independ- ferry run. The Courier understands.
ent shippers concerned but the answer av fViroo rtVlrtr-L-  ^ t. "j j ,
will not be delayed long as the cherry three^ o clock the Imeup extended well east of the post office
season will open soon. on Bernard Avenue and several cars were noticed to pull out of line
The packing and shipping interests and drive away when it was evident that they could not eet on the 
Turn to Page 12, Story 5 Holdup. The same situation occurred during the wait for the special
t^ip. The Courier reporter noticed three cars pull irito the line, look 
the situation over and drive away. They did not return for the re-r 
gular four-ten run either, so it is to be concluded that their trips 
were postponed for the day.
Connie Harvey Revives Tvvo-year 
Old Pulled From Slough By  
J. M. Wilson
A  remarkable set of circumstances 
and the training of a teen-age girl 
combined on Sunday to save the life 
of the two-year-old daughter of Mrs. 
A. Spence from drowning.
About three o’clock Sunday after­
noon J., M. Wilson was passing the 
slough at the rear of the Pendozi 
street Cadder house when a movement 
in the slough caught the corner of his 
eye. He was riding his bicycle and 
thinking nothing of the movement, 
passed on. Something, however, promp­
ted him to stop and ask Mrs. Griffith 
if there were rats in the slough. When 
he was informed to the contrary he 
went back to investigate and was just 
in time to pull the small child out of 
the water. '
He had just carried her to the road­
way when Miss Connie Harvey arrived 
and immediately began to apply resus­
citation methods. Her efforts were so 
successful that at the end of ten min­
utes when the fire department arrived 
the child was breathing freely.
The child was taken to her home 
where she is reported as little worse 
for her experience.
Pcts O f  A l l  Shapes, Sizes/ Colours 
V ic  For H oliday Parade Prizes
OPEN NEW KING’S CAN DRIVE CARS 
PARK AT PENTICTON TO END OF WORK
POLICE TO GIVE 
OUT IDENTITIES
P e t  P a r a d e  E n t r y  H e r e  
D a y  T o o  E a r ly  A n d  
L e a v e s  H u r r i e d l y
Stan Simpson/ a Gjto Club 
member, had one for the book 
and thought he had one for the 
Gyro pet parade on M ay 24, when 
he was awakened about four o’­
clock Monday morning at his 
home on Cadder avenue by a pe­
culiar sound emanating from the 
lawn.
On further investigation, the 
object making the peculiar 
squealing noises turned out to he 
a deer, strayed from the hills for 
some unaccountable reason.
The animal did not linger long 
on the Simpson premises, but 
went scurryhg away fo r the lake 
and Mr. Simpson turned over to 
resume his disturbed slumbers.
“ What was that daddy?” sleep­
ily  enquired little Rhoda Simp­
son.
“That was an entry for the pet 
parade,”  replied Gyro Stan.
“ Oh,. well, I  can see it tomor- 
.row,” she replied, and slept on 
quite happily.
Kiddies Turn Out With Wide 
Variety of Animal and Feather­
ed Friends
Pets by the dozen; pets by the score; 
pets large and pets small; pets of all 
colours of the rainbow and pets with 
from two to four feet. All marched, 
were carried, driven, drawn or ridden 
in the pet parade staged by the Gyro 
Club on Tuesday morning as part of 
the Victoria Day celebration sponsored 
by, that organization.
Six hundred and more spectators 
turned out to see the children show 
off their pets. Scores of parents kept 
a watchful eye on their particular pride 
and joy; dozens of petless boys and 
girls cast envious eyes on some proud 
child’s four-footed love; scores of peo­
ple were present just to watch and be 
amused and they had a full morning 
entertainment if they loved animals 
and received a kick out of watching 
the reactions of genus homo.
Every type of tv/o and four footed 
“domestic” beast and fowl in the Val­
ley was represented. There were large 
and s|mall, broAvn, black and gray; dogs 
ranging in size from the huge St. Ber­
nard to the tiny peke and pom; Per­
sian and angora cats looked disdain­
fully sideways ■ at the common alley 
Turn to Page 12, Story 3 v'
APPEAL BOARD 
UPHOLDS RULING 
OF INSPECTOR
In connection with raids on premises 
where liquor is kept for sale or sold 
------  ^ ------- - contrary to law, provincial police in
Track Meet W a s  First Event B oard  nf Trade and «ir.nc TTno- future the
Held on New Sports Ground “" a  to Work on NnramaS Irenueeting such
Road“We are delighted that the council There were fifty-one energetic, hot
premises will be given in court, and 
the general public.
One of the objects picked up inare-
Kamloops Controls M osqu itoes
W^ i^th Small Annual O utlay
and parks board saw fit to let us use perspiring workers on the Nara^^ is an account book kept by a Tr rtrxwTnt a .•,. '
this parjt for our track meet,” declared niata road on Sunday, May 22, mainly .convicted seller. This, book gives the ONLY FOUR CARS OF ^ixty-Five Square Miles Contain-L. B. Boggs, Penticton high school
Rules Building Inspector Correct- S  S n S 'P a rk  a a S t a ^  Factory, the Oddfellows Lodge,
ly Interpreted Present By-Law  wlih ^  S .? a ? d  ss i X u  " "  Club.
Tupper stepped to the micro-Mr.
representing three organizations which names of those obtaining liquor on cre-
Sijnpson’s *^ ii-’ with the amounts owing by each 
person and the items of purchase. Po­
lice are taking note of these names for 
future reference, it is stated.
APPLES LEFT NOW ing Fifty-Eight Pieces of Water Are Treated
One-Desk Sales Committee 
pares to Conclude Deal
Pre-
The first rock gully was cleaned up
..a - The Canadian Legion'apibeal against Phone to officiate in the formal open- fuming place vva^cleara^
out the motif of the day while the the ruling of City Building Inspector m the unavoidable absence of ^ond rock gully Cars can now travel 
young folk-dancing against the green f . Qore was reviewed by the Appeal Reeve W. G. Wilkins. Mr. Tupper S  out to^he end of 
S X l t a f y   ^ both p,olu,-ccquo Board on Mohd.w nigh, o°,^fdn S  .  m S X ,  of t X  w ir b r io s t
and damiy. , some discussion the board upheld the and lauded such efforts n„ahine on the work from rmw on
The junior high school girls gave an opinion of the building inspector. as this track meet to bring along the Next Sundav the Kelowm hnarH nf
e.xhibition of tumbling and climaxed Some of the aldermen expressed the youths of the present age and teach tndo and the Snne of Fne-land wni
it with several difficult pyramids.'^ The opinion that the by-law itself was un- them good sportsmanship and the abil- pnn<5titnte the two main naH e= ef in the broad jump. The Dore bro- committee reports at Vernon as it pre
workers. It is hoped that two dump
ART REED WINS TRACK PRIZES
Art Reed, Kelowna, and Rudolph 
Guidi, Oliver vied for track honours at 
Oliver on May 24. Reed won the 100 pa i i \c i l
and 220 yards men’s open, and was a
member of the winning relay squad, year’s stocks remained in the Okan- 
He won the half-mile and placed gee- agan on Wednesday the one-desk sales
flag drill by grade five r nphasized fair but His Worship the Mayor pointed ity to handle their duties in tha propoi- 
the spirit of the day and was a perfect out that that had nothing to do with manner.
exhibition of precision. The German the case in point. A ruling had to be 
folkj dance by girls of grade sseven apd given under the present by-law. If 
eight changed the tempo of the pro- the by-law was in error, it might be 
gram and with the Russian dance in changed in the future, but in the pre­
costume by girls of grade nine, was sent instance the existing by-law was 
vigorously applauded. the only authority on which the ruling
’The-picturesque staff drill by grade in the case under discussion could be 
six was followed by gymnastic.s by jun- based. Whether right or wrong the 
ior and senior high school girls. Tliis existing by-law had to be enforced. If 
latter was a picture of rhythm, bal- the board feels that the inspector had 
ance and beauty and served to emphas- fairly interpreted the present by-law. 
Turn to Page 12, Story 2 the board must stand behind him.
Public parks of this type where youth 
may train itself are sorely needed, the 
member for South Okanagan thought, 
and he joined with Mr, Boggs in thank­
ing the city council and parks board 
for its efforts along this lino.
“I hereby declare King’s park pub­
licly open,” was his concluding state­
ment. •
trucks will be available, so that sur­
facing can be undertaken.
thers, Harold and Chas. placed second „ . • j  xi.
in the tennis tournament, won by Pat wmd-up the activities com-
Coates and-A. E. Hill. menced last December 8.
It was predicted last week that the
“Kamloops spends an average of $731 
per year on mosquito control. This 
covers an area of sixty-five square 
rniles and about fifty-eight pieces of 
water aye treated,” R. W. Corner, muni­
cipal clerk of Glenmore, told The Cour­
ier following his return on Wednesday 
from the northern city where he had 
been sent by the Glenmore council to 
investigate the control mothod.s used in 
that city.
“Kamloops ha.s been c.arrying on con­
trol worli: since 1929 and in tliat time
people. The park has been so built 
that floodlighting can be installed at 
some future date at a minimum of ex­
pense, to take care of baseball and 
football games. >
At the conclusion of the track meet,
R. J. McDougall officiated at the pre- 
Robert Lyon, parks board secretary, sentation of the many trophies, assisted uaonsters.
SUMMER MUST BE HERE! Okanagan apple deal would be con- has spent, in 1929 $329, 1930 $538, 1931:
OGOPOGO IS OUT AGAIN eluded for the vear bv the Mav 28th 1932 .$999. 1033 ■ 8683. 1934 .$678,Ted Collier and Burt Johnston of for the year by tne May 2»tn jggg An av-
Penticton. claim they observed the Ok- week-end, and this prediction is being e^age of $731,” Mr. Corner .stated, 
anagan’s famous water monster, Ogo- borne out by results of sales. “I under,sf;and the Dominion Enlom-
pogo, near Trout CIreek Point. Evid- The Okanagan apple crop is defin- ological Department surveyed the dis- 
ently Ogopogo heard of the Loch Ness 5 000 000 boxes bv trict for them in the first place, spott-
lu nit-ji a , and decided his public ' ^  . a -d o -ir -i- rt  ^ f  all the sloughs, flooded areas, etc.,
spoke briefly, stating that the plans by A. A. Chapman", Kelowna high should not wait in vain for word of shipment, B.C. Fruit Board tig- showed them where and when to
called for a seating capacity up to 2,000 school principal and Mr Boggs. him. ures reveal. • Turn to Page 7, Story 4
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ceiil n.K a li - :Cl I p i r n .
G. C. Hose, 1’ro.sidcnt
H. A. Fraser, Secrelary
C u n a ilii; l.'I.OO in o ilie r
Uirounli tlie windows of Uie homes of his nci/'hboiirs. 
Yel a fool on an aeeeleralor ean be Indnilely more 
dangerous tiiat the Kun.
No waste of human life is more needless or in­
excusable than tlie deatlis by automobiles. We should 
/;et the most out of our ears for ourselves and our 
families. We should let it show us tlie wonders of 
the counlry-sitle. We should let it brliif' us happiness. 
13ut why spoil it all by lakinj; a chance?
N e w  C a n a d ia n  S t a m p s  C o m p l e t e  I s s u e
R. P. MacLcan, Editor and Manager pfU lt B o a r d  N o m in a t io n s
T h e  K clow n:i C o u rie r lins by fn r the yrentest c ircu la tio n  of 
any uowBpapcr clrcuhitiuK  lii the C oiilra t OUnunKOii V a lle y .
THUHSDAY, MAY 20th, 1030
F r id a y 's  H o l d u p
I'T’iday afternoon’s ferry scene was an extremely 
interesting one. After tlie threo-len run no less than 
seven trucks, ten ears and two larf'e scliool buses 
were left coolint? their lioels on this side. After the 
special run forty minutes later,, one school bus and 
three cars still remained.
But the cars that crossed and those that are men­
tioned above were not all that sought to travel south­
ward at that period At three o’clock tlie line extend­
ed from the ferry dock to well to the cast of the post 
ofllcc on Bernard Avenue; A number of these cars 
never made the trip. They yavc up in disyust when 
it became evident that they would have a loiift and 
tedious wait. While waiting for the special trip, a f  
least three cars pulled into the liic and then left, not 
to return. A  conservative estimate would indicate 
that at least ten trips south were indefinitely post­
poned on Friday afternoon, with a consequent loss of 
business to the ferry itself as well as to the individ­
uals concerned.
Another point in the inconvenience and loss of 
business caused by the delay, is that the failure of the 
express and freight trucks to catch the I’egular run 
meant that Sumerland merchants were one day late in 
receiving their express and freight. When the three 
o’clock ferry is missed the freight and express is not 
delivered in the southern town until the following 
day. Four times this month, this has occurred with 
the Greyhound express.
Much of the traffic hazard on the highway be­
tween Westbank and Penticton is caused by the rush 
to catch the ferry with buses and trucks anxious to 
maintain their schedules and individual drivers deter­
mined not to wait an hour if they can avoid it. The 
accident hazard would be considerably reduced if a 
forty minute ferry schedule were in operation. Forty 
minutes is a great deal less than an hour and seems 
to be much less than it really is. That last twenty 
. minutes of waiting when you are in a hurry drags to 
interminable length. A  forty minute schedule would 
go far towards eliminating the cars and trucks left 
behind as at present. It would reduce the accident 
danger of the highway and would speed up the traf­
fic generally. •>
Today tlie annual nominating convention of the 
B.C. Fruit Board meets In Kelowna and, while there 
has been considerable discussion throughout the Val­
ley on Board matters during the past few months, it 
i.s not anticipated that there will be any radical 
change In the personnel of the Board. It is true that 
the names of several prominent growers have been 
mentioned as possible candidates but during the past 
few weeks the feeling seems to have crystallized that 
the fate of the standard contract hangs with the Board 
as it is composed at present and that any changes 
might jeopardize the contract itself.
However, no election ean be considered us certain 
and the Act itself makes it possible for a lone delegate 
to put the Valley growers to the expense of an elec­
tion if he should so choose. It Is quite possible for 
one delegate to nominate a candidate and, though 
there may be no additional support for his candidate 
forthcoming, the formalities of an*election would-have 
to be confoi’mcd with.
This particular clause in the act would appear to 
be in need of correction. Any person nominated for 
the Board should have the confidence of and be able 
to command the support of at least a small body of 
delegates. It would hot peera unreasonable to suggest 
that nomination papers should be signed by at least 
three delegates. At present one delegate is able to 
force an election and the growers bear the cost. Any 
person who cannot command the support of at least 
three delegates on his nomination papers would ap­
pear to have but a very small chance of election and, 
yet, at present, the grow;ers have no alternative than 
to foot the bill, if some lone delegate is determined 
to force an election.
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The issue of six new stamps, which will complete the George VI. regular issue, will be made 
on June 15, it has been announced at Ottawa. These stamps, shown above, will all be pictorials. The 
10-conts bears a picture of the Memorial chamber, Peace Tower; 20-ccnts, Fort Garry Gate, Winnipeg; 
50-cents, entrance to Vancouver harbor; .$1.00 Chateau de Ramesary, Montreal; 6-cents, air mail, scene 
on the Mackenzie River, Northwest Territories; 20-conts, special delivery, Canadian coat of arms.
K e l o w n a  In  B y g o n e  D a y s
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
THIRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, May 21, 1908
The band made its first public appearance on 
Tuesday at the corner of Bernard and Pendozi. There 
is a marked improvement since last fall in its playing, 
under the able leadership of Dan Campbell.
D e m o c r a c y  I ts  O w n  D e f e n c e
The water is now running in the Central Okana­
gan Land & Orchard Co.’s ditch at Ellison. This opens 
up part of one of the finest irrigation systems in the 
district. The reservoir, situated at the headwaters of 
Mill creek with ’ a never failing supply of water, is 
the largest at present in the country.
sented Kelowna at the branch meeting of the W.M.S. 
of the Methodist church at New Westminster. The 
W.M.S. has raised $9,926 for Methodist missions.
ft ft ft
Kelowna beat Vernon here in the first baseball 
game of the season, the winning players being Cady c, 
N. DeHart p, Hereron lb, Faulkner 2b, Berrard 3b, 
Anderson ss, Carney cf, Thayer rf and Day If.
ft ♦ ft
On Thursday afternoon last Hon. W. J. Bowser, 
leader of the opposition at Victoria visited Kelowna 
and was motored around the district by J. W. Jones..
F a s te r  S e r v i c e  P o s s ib l e
Friday’s ferry tie-up served to demonstrate one 
interesting fact. It is well within the power of the 
Holdup to provide a more frequent service than is 
now being given the travelling public. On Friday 
she made one complete round trip in thirty-seven 
minutes. She left the Kelowna side on her regular 
three-ten run, unloaded and loaded at Westbank, re­
turned, loaded and was away again in the tirne riient- 
tioned. To carry the schedule one step farther, she 
left bn her four-ten run only ten minutes late, after 
having picked up a complete trip in the interval. One 
of the reasons advanced is that she started to load 
immediately she docked and did not wait to sailing 
time to commence loading. This, however, cannot 
account for all the time picked up. The facts ap­
parently are that there is much waste time in the 
present schedule and a forty-minute seryice can be  ^
provided withouf undue strain.
A  series of unfortunate verbal exchanges between 
the democracies and the dictatorships have stressed 
the fact that the present-day problem of all the de­
mocracies is external as well as internal.
This imposes a double challenge upon the toler­
ance of democracy. Within, the democracies are sum­
moned to the task of keeping liberty a vital, enrich­
ing force for all their people. The central problem 
of free government today is the struggle to make po­
litical equality bring a fairer degree of economic' 
equality. It was never the undertaking of democracy 
to level off all men, but it did unijertake to preserve 
equality of opportunity. Men will sacrifice their lib­
erties neither to Fascism nor to Communism while 
those liberties represent real opportunities to share 
in the satisfaction—material and spiritual—which so­
ciety affords. i
In their foreign relations the democracies must 
find some basis upon which they can live with na­
tions that choose to be unfree. This will not be served 
by doctrinal warfare. The democracies must prepare 
themselves to resist aggression and to work for a 
restoration of a normal worid order, in which trade 
will once more be.free and treaties observed. But 
doctrinal bickering maintains a provocative atmos­
phere that is conductive only to the continuance of 
economic nationalism and mounting armaments. War 
would at least temporarily weaken democracy as it is 
now understood.
Democracy is constituted of many hundreds of 
groups—occupational and sectional. In Canada the 
Mari times, the Centrar Provinces, the Prairies and 
B.C. have special interests. So have workers, manu­
facturers, veterans, fruit growers, farmers and scores 
of other groups. Sonietimes these interests clash and
All doubt about the ownership of the parks seems 
to have been dispelled with the notice given by D. 
Lloj'd-Jones to the squatters shacking along the lake- 
shore to vacate. Many of the campers show a com­
plete disregard of the most elementary principles of 
sEuiitation. It is understood Mr. Lloyd-Jones intends 
to lay off a railway along the shore.
The provincial executive is considering purchasing 
Coldstream Ranch at Vernon for $900,000, payable in 
five per cent twenty-year B.C. government bonds.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, May 24, 1928
F. M.''Black denied.any truth in the rumour that 
he intended to hand in his resignation owing to dif­
ferences of opinion between himself and the other 
two members of the Committee of Direction.
MEN ARE TOO CLEVER . . . .  Do I ob.scrve a 
rather cynical tiuiirk on the faee of my lone female 
leader? . . .  I know she is thinking that, judging from 
the polltieul morass in which the nations are lloundcr- 
ing, one might hardly think that men are so very 
clever . . . .  But when it eomwj to a question of the 
things to which they really give their heart and 
thought and intellect . . . .  to such things us games, 
for example . . . .  the proposition admits of no dispute 
whatever . . . .  Golf is the latest game to afford evi­
dence of this fact. The slate of affairs Is that in golf 
as in other games, skill has Increased so rapidly that 
performances which in the past were regarded as out-, 
.standing are now eommonplucc . . . .  “Speak for your­
self, John’’ . . . .  It is now suggested that courses may 
have to be lengthened to eight thousand yards, just 
as several months ago billiards had to bh made harder 
by the banning of a cushion cannon shot which was 
enabling a player to make breaks of fantastic size. 
In "some quarters it is felt that oven ohes.ss Is In need 
of added complications . . . .  Well they cannot hurt my 
golf or billiard or chess game any, so let them go 
ahead. Next thing we will know they will be saying 
that no true fisherman will be using a fly or a worm 
. . . .  Happy days! !. . . It is becoming increasingly 
evident that to say a man plays golf like a statesman 
is no compliment. But, cvidcntally, the time is not 
fur off when to administer affairs of state like a golfer 
will be the loftiest of political ambitions . . . .
r p m
IT IS ABOUT TIME THAT something was done 
to curb this bureaucracy which controls our destinies. 
It is the same in all countries and there has just come 
to light another example of the “insolence of office**. 
The United States Bureau of Standards is becoming 
adamant about its intention to shorten the inch . . . .  
Usually I do not become upset about things of that 
sort. I pride myself on my ability to take an inch 
or leave it . . .  . But there is something almost funda­
mental about the layman’s belief in the integrity ol 
the inch. It doesn’t seem like the sort of thing you 
can go about lengthening or shortening on the turn 
of every whim, even if the change is in the interests 
of accuracy. We have an inch now; if they change 
it, where are we? Of course when they shorten it 
and we, in the heat of an argument, are forced 
“give an inch,” it will be some consolation to know 
that we aren’t giving quite as much as formerly . . * • 
Anyway, the news reports states that the proposed 
change would shorten the old-fashioned inch by “two 
parts (millimeters) in a million.” The reporter face­
tiously ended his story by saying: “Now you figure 
that out on your slide rule.” I never did like a slide 
rule but after various contortions on that complex 
instrument I arrive at the conclusion that the proposed 
change would amount to about one inch less in every 
seven and a half miles . . . .  The whole thing leaves 
me a little shaken . . . .
TWENTY YEARS AGO 
y Thursday, May 23, 1918
The unpleasant rumour that Pte. E. L. Ward, Ke­
lowna, had been killed in the recent fighting in France 
on March 30 was confirmed last week. He had been 
secretary of.the Farmers’ Institute.
Kelowna won the public school cup at the seventh 
annual schools track meet at Armstrong last Satur-, 
day, and Penticton won the high school aggregate. A. 
Maranda set a new record,, in the 100 yards, running 
it in 9.6 seconds.
F. E. R. Wollaston, Vernon, and Robert J. C. 
Stead, secretary of the Western Canada Irrigation As­
sociation were in Kelowna recently to ascertain local 
problems to come before the annual convention to be 
held in Nelson July 24, 25 . and 26.
Following many wires between the Kelowna 
Board of Trade and government engineers it has been 
decided to lower the minimum level of Okanagan lake 
from 99.5 to 98.
The final figures on the Y.M.C.A. campaign here 
total $3,627.50. /
Present indications point to a large fruit crop 
with an apple yield of 3,238,472 boxes.
* ft *
Mrs. j; W. Jones and Miss Gertie Hunter repre-
Jack Gardom arrived in Kelowna on Saturday to 
start the annual drive for Automobile Club of B.C. 
members.
» » » » »
r p m
WHEN IS EMPIRE DAY? . As a matter of 
fact the day so-called apparently falls on two diflerext 
days in Canada. In thp East, Empire Day is May :23rd 
while in the West it is May 24th. The May 24th cele­
brations are commonly called “Empire Day” west bt 
the Great Lakes but, in this case, the original idea 
of the day has been lost . . . . Victoria Day . . . .  May 
24th . . . . has for many, many-years been celebrate 
extensively as the birthday of Queen Victoria. I t  
became in fact 'THE national holiday. A  Hamilton 
(Ont.) woman conceived the idea that if the 24th was 
to be a great patriotic holiday, the school children 
should know something about what they were cele­
brating and following her suggestion the day before 
the 24th was named EMPIRE Day and the entire day 
devoted in the schools to a study of the British Em­
pire. With the death of Victoria, the 24th lost some 
of its significance and when Edward VII. and George 
V. requested it be continued to be celebrated, it lost 
the personal touch and became in fact a national 
holiday. Empire Day however, if it is to fulfill the 
original intention, must come the day before. In 
Ontario quite elaborate studies on* the Empire are 
given special attention to the last school day before 
the 24th. There is usually a programme of some na­
ture and the day fe ended by a parade of the. school 
children to the various war memorials . . . .
r p m
Under the present system the Holdup loiters on . a democracy. But all have
her way arid gambols about the piers, while travellers interests in common. And any struggle should
sit on the shore and wait for her to make up her mind resolved at that point where it threatens to ievpke
that she is ready to start.
W h y  T a k e  A  C h a n c e ?
In every province of Canada and every state in 
the United States the appalling list of automobile ac­
cidents continues its alarming growth! Safety cam­
paigns have failed to check the upward sweep of auto­
mobile deaths and these have become such a common 
occurrence that they are taken as a matter of course.
It is time that we stopped speaking of “automobile 
deaths” , ft is not the automobile which kills and 
maims the people. . It is the driver behind the wheel. 
The automobile itself is a boon and not a menace to 
humanity and it has made life incalculably ■ more 
worth living. It opens avenues of usefulness and 
pleasure not otherwise accessible to mankind. It is 
not the automobile that is responsible for the accident 
toll; it is the reckless and drunken driver..
It is time we realized that it is crazy thinking and 
the lack of thinking that is responsible for our acci­
dents. Car drivers are too prone to take a chance in 
. a gamble with death; We gamble lives against min­
utes; we save time at the risk of eternity. It is true 
that many chances are taken every day and no ac­
cident results but then, all fools are not killed the 
fii st time they are foolish and a lot of them never 
Nor are all those who ride with fools or who chance 
to get in their way. But statistics show that the num­
ber who are is increa.sing rapidly eadr* yeai', and is 
the game of chance with death really Worth playing?
Befoie you step the car up to a reckless speed 
or dash around a blind corner, give a thought to the 
chance you and the others in the car have of getting 
out alive, should something go wrong. Of course, you 
may get around the blind corner, pass the other car 
on the hill, speed through a stop sign, break all the 
rules of law, common sense and decency without any­
thing happening. But every time you do any of these 
things you are gambling with the lives of yourself, 
the passengers in your car and those who may hap­
pen to be in your path.
Have we the right to do that? A  man has not 
the right to walk down the street, firing a gun
violence or to obstruct the general welfare. If de- 
riiocracy is to succeed  ^the limited group loyalty must 
not b^ carried so fai*'that national progress is frus­
trated;' \
Early philosophers of free government placed 
emphasis on what govermnent owes the individual. 
There is need today to keep that concept alive. And 
there is new need for an Unselfish, voluntary coop­
eration, leading the individua\and the group to con­
sider what they owe to the cori^mon welfare. When 
men in this spirit use their liberties, not as privileges 
but as responsibilities, there will 'be slight need to 
worry about the future of free government.- •
H a d  N e c e s s a r y  T r a in in g
There have been many incidents pointing to the 
value- of the training given our young people by the 
Boy Scouts, Girl Guides and kindred organization, and 
Sunday’s near-drowning incident but serves to again 
focus attention on the value of such training. Credit, 
of course, must be given to J. M. Wilson for turning 
back to investigate the .slight movement he saw in the 
slough, but it was a fortuitous chance which brought 
Miss Connie Harvey to the scene. She immediately 
put her training to use by commencing resuscitation 
efforts and had the child breathing normally before 
the firemen and the pulmotor arrived. To this young 
lady can go a fair proportion of the credit for saving 
the youngster’s life. The point to be remembered, how­
ever, is that she had the necessary training which en ­
abled her to cope with an emergency situation.
If the child had drowned the coroner’s jury would 
undoubtedly recommend that a fence be erected a- 
round this particular slough. It would seem to be 
good business to erect a fence before it is necessary 
foracoroner’s jury to bring in such a recommendation.
The life of the pioneer stimulates the imagination. 
It appears to be the epitome of all that is free, 
courageous and exciting. To one who may be satiated 
and weary of things about him, the call to fresh and 
greener pastures has a pleasant sound, and regret is 
often expressed that no new lands are available where 
a man may start over and find new opportunities.
Seeking a safe and pleasant land to dwell in, 
Abram turned to the Lord and was given this promise: 
“Lift up riow thine'eyes, and look from the place 
where thou are northward, and southward, and east­
ward: For all the land which thou seest, to thee will 
I give it, and to thy seed for ever.”
Abram must have seen far horizons. His vision 
evidently grew large enough to encompass the breadth 
and fullness of God’s promise, for we read that he 
became “a father of many nations.”
If the Scriptural promises are true, and many 
persons have proved that they are,,then man’s horizon 
today is limited only by the breadth of his vision. He 
can experience now all the good that he is able to 
see—recognize as available to him.
If there are no longer opportunities to open new 
lands, as did the early pioneers, the opportunities for 
broader horizons iri mental realms are greater than 
ever before, and the mental qualities needed to open 
up these fields to individual experience are the same 
as those which were taught by the Master Christian 
and used, in some degree, by our forefathers.
The men who loaded their families and a few 
necessities into covered wag«ns and set out to make 
homes in the wilderness faced unknown dangers as 
well as discouragement, discomfort and possible'fail­
ure. They must have possessed not only courage and 
fearlessness, but persistence, resourcefulness, faith and 
self-denial. These same pioneer qualities of thinking 
are needed in present-day problems, because'discour­
agement and the acceptance of failure are still among 
the. greatest stumbling-blocks to happiness.
Many a'young person, upon leaving school, has 
selected, or been drawn into, some occupation which 
he thereafter accepts as his lifework. As he reaches 
mature years, he may find the work seems, to have 
little future for him. Or perhaps he has become 
weary of doing the same thing over and over again. 
He would like, new worlds’ to conquer, but to his dis­
couraged sight, there are none and he chafes at his 
narrow horizons. Sitting inertly, in his particular
valley, he is unaware of the broad vistas that are vis­
ible from the surrounding hills.
It takes great effort and persistence, sometimes, 
to get out of a habitual rut. But to those who have 
the pioneering spirit, the courage and persistence and 
self-control to explore new activities, a wealth of'new 
fields are available to enrich their lives. In the past 
few years of economic adjustments, of curtailed in­
comes and sometimes dire need, many have proved 
the truth of Thoreau’s statement that “to him whose 
elastic and vigorous thought keeps pace^  with the sun, 
the day is a perpetual morning.”
A  new field of interest was opened up to one 
woman when a friend placed in her hands a copy of 
Robert Browning’s “Pippa Passes,” with the request 
that she read it ten times. This woman had thought 
she didn’t like poetry, and to read'i:his small book ten 
times seemed to her a great task. But as she pro­
gressed with the reading, she began to glimpse some 
of the beauty of story and lines—something which 
had been quite outside her experience. Long before 
the tenth reading, she approached the opening de­
scription of the sunrise with the elation she had pre­
viously felt for a stirring novel. More volumes of 
poetry provided the avenue for a pleasurable adven-, 
ture into new realms.
Sometimes a new field of activity vv’ill provide the 
enthusiasm and vigour which are needed to find more 
pleasure in the daily work. A mart who. had shown 
little desire for cultural pursuits accompanied his wife 
rather unwillingly one evening to a lecture on interior 
decoration. During the evening, he was so captivated 
by the graceful lines of the period furniture displayed 
that he needed no persuasion to visit museums and 
antique shops to continue this study. Thus developed 
a hobby he and his wife could share, and eventually 
the husband set up a workshop in his basement arid 
began to copy small pieces of furniture to improve 
their home.
Another woman, of advanced years, who was de­
pendent in the home of relatives, decided she would 
be helpful to the extent of trying to provide some 
activity of her own, so that she need not be included 
always in the family expeditions. She had long 
cherished a desire to play the piano. Having no money
IF 'IHAT JANITOR COMES into this office again, 
be it to dust, wash windows or polish the floor . . . . 
if he just so much as sticks his nose inside this door 
again this afternoon, this space is going to burst right 
into tears . . . .  It isn’t used to seeing figurative joiur- 
nalistic doorknobs polished. It isn’t used to seeing its 
clippings tidied. It isn’t used to seeing its copypaper 
hidden in a new place each day. And, believe me, 
that sort of thing is unnerving wheri you aren’t used 
'to it. Especially the copy paper , . . . The old way 
with copy paper was simple and very effective. You 
gathered up a big wad and scattered it over your 
desk . . . . a pile in each comer and a chunk under 
the paste-pot at the back edge. There was al­
ways a big wad under you for splinter irisurance . . . . 
At any rate it was altvays handy and you could al'ways 
be sure that it would be where you left it, a shade 
dustier, a little wrinkled, a bit be^iriied . ; . . but 
there. The dust you could blow off, or most of it, 
Pouff! you would say, I had better have this place 
cleaned up tomorrow. Then you would start right in 
where you stopped, with copsrpaper all round and 
handy as anything . . . .  and the cleanup tomorrow 
never came . . . .
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BUT NOT NOW. NOT HERE. One does his best 
each day and when evening comes has things pretty 
well in shape, the office looking just as untidy as any 
newspaper office can look . . : . wastepaper basket 
overflowing all over the floor, papers burying your 
two desks, burnt matches flung in the general direc­
tion of the ashtrays littering the desks and floors;' 
visitors’ cigarette ashes ground into the new green 
linoleum; copy paper covering everything, desks, 
chairs and floor. You look at it as you leave for the 
night and think that this is the way it should look, 
homey, lived-ip. A  day or two more, you tell your­
self, and you will be feeling completely at home. 
But when you come in the next morning, the tidy- 
upper has been around, the papers are picked up, the 
new green linoleum shining, the copy paper has dis­
appeared, the ash trays are, clean and sparkling and 
you are almost afraid to turn around for fear of dis­
turbing the ordered neatness . . . . Then Saturday af­
ternoon come.s along and you promise yourself that
for lessons, she purchased a book of instruction and, you will have some uridisturb^ moments in which
R u ra ls  D o  W e l l
Four hundred student athletes assembled in Pen­
ticton on Saturday to take part in the annual Okana­
gan 'Valley track meet, held for the first time in the 
new King’s Park. This is an annual event which every
school student looks forward to with keen interest 
and if he or she ig, lucky enough to become a partici­
pant, the anticipation almost hurts.
In years gone by Penticton, Kelowna and Vernon 
have lorded it over. the enti-ants from the smaller 
schools in the more remote districts of the Valley. 
Today, the situation is different for the" Kelowna Rural 
Schools clearly demonstrated that they are a big fac­
tor in the track meets of today. Enderby’s few athletes 
also showed to splendid advantage.
In the elementary and high school sections the 
Kelowna Rurals amassed 75 points, and in nearly ev­
ery race there was some representative of the small 
schools surrounding Kelowna in the running. In the 
high school section . alAne Kelowna Rurals obtained 
more points than the combined sixty-odd contingent 
Kelowna sent down from its three schools,
with great difficulty but faithful persistence, learned 
to play well enough so that she could play her loved 
church hymns and other simple melodies. ' Her cour­
age and diligence so aroused the whole-hearted ad­
miration of the household that any thought of de­
pendence was eliminated from their happy compan­
ionship.
Never has there been a time when so many fields 
of study and exploration have been available at little, 
if any cost. Cities are full of libraries, museums, plan- 
etariufns, galleries. Schools hum with courses of in­
struction and lectures on every imaginable subject. 
Radios give concerts, opera, drama, talks on cooking, 
homemaking, gardening. Churches provide spiritual 
food and grand music. Even advertisements give 
information on travel and foreign lands.
Only apathy and mental laziness can prevent the 
pioneer from selecting some special interest and going 
forward into new realms of activity. A  sense of ac­
complishment, of progress and growth, of having a 
part in a world which seems to be moving along in 
ever swifter channels, will help to broaden man’s 
vision to encompass all the good that is now and here 
available for his use, provided he but open his con­
sciousness to see the good land.
you can write some really worthwhile copy. You sit 
at your typewriter and the ideas begin to flow. Then 
the janitor appears. He wants to clean the windows, 
polish the floor, or remove your black fingermarks 
from the freshly painted woodwork. Your ideas dis­
appear and the afternoon is ruined . . . .  We may learn 
in time. It is hoped that the daily missionary, work 
of the tidy-upper may bear fruit at last and his dis­
ciplinary measures may not be meted out in, vain. It 
is hoped that a worthy and suitable spirit of neatness 
may yet enter into this column and abide there . . . .  
and there have been buds of promise. Yesterday a 
newspaper was dropped into the wastepaper basket 
instead of on the floor; the day before that a letter 
was filed for reference in its proper place; no matches 
overran the ashtrays . . . . But today the buds are 
all blighted. Today the inner feelings are no longer i 
towards reform, they are towards rebellion. Today' 
we nearly broke our neck as we skidded on the 
highly- polished linoleum and if that janitor comes 
around to clean one more window, polish one more 
foot of floor, dust one more chair . . . .  if he so much 
as sticks his nose inside that door, you’ll see what 
will happen . . . .  What do you want ? . . . polish the 
floor! . . . .  Good-night! . . . .
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C l e a n s  D i r t y  H a n d s
T K Y  TH U  COUKIICR CLASSIK IIID  AD8.
ITNKI) yaOO ON IJtiOOK <THINT
I'KNTICTON, May 2(i, ( h i aid Ko<' 
of I ’ lMilicton ai)|)i“ai'i‘(l in Fnlicc court 
on Monday inorninr,, charged with 
kc<'|>inj; li((uor for aalc. Tlio cliarc.i' 
rc.sult(.‘(i from a raid made by Provin­
cial iiolice durinjj' the weck-eml. Plcad- 
in/; Ktiilty to Hm' charge the olfender 
was: lined $.'t0() and costs, or three 
moidlis, the flm.' br'infj paid promptly. 
Police state that live per.sons, om.' of 
them a local youmc lady were on IIk' 
pri'inises at the tim<‘ the raid wa.s 
made.
NEW SINGLE-ROLL DREADNAUGHT CHURN AT THE KELOWNA
CREAMERY PLANT
Dairy Products Ltd
V A N C O U V E R , B.C.
CONGRATULATES
K E L O W N A  C R E A M E R Y  L T D .
on tlicir dioioc of two New Twin Coil Pasteurizers 
on o i k ; Single Roll Churn, 
made ]>y
C H E R R Y ,  B U R R E L L  C O R P O R A T I O N
Complete Equipment for handling milk and its products.
W e  W is h  the B est o f Success to T h e  K e low n a  
C ream ery  L td .
T H E  E N T I R E  I N S T A L L A T I O N  O F  A L L
Electrical Appliances 
and Fittings
F o r  the M odern  Equ ipm ent at T h e  K e low n a  
C ream ery  L td .’s N e w  M odern ized  P lan t W a s  
U n dertaken  by
C. W . COPE
E lectrica l Contractor Phone 25
I
1
J. Galtealtli, JLtd
H a d  complete charge o f installing the new  
m odern  churn and pasteurizing equipm ent 
in the K e low n a  C ream ery  L td . plant, and  
extends its congratu lations to one o f K e ­
lo w n a ’s leading co-operative enterprizes  
in the m od ern iza tion 'o f its plant, w h ich  
w as  orig ina lly  designed and equipped by  
J. G a lbraith  L td . -■
Estim ates g lad ly  given  on  
installations o f a ll kinds.
P lu i tisers ' ' Sceamfitteffs
Tinsmiths*
P H O N E  100
s / \ >
xnoney ito im­
prove
borto^^^”7ourhome
repair com-
S. fevJ
sform
elSend /varneiship*
tort and Vtmo o can Iran
P^vWo an'
T h o  l^tanaffor o f  o u r  
branch nearer t you tcill 
ba glad to ilixcjiss your 
B o m c  ttn p rp von icn t  
EjO€U% o t any tinxe^ Ash 
fo r  booklet^ **T^yans fo r  
Bdmolmprovotnentn,^^
-  eiblc ^
„ , ^ a „ a c n b e
otrangi-i j-ccuiity g ^ u s th c a b le
od but borroNvers m  ^ minted
r c q u i t e A . ^  loansm ^“ ^ ^ v m c n U ato retire tbcir ?^ S r ,en ts ,
b ?  S  fronv one to^ a d e  ^  period -c ioOOtbc
spread o loans veats*
T H E H O Y A L B A N I C OF CANADA
KELOWNA BRANCH K. J. WILLIS, Manager
, ,r>- ■
M A K I N G  C A N A D A
A  B ette r  P la c e  in W h i c h  to  L iv e  a n d  W o r k
A Scries of Letters from llisthiguislied Cauadiaiis on Vital I ’roblenis 
Affecting the I'’ iilurc Welfare of Canada
Specially Written for Canadian Weekly New.spajiers A.ssocialioii.
•1
, .rp-"-
■5i
m M
L1';TTKR N o.
Dear Sir;
1 |mve alway.H fi-lt that the "Wi’elc- 
lie;;" of (hi.'i eountiy arc a far more 
influential and important .section of Ihe 
Canadian “Press” than our peoiile un- 
der.stand. They carry into the homes 
of their reader.s intimate local news 
that has a direct interest and tlu.'ir in- 
lluence i.s accoiclingly great. That is 
one reason why I believe that the rail­
ways perform a useful service to the 
eountryoin lieluitig to make it possibli; 
for tlie editors and iiiiblishers of tlu; 
weekly newspapers to travel across 
tlie country onee a year to meet in 
convention and (>xchan;;e ideas on pul)- 
lic (luestions, I believe it liigldy d(,'- 
sirable that your membership sliould 
visit various parts of the country from 
year to year, and thus become ac- 
quainlixl with the problems which our 
widely varying communities have be­
fore them.
You ask me what endeavour I would 
recommend to your editors to helji 
make Canada a better ])laco in whicli 
to live and work. Tt is a tremendous 
question and I am sure it is one upon 
which every one of your intelligent 
and patriotically inclined mcmbcrsliiij 
will have definite ideas.
Canada is faced with many problems. 
Wo have met and passed more or less 
.safely through several during the last
W e e k l ie s  A r e  In f lu e n t ia l S e c ­
t io n  O f  C a n a d ia n  P r e s s
ilOi-SF': ' ' ■ ■
, - XaaaMIx-i'
p jilil
i i i i iS iiii
>‘Viiiii
l i p  %
Wk
The general public is being invited to view the lat?st equipment just installed in the premises of the Kelowna quarter century. Those ahead arc just 
Creamery Ltd. This modern eqitipment consists of two new pasteurizers and a big churn, which makes this plant us serious, but,if we meet them with 
one of the most modern for its size to be found anywhere in Canada. To the right of the big churn is Gus Arndt, courage and a determination to con- 
buttermaker for the Kelowna Creamery and the man who has' been mainly responsible for the long list of prize sider only the welfare of the country 
awards which adorn the office of the company. On the le!t, behind the churn is Dick Matthews, while directly behind ut large, they will jDrove no more in-
Sm EDWARD BEATTY 
(G.B.E., K.C., LL.D.,)
Chairman and President, 
Canadian Pacific Raiiway.
Mr. Arndt can be seen Lionel Charman, both assistants to the buttermaker.
Tw o Pasteurizers A n d  Fine M odern  
Single-rRoll Butter Churn Installed 
A t  Compact Kelowna Creamery Plant
superable than did those which form 
________  ____1 _____  high points in our past history. .
. , , X , , Some of- our problems are economic
weight were taken from Beaver and and perhaps these are the moi'e serious, 
limit catches were regular. They mostly have found their basis in
D irect M o to r  D rives  Replace U n s igh tly  Be lts and Pu lleys  
as N e w  Equ ipm ent B rin gs  P lan t up to D a te  at Cost  
of $6,000
Nearly every fisherman had his limit world-wide conditions and to some ox 
at Wood s lake on Sunday while some tent in limitations imposed by geo- 
fine catches were reported from Oka- graphical situation, and there are those 
nagan luke, fish up to eight pounds which are the direct result of public 
being taken out. extravagance and a general disregard
John Cushing aud George Meikle of the ordinary laws of economies in 
found the road to Chute ^ lake in fair those days when we were more pros- 
shape, and the fishing quite enticing. perous than we have lately been;
problems ahead
the weekly newspapers would do well 
to devote study and space to such na­
tional problems' as these I have in­
dicated. I know of no botti'r help to 
arriving at sound constructive decisions 
than may be found in the exchange of 
ideas which will be a natural result 
of your meeting together in convention. 
I have an idea that many of these 
problems would not exist were all Can­
adians even reasonably well informed 
on the points of view held by their 
fellow-citizens in other parts of the 
country.
Undoubtedly some of the difficulties 
that confront us are the result of bad
CO M P L E T E  modernization of the (equipment in the fine, compact plant of the Kelowria Creamery Ltd. has now been finished, 
providing the latest in modern machinery and a more sightly interior 
to the building which is situated on Pendozi street north, opposite 
the Don McLean garage.
There are , also.
Shopwalker: “Look here, I heard you which seem to arise out of racial dif- 
say to that customer, ‘No, we haven't ferences and from the fact that in vari- 
had any, for a long time:’ You should ous parts of this country we have leadership to which we have given un 
never say anything like that—always communities who find it difficult to d,ue confidence. Some of these self- 
say ‘we will get it for you.’ What was think along the lines of those of us c’onstituted, leaders have been educated 
it the lady wanted?’’ who live in other areas. by self-interest and others by belief
Salesman: “Sunshine.” In my humble opinion, the Editors of Turn to Page 4, Story 9
Energetic  E xecutive
Expense , of $6,000
At the expense of nearly $6,000 a 
large single-roll dreadnought churn 
and two new pasteurizers have been 
. installed, the unsightly overhead shafts 
and belts discarded and . direct drive 
. motors substituted. .
The interior has been re-kalsomined 
and all the equipment and fittings 
have a spic and span look.
From the time the products of the 
200-odd cream shippers arrive at the 
unloading platform till the time the 
butter is stored in the cold storage 
rooms, a generally progressive system 
is adopted.
The receiving room has a large mo­
dern scale to weigh the cream accur­
ately. As soon as the cream is emp­
tied into the receiving tank the cans 
are steamed immediately, washed and 
air-dried. -Just behind this receiving 
room is the creamery laboratory where 
samples of all crearn are kept and 
tested.
The first thing which strikes a vis­
itor to the Kelowna Creamery plant 
now is the removal of the cumbersome, 
overhead pulleys and belts. One new 
pasteurizer was -installed less than a 
year ago and now a large, bright, 
clean-looking churn and two more-pas­
teurizers have been added, all with 
direct motor drives.
Ample Cold Storage
The first cold storage room is the who has been.secretary-manager of the 
ice cream room, and temperatures of Kelowna Creamery, Ltd. for many 
20 to 30 degrees below freezing are years and who has been responsible to 
registered. The next small storage a large degree for the present
- v  . -
D. K. GORDON
 l   f  t  t fine 
room is for the shipping butter, which standing of the Kelowna institution, 
is kept around the freezing point.
These three words typify the renovated plant of the
K e l o w t i a  C r e a m e r y  L t d .
A t  a cost o f several thousand do llars T H E  K E L O W N A  C R E A M ­
E R Y  L T D .  has com pleted the installation of a b ran d  n ew  m odern  
D readn au gh t churn and the latest in Pasteu riz in g  Equipm ent.
T h ere  are several reasons fo r  this im provem ent. One is to keep abreast o f the 
times and take advan tage  o f  the m any  tim e-saving devices the latest equipment 
offers. A n oth er is to provide the fam ilies o f K e low n a  and the district trad ing  
area w ith  the best possible quality  butter w h ich  can be produced. K e low n a  
Cream ery  Butter has lo n g  been a household w o rd  in th(6 hom es o f K e low n a  and  
in o rder to retain this enviable record and to be assured that on ly  the highest 
quality o f butter is be in g  turned out, this expenditure has been made.
A  V IS IT  TO O U R  P L A N T  W IL L  O P E N  Y O U R  E YE S  T O  T H E  M OST M O D ER N  
P L A N T  O F  ITS S IZE  TO  BE F O U N D  A N Y W H E R E  IN  C A N A D A
FISHING GENERALLY 
GOOD AT WEEK-END
third storage room is the largest of alj, 
and is the main storage room for the 
butter.
This plant is equipped \yith a direct 
v-belt "York machine for the cold stor- '
age and ice making. The steam boiler _  . , un­
used is a B.C. product and provides Beaver Officially Opened on May
ample steam and hot wal^r. 2 0  With Many Visitors
In the basement is located the bo.v: 
making department. Throughout the  ^ ~
plant, everything is arranged for a Fishermen generally were satisfied
progressive movement in order that is *with the results of the week-end fish- 
little delay as possible be caused. ing, only Pillar lake reporting failure.
During the year, the output of but- At Beaver the official opening was on 
ter runs in the neighborhood of 150,000 Friday, May 20, and throughout the 
pounds, while 10,000 gallons of ice week-end parties found the fishing 
cream are manufactured annually. entirely to their satisfaction. Some
Every precaution is taken to see that American parties were among the first 
all bacteria is killed in the cream. The to invade these waters, 
cream is filtered twice, the first b(jing Kamloops trout up to 3 pounds in
an ordinary filter and the second by 
pressure, ensuring an absolutely clean 
cream.
Ice Crearn AVatched Carefully .
V.
•The ice cream receives special at­
tention, as it is both pasteurized and 
homogenized. By the latter method, 
the globules are broken down, ensuring 
'a fine, even texture.
have stainless steel linings which give 
a longer life and less maintenancG 
costs than the copper-lined vats.
Substantially-Built 
The wood in the churn is No. 1 edge­
grained Washington fir, similai- to the 
Douglas fir of British Columbia. It is
specially seasoned at the Ced Rapids, 
The ne.w single-roll churn was sup- Mich, plant. The inside roll of the 
pliccl by the Dairy Supplies Ltd., Van- churn is made of California redwood, 
couver, distributors for the Cherry- xhe outside fittings on the churn are
'Tke. 
K I N G  
O  P
FOODS
The
Ice Cream 
Season
is fast 
approa n
Burrell Corp, It is a 1.200-pound 
dreadnaught churn.. The single roll is 
a decided advantage, it is stated,, over 
the multiple roll churns, which have 
eight packing glands to be kept sani­
tary and adjusted at all times. There 
is only one packing gland in the 
Cherry-Burrell type installed.
Fifty-eight per cent of the total 
churns used in Canada and the United 
States are Cherry-Burrell manufacture, 
D. G. Lockyer, manager of the Dairy 
Supplies Ltd. stated on a visit of in­
spection here last week.
The pasteurizers have 300-gallon ca-
galvanized iron with aluminum Inoquer 
finish..
“The Kelowna Creamery Ltd. has nn 
enviable record in its position held 
among B.C. creameries,” Mr. Lockyer 
told The Courier, “due in large mea- 
.sure to the hard work and careful at­
tention of Gus Arndt, the butter- 
maker.”
This installation of the machinery 
was undertaken by J. Galbraith Ltd., 
of Kelowna. This firm originally de­
signed the Kelowna Creamery Ltd. 
plant and was responsible for most of 
the original machinery. Electrical
pacity and are *of the twin-coil type, work and most of the supplies were 
also installed by the Dairy Supplies handled by C. W. Cope. Kelowna elec- 
Ltd. for the Cherry-Burrell Corp. They tfician.
IT’S PASTEURIZED!
IT’S HOilOGEMIZEp!
DELIVERED DAILY TO THE TRADE
Kelowna Creamery Ice Cream has 
a fine, delicious texture unsurpassed 
by any imported product.
T H E R E  IS A  R EASO N— Only the 
highest quality ingredients are used: 
Homogenizing breaks up the glob­
ules and provides the fine, even 
texture.
BUY KELOWNA PRODUCTS AND
v'UHL-
i t
Mr9^
I.'':'!
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PEDLAR culvert pipe, pnvi'd Invert sewer pipe, roiiductor pipe, titeiAl 
liithi comer heoti. ceilings SAWVER-MASSEY Imporhil runil 
inuclilnery. IruHuts AUSTIN*WESTERN ,iwiM'p(‘fs, liltumliiiius dis-* 
triljutors, dump nml trail cars TORO guncriii utility tractors, gang 
and power niowors CMC connuie, plnsliM and intuininous mixtirs, 
pumps, hoists, carts tar, tarphalt power slioveK iminiHpal. mining 
and contractors' mnclilnory Write for dotnils,
WILLARD EaUlPDIEDT LllfllTED
0 6 0  a e flC H  f l uenuE U f l n c o u u e R  c p n A D o
HOUSING ACT 
DIRECTOR TO 
VISIT INTERIOR
Ottawa Official W ill Attempt to 
Iron Out Local Difficulties Pre­
venting Successful Operation 
■ of Act.
/A m i v  AfyCtMMtf
SUN llfE  OF CANADA
'WHOlf-UfE ASSURANCE 
ANNUITIES. ENDOWMENTS
I
Lociil Agents:
HEAD OEFICI-MONTREfll___
S. It. D AVIS  - - - K,
Maclarcn UIbck, Kelowna, B.C.
CHILD EDUCATION 
fAMILY PROTEOTION
C. ATK IN SO N
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VAHCQUVER
VIA
Greyhound B:00 p.m.
Bur ...... 10:10 p.m.
No. 11 .... 10.30 p.m.
No. 11 .... 10:00 u.m.
Dine leisurely 
on Train 3 after 
leaving Slcamous
4:00 p.m. 
8:0.‘> p.m. 
8:25 p.m. 
9:00 a.m.
PENTICTON — Dally
Iv. KELOWNA 
or. PENTICTON 
Iv. ' PENTICTON 
ar. VANCOUVER
V IA  SICAMOUS 
Dally Except Sunday
Iv. KELOWNA 
ar. SICAMOUS 
Iv. SICAMOUS 
ar. VANdOUVER
Service
ar. 9:45 a.m. Greyhound
Iv. 7:30 a.m........... Bus
ar. 7:30 a.m.... No. 12
Iv. 8.05 p.m....  No. 12
' Parlor Car
between Kelowna 
and Sicamous 
ar. 2:25 p.m.
Iv. 10.25 a.m.
ar. 6.50 a.m.
Iv. 7:15 p.m.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. S IIA YLE R —City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
CANADIAN PACIFIC
Most .signiticiint devclopincnl in Itie 
eurrent hou.sing .sitiialion in llriti.sh 
Columbia, and e.speclally in tin.' Inter­
ior citie.s, i.R the forthcoming vi.sit of 
F. W. Nicoll.s, director of liuiising, de­
partment of llnance, Ottawa, through 
whom the Dominion IlouKiiig Act is 
administered.
Mr. Nicolls' itinery will embrace 
Vancouver, the Island, Prince Ruiiert 
and the cities of the Interior. Because 
of the many problems which have aris­
en in the actual operation of tlio act, 
the director’s visit is being awaited 
with keen interest, parMcularly in tlic 
smaller centres of population where 
tlio act has, as yet, been ineffective.
A desire to meet everyone interested 
in the successful functioning of the 
D.H.A. and H.I.P., lias been expressed 
by Mr. Nicolls in his correspondence 
with the B.C. committee and every 
effort will be made to arrange meet­
ings with truly representative bodies 
in every city ho visits. The local 
Board of Trade has been informed he 
will visit Kelowna within the next 
few weeks.
D IS TR IB U T IO N  O F  O K A N A G A N  CHERRIES F O R  1937
A recapitulation of the distribution, grades, sizes, etc., of chernc^s for 1937. showing comparison for 1935 and 193G. These figures 
apply to the Okanagan Valley only. It should be noted that m*thc first column the total as given docs not include cannery ship­
ments, To get the total crop of any variety you must add the cannery and processing shipments to the total given in the first 
column. The figures for plums, pears, peaches, crabapplcs, prunes and apples will follow in subsequent issues. The figures are 
supplied by the British Columbia Fruit Board.
Bing .............
Bhick Republican 
Black Tartarian ...
Deacon ..............
Lambert .............
Royal Anne ........
Sour Cliorrley .....
Sweet Clierries ...
Total-
Total-
Total-
4 15 lb. 201b. 25 lb. 0-Qt. Cau’y l*rt)ccs.s
Total No. 1 No. 2 Bask. Lug Lug Lug Bask. Boxes Boxes B.C. Alla. Sask. Man. East.
29,((()!) 29,439 230 17,184 9,594 458 2,433 2,595 3,050 3,400 0,907 4,055 5,150 10,097
375 303 72 300 7 1,884 7 157 124 87
07 07 07 1,405 14 40 0 1
047 930 17 947 ' 1,240 371 118 458
. 27,741 27,590 145 13,789 12,709 00 1,007 4,070 1,737 4,409 2,482 3,437 15,010
456 440 10 432 10 8 3,024 10,083 33 190 213 20
710 003 47 701 0 50 47 410 129 118
03 57 0 57 0 2,134 3 22 38
1,524 1,524 1,524 0,987 701 308 515
01,552 01,019 533 35,009 22,379 554 3,550 0,219 32,409 5,241 13,3.39 7,473 9,780 25,713
. 93,too 02,477 1,211 01,822 24,197 2,159 5,510 5,740 40,240 9,171 24,535 10,522 15,338 25,183
. 77,310 70,090 329 59,700 13,012 454 3,372 W5 054 17,224 0,079 20,919 10,047 15,083 13,701
U.S.A.
2,939
2,890
NATIONAL UNITY TO BE ISSUE 
IN FORTHCOMING FEDERAL VOTE 
IS CONVICTION AT ORAWA
Prime. M in ister K in g  Believed P repared  T o  F igh t E lection  
O n  Subject O f  P rov inc ia l A u ton om y— Confident O f  
D efeatin g  F oes O f  Confederation
An old countryman was taken by a 
friend to lunch in a smart London res­
taurant.
“Will you have a cocktail?"
his friend.
Giles’s face fell. ‘‘Well, I'd  rather 
have a wing and a bit of the breast," 
asked’ he answered.
KELOWNA MAN
IS BEREAVED
FOR H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G 'G O  T O  T H E  CO U R IER
VOUR CHEVROIGT D E R IE R  ERVS
PRIME Minister Mackenzie King is reported in Ottawa to be pre­paring to fight an election at any time on the issue of National 
Unit/ and to strike back at those whom the Liberal Party regards as 
T*. ., ~ , foes of Confederation. Reports menanating from a caucus of the
brother of Russel Lewers of the Ben- -^‘beral members of the House of Commons said the Prime Minister 
nett Hardware Company, Kelowna, had expressed determination to make a definite issue, if necessary, of 
Vancouver on Friday, growing demands for Provincial autonomy. Further, it is said, he 
 ^ a stock- expressed himself as confident of the outcome of an'electoral battle
fought on such grounds.
Since the Rowell Commission started — ----------------- ------------------ ------- —
its methodical study of the structure of 
Confederation, the conviction has 
grown upon Prime Minister King that 
the union of the provinces is threaten­
ed, according to those who are near 
him.
May 20th. Mr. Lewers was 
broker in the coast city. He was sixty- 
six years of age and leaves two sons, 
two daughters, two sisters: and one 
brother, R. Lewers of this city.
Come Take
’ Fears For Confederation
His declaration to his followers does 
not necessarily foreshadow an immedi­
ate election. The meagre reports of his 
statement which reached newspaper­
men indicated, however, a willingness 
to strike boldly across narrow sectional 
issues in an appeal to the people of 
Canada for a declaration on the powers 
of the Central Government.
HON. E. W. HAMBER 
MAY BE PRESENT 
FOR ZONE PICNIC
Canadian Legion Planning Big  
Gathering at Kelowna on King’s 
Birthday, June 9
"Waiting here is a pain-—”
*Smoke a Sweet Cap and make it a pleasure 1’
SWEET CAPORAL CIGARETTES
'T^e purest form in which tobacco can be smoked"
a Ride and 
Sell Vourself!
Prospect that His Honour Lieutenant- 
Governor E. W. Hamber and Mrs, 
In the House of Commons there has Bamber may be present for the big 
been no attempt to conceal the grow-
Illustrated—Chevrolet Master De Luxe Coach wtth trupk.
I
ing alarm among members of all par­
ties regarding the state of Confedera­
tion. Liberals, Conservatives and mem­
bers of the Left Wing groups have 
made appeals both in and out of the
annual Canadian Legion zone picnic to 
be held in Kelowna on June 9, the 
King’s Birthday, was announced this 
week by Len Richards, Kelowna Can­
adian Legion secretary,
Started two years ago at Kelowna,
DI S T I L L E D  
B L E N D E D .  
AND BOTTLED 
IN SCOTLAND
86^ ox. 
$ 3 .2 5
40ox.
$ 4 .8 5
MODERN PERFECTED 
MODE HYDRAULIC 
STYLING BRAKES
GENUINE - ROOMIER 
KNEE- ALL-SILENT 
ACTION* ALL-STEEL BODIES
VALVE-
IN-HEAD
ENGINE
FISHER
N6-DRAFT
VENTILATION
NEW
TIPTOE-MATIC 
CLUTCH.
know  you ’ l l  b e lieve  you r ow n 
eyes  . . . y o u r  ow n  fe e l in g s  . . . 
you r ow n  com parisons! . .  .
T b a t ’ s w h y  w e ’ r e  so ea g e r  to  b a v e  
yo u  in s p e c t  an d  d r iv e  th e  n e w  1938 
C h ev ro le t !
W e  k n o w  y o u r  eyes  w i l l  t e l l  y o u  
C h evro le t is m ore beau tifu l——you r fe e l­
ings w i l l  te ll you it ’ s safer, m ore sp irited  ■
W E S T E R N  M A D E  
F O R
W E S T E R N  T R A D E
and m ore  com fortab le— ^your com pari­
sons w il l  p ro ve  its superior qu a lity  and 
w orkm ansh ip— and a ll o f  them  w il l  te l l  
you , “ I t ’ s the Best C h evro le t in  C hev­
ro le t  h is to ry !”
So w h y  n o t take the w h ee l — today  ! 
D r iv e  C h evro le t once, and y o u ’l l  w ant 
to  d r ive  it  a lw ays! W e have a car a ll 
ready fo r  you.
*On Master De Luxe Modeb.
House for a greater measure of har- this zone picnic is one of the largest 
mony between province and province annual gatherings in the Valley during 
and between province and Dominion, the year. Special trains will carry 
Viewed from Parliament Hill, the p^fftonnaires, their wives and families 
issue of disunity has spread like wild- to Kelowna from Enderby, Armstrong 
fire in the past six months. It made Vernon. .Many other parties will 
itself apparent for the first time as a southern section of
major question when the Ottawa Gov- the Valley as well this year, it is ex- 
ernment sought Provincial co-operation ^ ,
to launch a scheme of unemployment The Kelowna Canadian Legion pipe 
insurance: • band will lead the parade, smartly re­
splendent in the new uniforms which 
Cry Of Provincial Rights made such a hit at the Wenatchee Ap-
The replies to that appeal, with three pte Blossom Festival, 
provinces opposing, indicated a pro- Hon. Mr. Hamber has thanked the 
vincial unwillingness to concede or Legion for the special invitation to at- 
give authority to the Central govern- tend and has expressed a keenness to 
ment. From the moment the replies he present, but cannot state his inten- 
of the three* provinces, Quebec, New tions definitely yet.
Brunswick and Alberta, were publish- The Provincial Command, Canadian 
ed the issue grew in importance. It was Legion annual convention is to be held 
over-shadowed, however, when, the this year at the Hotel Vancouver on 
provinces started making their submis- August 4, 5 and 6. 
sions to the Rowell Commission. Pro- .
vincial rights became the cry.
The flame of discontent has been fan­
ned all along with arguments cbncern- 
ing the British North America Act—
Federal jurisdiction versus provincial 
jurisdiction. The Mackenzie King Gov­
ernment is anxious to amend the act, 
and when the next election is fought it 
will be with the definite statement 
that , the Federal Governrrient should 
have authority over social services,,, 
such as Unemployment insyr^: ice. $6,000,000. I wonder on what grounds 
Reports were current on^arliament economic theories more remarkable 
Hill that Mr. King holds Premier Hep- ^heir novelty and widely heralded
by thoroughly undependable, promises 
of relief than they were for the sound­
ness of their economic bases. The need 
is for sound leadership in facing na­
tional problems, and I would suggest
s  c
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
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burn responsible for bringing the issue 
of disunity to a head with his submis­
sion a few days ago to the Rowell 
Commission.
This, of course, cannot be confirmed.
but there is no doubt whatever that that as these .problems move forward
XI 1 X_________-a ir— T i r ?    +/%■ +  ^4- C 41the rift between Mr. King and Mr. 
Hepburn has widened. ■ •
It is likely that his remarks to caucus 
were prompted, by Mr. Hepburn’s sub­
mission. The Ontario Premier vigorous-
to their solution it would be well if 
those who discuss them in editorial 
columns should look towards sound de­
pendable leaders whose proposals for 
dealing with our problems are found-
C-2I8BW
CHEVROLET
TUNE IN  — B everley B axter, mjp. . . . Trans- 
^lantic Broadcast from London, England .. . Every 
Tuesday Evening over Canadian Broadcasting Cor­
poration Network.
DOM McLEAN MOTORS
BE R N A R D  AVE . P H O N E  207 K E L O W N A , B.C.
ly opposed the granting of any further ®d upon time-tested and proven fun-
power to the Federal Government, and and having found such
it is well known from recent statements leaders, they should be given whole- 
and actions that Mr. King holds that hearted support even when political 
the Federal Goverhment must have expendiency would seem to point in 
wider power, must be the authoritative other directions.
voice for all Canada, if Confederation I greatly fear that you will consider 
is to survive. this letter unnecessarily long, but, I
It is believed he told his followers hope, not without interest. The offer
that, so far as he is concerned, the issue of advice on other peoples’ business is
of national unity transcends all others, usually a thankless task, but you have 
including the usual party differences, asked me for my ideas on these mat-
He told them, for instance, that the ters and-I am glad to comply. Further-
free-traders and tariff abolitionists in more, we all see difficulties ahead for 
the party must hold their peace and this country, and I believe you and 
must accommodate their views t* the your colleagues can do much to help 
more moderate views of the party as nieet them. T am convinced, also, that 
a whole. insofar as you do so you will streng-
Premier Mitchell Hepburn has made then the position of your own news- 
himself unpopular with a great num- papers in the communities in which 
ber of Federal Liberals, particularly they live.
those from the West, because of the With all good wishes for the success 
views he expressed on the rights of of your Convention, and for yourself, 
western provinces.  ^ I remain.
In the House of Commons, for in- Yours very truly,
stance. Dr. T. F. Donnelly (Lib., Wood jr -w
Mountain, Sask.), rapped the Ontario W.
Prime Minister for seeking more Fed- President, Canadian Pacific
oral relief when he was able to balance Railroad Company.
his province’s budget. “At the end of ---------------------- ------ -^------------------
the year, ’ he said, “we find that after Ontario can come to this government 
giving grants-in-aid this government and ask for grants-in-aid, when it has 
had a deficit of $70,000,000, while the a surplus.”
province of Ontario had a surplus of , The political pot is boiling over.
H ^ e  b  the tire that b  
easy on your purse—  the 
tire that puts m oney in your 
pocket b y  what you  save 
on its low  price. T h b  
sensational new  Firestone 
Standard T ire  hits a  new  
all-time high in value fo r ilt 
has eversrthmg you w an t-^  
sedety^ m ileage and econ> 
om y. Standard Tires have 
all the «ctra  features which 
make Firestone Tires fa­
mous fo r  quality. A n d  
every  Standard Tu*e car- 
r i^  the Firestone guaran­
t y .  D rive  in. to  your 
nearest Firestone Dealer to­
day and see how  he 
save you money.
\ Mosr Miles
K E LO W N A  D E ALE R S :
Bego Motor Company Limited
Phone 232
F IR ESTO N E  TIRES, T U B ES  and ACCESSORIES
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By J. R. A.
KELOWNA FAILS TO H IT HAL COUSINS’  K e l o w n a  
FAST BALL AND LOSES B Y  3-2 SCORE M a k e
Chester Owen, the master «olfer, had 
quite u beef the other day, and your 
Gossiper was on the ^'ceiving eiiQ 
without much of a comcftack for once. 
In the main, Chester claimed discrim­
ination. Now last year, he claimed, 
Bert and Jean Johnston went to Ver­
non and despite spending half the day
JUNIORS PLAY NICE
^   ^ ^   ^ . w w Gyro Club May 24th SportsGAME OF BASEBALL Program m e
R u r a l  S c h o o l s  
G o o d  S h o w i n g  
In  V a l l e y  T r a c k  M e e t
GEORGE MORROW’S RETURN TO BALL 
DIAMOND UPSET B Y  RUTLAND IN 
EXTRA INNING OF LEAGUE OPENER
It was a
Centrals Nose Out South End by Bogslie was at bat. Th 
3-1 Score in League Game .^ ‘ri
Two snappy junior baseball teams. 
Ashing balls out of the creek, they the senior champions o f tomorrow, 
came triumphantly home with the staged a fine ball exhibition at the city 
married couples’ golf cup, handed out park on Tuesday morning, May 24, as 
to man and wife who can traipse over part of the Gyro Club’s sports pro 
18 holes of a golf course and still speak, gramme for the day. 
to each other at the llnish. Quito an Centrals beat South End 3-1 in five 
accomplishment, from the small am- innings of 
ount of observation I have been able the pitching
to get in. Now this year Chester and Centrals and Chapman for the South 
Thelma came and saw and conquered End.
and brought the mug back from Vor- The winners got away to a fine start 
non much to the disgust of all Vernon- in the first inning when B. White and 
ites. And what do you think happened? Jim Tostenson 'scored. South End,
nei've-wracking moment.
o sccjre j'ead 
miniates, and 
in favour of Beaverdell. The .seem; 
W U . S  the first half of tlie nlntli on Tuc;:;- 
day. May 24, at about (i.30 p.m., at the 
city park. There were two men clown, 
man was reposing at third base, 
ch would mean the tying run 
should he score.
That was the situation when Bogstic
D o u g  H erbert  R uns M arve llous L a p  in H ig h  School R e lay  
to P ave  W a y  fo r W in — E.j B ed fo rd  C aptures T w o  
F irst Places, to V ie - W ith  H e rbert  fo r Prom inence in 
K e lo w n a ’s Scoring
N in e  E rro rs  P rove  Costly  fo r  K e low n a  as R utland  W a lk s  
O ff W ith  G am e by  9-7 Score in T en  In n in gs— H en ry  
W o strad o w sk i and P au l Bach  L e a d  V ictorious N in e
Ge o r g e  Morrow, one-time chief twirler for the Kelowna ball club, was recalled from the archives more portly in figure than
■ '^ E R N O N ’S two main school divisions, high and elementary, speed- when he last performed four years ago, and went to work for the
ed through to two glorious victories on Saturday at K ing’s Park diamondeers at the local park last Sunday against Rutland in the 
jc c ou ui j:yiiu o-i m uvi.- g j^. c^k out and tlic ball game was all Penticton, as the sixteenth annual Okanagan Valley schools track opening league ball contest.
over, Bcaverdell’s Highland-Bell Min- meet drew to a close as dusk was setting in. George Did Well — --- ---- --  ----- --------------------
m.. Vi!„ ^  having rang the bell for the first I
win of the season.
Heads-Up Baseball
In both high and elementary divisions, the aggregate cups, the And to give George his due, he turn-
It was heads-up ball throughout and 
the large crowd which observed the
Vernon Cup and the Kelowna Cup, were captured by the fleet-footed unc pcifoimancc, toing ten uin-
xi-i X. r „  X.U xT- u • j  j  1 • j  xu • X before his side was finally retiredathletes from the north, who ran, jumped and skipped their way to beaten 9-7 in that extra inning. It
Nothing. Your Gossiper forgot to make through Harding, got its lone tally in play was held in position until the last
victory by substantial majorities.' wasn’t George’s fault that his come-
But in the elementary division, the honours have to be shared was ignobly started as his team-
any mention. So apologies go to Mr. the second and in the third Handlen ball was pitched. Bogstie’ let up for. w ith a small band o f athletes who do not boast the advantacres o f committed nine errors and threvv-------------- x._.. xt-_ ,-._„x—1- xi-i.. , ----- ----!— xi-_ xt-:„x. — . x.__ away what othei'w.ise was a tight andand Mrs. Chester Owen
4> * « the larger cities. This little group of athletes from the Kelowna interesting ball game.
Kelowna trailed from the start and
came across for the Centrals third run. one inning, the third, and the Miners
, - This was a league game, Cathonians scored three runs. Kelowna came back i i _ i  n u x  x j x i - i  j * - -
They say there is a Junior Board ten- being the other league entry. The jun- witk two in the fifth but although rural schools area, all but captured the elementary division again,
nis tournament in progress. Your Gos- ior ball schedule follows: May 25, Cath- countless opportunities yawned before They were but eight points behind.
siper was picked in the second section, onians vs South End; May 29, Centrals them, the Kelowna hickory wielders These representatives from the rural ----------—-----^ ^ ___
along with the long-suffering Maurice vs Cathonians; June 1, Centrals vs just couldn’t do a thing with Harold ophnolc: of the central Okhnaean vied
Meikle for partner, and if .you have South End; June 5, South End vs Cath- Cousins’ deliveries when he got in a ^ j^h  not only the larger centres of
JOE AND PAT 
GO OVER M R  
WITH STYLE
was up against a short deficit until Haley Brothers, Olympic Conten-
Penticton, Kelowna and Vernon, butnoticed any tennis balls flying over onians; June 8, Cathonians vs Centrals; hole, 
the fence around the tennis courts in June 12, South End vs^  Centrals; June Dick IV^rray was the stand-out man Mro^^met’ a^husrr group' o^  
the past few days you will know that 15, Cathonians vs South End; June 19, behind Harold Cousins, he fielding from Enderby Armstrong and from
in (-cntraic: x,<5 rathnninn.! eight of the plays with Only One mis- south Okanagan, including KaleThe Courier’s chief commentator Ce trals vs Catho ia s.
the, realm of sports is at work. Besides, --------------- -----------
the weather isn’t quite warm , enough nm in/VO
yet for a fast game of tennis. One p F W T | t f j T n W  T I ?  j jM §  
should play tennis when it is hovering 
around 95 in the shade, so that the 
perspiration oozes out of every pore 
and runs in rivulets down off the end 
of your nose. ’Then, . after running
cue,^really an unjust one to credit ag- ^en, Okanagan Falls’, Oliver, Osoyoos
ainst him. The Leier brothers played gnd Testalinda.good ball for Kelowna.
H o w  C u p s  W e r e  W o n  
A t  S c h o o l  T r a c k  M e e t  
In  P e n t i c t o n
the seventh frame, when they pulled 
up even. But Kelowna never went 
ahead and they had their backs to the 
wall, fighting for existence.
Henry Wostradowski'hurled the en­
tire game for the victorious Rutland-
ders, Exhibit High Jumping 
Skill At May 24th Sports
JO E  D O E S  6 F E E T  T W O
The top of the batting order came an? Pe^ ntiJt^ r^^  bS led  m S  i. From the following list may be seen and vied for honours with the hickory
I  A n i l 7 Q ’  r r i l  C  T I «  a m  «P for the Beaverdell Miners in the hnt ahnnt how the cups won at the Okanagan with Johnny Holisky, and the WostiLAUlfcS UULr lltAM thM , V e U n  had obtataea_ a^^sUnpt adge laSV were d.“ wb5tedT Haley, brothers who have
lies, and although,he did not turn in Bicycle And Obstacle Races Give
his best performance, he had things i-T j  tt. • » ,
fairly well under control, Paul Bach ^rowd Excitement And Many 
stole the day with his base running Laughs In Track Programme
     i   li ,   ra- Two lanky champions from Trail
and, long before the final gun blasted.1 , ,x. X grounded out McKinnon on a force at FetUgrew cup, 75 yards, girls 16 and third for Kelowna were on the spot and British
frantically over _ the court come into n u S b en n v id S  the plnt^ ^^ ^^  t ^ " i = K e l o w n a ,  Ru- all day and were called upon to handle sprints and juiffp'ing gave a polished
The Kielbiski brothers at second and represented Canada at the Olympics
H “f 'TfpnTxrn n fVio o rl ‘Ri-'i+t?li ItlmpirG GsITIGS IH botll
the clubhouse, sip about four cups of I tT s lto d a ^ o r^  and
i,/.,++xxct +QO -.rr..! finri anH an nut baturday lor a friendly inter club chj-istie hit down to short. Hodgesthe hottest tea you can find and go out “  J- +„ ufx „v,aT
and do it all over again. Possibl.y a "i^fch and an attempt to lift the chalciiiu w  XL exxx ixvcx cxecxxxx. x coc, xxx., v . ,  _ „ 1 X o i x x i i i i -  plckcd up thc ball aod threw to Kiel-
beer when the afternoon is all over biski, just a trifle high, and the latter
well Of course vour Go '^ i^ner Penticton. In these attempts Kelowna , . the ball dron Three runs came in scored 31 and Armstrong 17, 18 and under—Fred Steeves, Summer-goes well. Of course, youi ejOSSiper +hn T>nnt,Vtnr. toarYic-nrnxmrl ICt tOC ball OrOp. inreC TUns CamC in a+hlptn from .<^ limTTiPr1and
• f rP K all the difficult plays. They slipped at performance at the city park on T u^ -point^ Penticton being closest with 54  ^^ George Meikle cup. 100 yards, boys the wrong spots and bad throws were L y , May 24, to feature the s h S  track
under—J. Baldwin, Vernon. responsible for a number of R;utland programme of the Gyro Club 
44, five points ahead of Kelowna s 39. Penticton Herald cup. 100 yards, boys runs; With the greatest of e7se and with
failed for the Penticton teams' proved 
far too strong.
Mrs. A. McClymont, Mrs. S. Under-
on Harold Cousins’ single to centre and 
Bakke’s similar hit to left.
wouldn’t know about that.
Anne McClymont has been doing it , The Kelowna outfield was playing
again. What? Cleaning up on ladies’ , Mrs. Chester  ^Owen and Mrs. L. too. deep to get the four singles which
goH tournaments. S h e  L s  b e e n  d o i n g  goadhouse were the
it so readily in the last few years that Bowl team while the inter-club
its only news when she gets beaten, pa^ty consisted of Mrs. K. Maclaren,
while one athlete from Summerland land.
gave that community 10 points w ith  Daisy Hansen cup, 100 vard-  ^ girls third frame When Rudy Kitsch mis- before Pat the younger of the twotwo firsts.
caused the trouble.
Two In Fifth
^  Ipniriritf- Mrs. G. E. Wiseman, Mrs. J. S. Render- There were no further scores for the scores dropped down to South Okana
son, Mrs. C. M. DeMara, Mrs. J. N. Mners^ but Ke^^^  ^ nagan 12, Penticton 6, Kelowna 4, Sum;
Butler, Bokisge. Then Eddie Kielbiski booted just failed an inch higher.
Handicap Sprint
Cushings R. B. Staples, Mrs. P. B. 
hP«t Put V?1 iS t  Willits, Mrs. J. B. Knowles, Mrs. E. C.
Weddell, Mrs. A. Weddell, Mrs. Chas. wager that that state wont last long, _ , ’ a o t n/r- tit
and she will be out socking them down Gaddes, Mrs. A. S. Lander and Miss W.
the fairways. It was a disappointment Hpinuth 
when no outside entries appeared for
Three In Third all the style in the world Joe and Pat
Rutland scored three runs in the neatly cleared the bar up to six feet,
Vernon's t o S ‘ ta ?F  i Jo'S on,
ision was 39 points, Kelowna Rural giris 18 and under-Marion let it fa ll between himself and cleared .the 6 foot 2 inch mark, but
having 31 and Armstrong next in line Vernon. _  j  x. n j xt. xs l. x.
and pressing hard with 29. Then the Penticton Rotary Club cup, low hur- I t S e T  H o h X  t h l
18 and under-Bill .Pratt, S^ead of hfm and* L n r y  Wostra- . was a ^ great exhibition of high
two merlanri 2 Enderbv 1 ' HprhPrf ivTpri-pfrpf pun. v,-rrv, v, dowski drove him home with a sharp and the brothers from p:’ail,  ^ . .. XX meriand 2, ±xnderby i. Herbert McGregor cup, high hurdles, twn haP’PPr received a- tremendous ovation from
down and ValLeier on the paths, Ma^ ^^  The other major trophy, outside of boys 20 and under—B. Johnson, En- came right back with a the crowd. In an exhibition, handicap
tin Leier socked t h e _ ^  the individual events’ trophies, was the derby. ' -  : - brfee 5  tallie?fn Vhb Est century sprint, Pat Haley won after
right field foul hne. ’The ball bounced Jacques cup, for small schools. Mission Summerland. Review cup, 220 yards, Val LeSr ' si^gled^aAd being handicapped five'yards over the
into ^ the spectators in front oL^the Creek had this silverware last year, boys 18 and under-Fred Steeves, Sum- SoSerwalked A  S  n?teh the field, in the fast time of
grandstand, Martin pulhng up ^ at th Enderby’s remarkable group of merland. 2/5 seconds. Ed Bedford was see­
the Brewster cup play, but Anne found was in other day and fi!?  Grawford^v'as hit by a ^ ^ h e ? ^ l l  and Palmo Bianco third and Eugene
nientv of onnosiTion from Joyce Under- promised not to pitch again . . . But Jhrew in the ball, buLit_v/as •walked off with the prized mug this under—Cecil Glass, Penticton. t aiar cpnraA” Ryan f^
hiU, and the final match was only de-* Clint could hardly be blamed for Y h l\ la ^  ann +i,i f • i • Cranna cup, 880 yards, boys 20 and Ifter K i t S h V L e m ^ ^  One of the feature races on thepro-
cided with 3 up and 2 to go, almost throwing away that ball game against play. In the sixth Kelowna ^Ol Nearly 400 athleteg from all points-m under—“Jimmy” Cochrane, Vernon. ered in bv Bach Rudv Kielbiski’s S^ ^^ hime was the bicycle race, half-mile,
anybody’s game The femmes seem to Vernon, unless he was supposed to two men on but the next man whiffed the Okanagan as far north as Enderby Bank of Montreal cup, one mile, boys orminriun tn ciHo- anH boys 17 and under Gordon Shugg
te^^^Sfng f o  ?kis g o lf^ S a e^  forsee that his infield was^^going to the a,r and no aAd south to^  Osoyoos competed^at the 20 and under-D. Bertram, Penticton. ^  The w eS  out i ?  f S  and Ted by a gofS
vengeance and to see the numbers whe blow so high they were just specks in ® ^xi^Toh^smn^at at the ? fc^n h ? ie  ® Saturday. This is D. Chapman cup, high jump, boys 16 Rutland went way ahead in the fifth niargin, followed by Bruce Fraser.. It
fo T e th S  T o  the There is another spring sport which out th#ball game, with^the scorer R w flfbe a c S  to a n E u S - - V H e V S ^ S  ^  ^
somethmg to the game after aL.  ^ mention in sports col- nearby, and gave a play by play des- The cinder track was too new to be Mary Meldrum cup, high jAmp girls u ■ ai .  V  t, «  4 i obYfacirrace^wS tti?  of
 ^  ^ umns such as this but which is a trying cription of the progress of the game, of the best, and consequently, the times 20 and under—Pearl Vohn^^n. Eifderby. Paul/Bach singled for Rutland, stole The obstacle
™  task, nevertheless. I refer to spring This added greatly to the crowd’s^en- fo^ most races were slow. However, A. McKay cup, broad jUmp, boys 18 f  div^urider ?aLvas CvrS^^^
Your gardening. These old married - men loyment of the game and kept them athletes and officials alike joined in and under-^R. Harwood, Penticton. ^  w^nt barrels^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^
have been observed for many weeks acquainted with the names of the p ay- congratulating Penticton on the estab- Kelowna Junior High cup, pole vault, to fh ro ?  h i?  out Tnd jS  Feis^ ^^  task!'
best_laid-out boys 16 and under-L. Siel^Vemon. £  S n S
what makes the difference? 
guess is as good as mine.
Don Whitham seems to be a regular paraWy to grabbing a hoe and a spade plays which -vl^ ere going on before sporTfield l Tn 'the" VaU^^
S 'J E f 'S S S ’ . S f  '«<> keep Bach from scoring off third.fount o f, knowledge concerning base- and a rake and marching.-f6rth to the them. , , . has been freshly seeded with grass, and boys 20 and under—Jack Gerein, Ke- nn ir
He can almost tell an couple of hours of toil. It looked then It was the first-occasion upon which should be in good shape by next year, lowna Rural. Kelowna tried to catch Ritchey on F.baU these daysi
i^ufielA fly by now, and he is ready to like a lot of hard "work',"W.ithout much- any cohimentary over the.loud speatc-
araue about' the best infield Kelowna fun. But those same home lovers can ers had ever been tried. 
priSucl It now and reap the full benefit Bo,c Score
Official Opening Of Park Wostradowski’s grounder but failed,but the latter was out at second oh
In the races for youngsters, entries 
flocked around the starting line, and 
Turn to Page 8,-Story 10
putes Walter'Thomson can be ob- best now. Last week I chanced to
of lawn at the Kelowna Club greens, bragg 
or howling instructions down the length o’cloc 
of the runways to his lead player, your Gossiper scoffed at such a
•variety . . . That is, of course, when for his spread of tulips and other spring 
lie isn’t upholding his Valley-wide rec flowers is splendid. He must be well
fluker . . . They 1 
Walter at the Club Clint Hodges forgetting the aching back.0  ■ .
DEUaOUS
N O m S M ^ B
m m o iiM m e i
Kelowna AB R H PO A E
V. Leier, cf ........ 4 1 1 0 0 0
M. Leier, 3b ........ 4 1 1 0 0 0
Hodges, ss .... .... 4 0 0 2 0 0
Boklage, rf ........ 4 0 2 0 0 0
Crawford, c ....,... 4 0 1 10 2 0
Kitsch, If ..... .... 4 0 1 0 0 0
Bedford, lb ... ..... 3 0 1 10 0 0
Kielbiski, 2b ...... 4 0 0 2 2 1
Bogstie, p ...... 4 0 1 0 7 2
33 2 7 24 11 3
Beaverdell AB R H PO A E
McKinnon, 3b .... 4 0 1 0 1 0
Hammond, cf .... 4 1 1 2 0 0
Murray, 2b .... .... 4 1 1 1 6 1
Christie, ss .... .... 4- 1 1 2 0 1
V. Cousins, c ...... 4 0 1 12 0 0
H. Cousins, p ... 4 0 1 2 1 0
Bakke, lb' ............ 4 0 2 7 0 0
Dalton, If ..... .... 4 0 0 1 0 0
Day, rf .......... ... 3 0 0 0 0 0
35 3 8 27 8 2
Score by innings: R H B
Kelowna 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0—2 -^ 1 ■ 3
Beaverdell d 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0—3 8 2
Saturday’s track meet was combined Gosnell, Enderby. Henry Wostradowski’s clout to Hodges,
with the official opening by Chas. H. T. G. Norris rap, discus threw, boys RRchey scoring. Bulloch’s only hit of
Tnnner MT.jA- for Smith Okanaean. under R. Gosnell, Enderby. day, a two-bagger, to left field
RELAY CUPS scored Henry Wostradowski.
Casorso cup, elementary school boys. Scored Three In Fifth .
who officiated in the unavoidable ab­
sence of Reeve W. G. Wilkins. Bob _
Lyon, parks b9ard^secr^ary, also sp^^^ vernon.’ va l Leier and Boklage singled in the
a few words at the ceremony m mid- Bank of Commerce cup, public school last of the fifth for Kelowna. Craw- 
afternoon. girls, Vernon. ford drove the ball hard
Only two races stood out in the at AndyRamsay cup, high school boys, Ke- Kitsch, who let it go through, two runs
morning events these lowna. coming across. Rudy Kitsch walked
yards and 880 yards features, P^ nt^ ^^  ^ Whiten cup, high school girls, Ke- and was caught off second- bn Rudy
rneb Rural. Kielbiski’s grounder, but Crawford
rane. Ver^onf who established a new AGGREGATE CUPS roTeroundST^^^^
“ ^  Hudy K i t s c h ? « e  a
set the pace from the start and was 
never headed. Cochrane challenged Vernon.
him at the turn, but Glass spurted Jacques cup, small schd^ ols, Enderby.
9 ahead and Cochrane was content to ____' ___
save himself for the next long race. A X A KT A A4AI
Bertram, of Penticton, was the pace CLW 1 K A L  U liA M A uA n  
setter in the half-mile, the final race 
0 before the noon adjournment. He led
long high scorcher out to left field
Vernon cup. high school aggregate, attempted to pick it off,
'Turn to Page 8, Story 7
BASEBALL
AT RUTLAND
S U M M E R L A N D
VERSUS .'
R U T L A N E f
at 2.30 p.m.
SUNDAY, MAY 29
Collection
ton chap. In the last 100 yards Coch­
rane unleased a tremendous burst of
Bogstie and Crawford; H. Cousins g clear winner fly yards. It was a fine 
and V. Cousins. niece of timing and the lithe Vernon
Summary: sacrifice hit,
Everybody likes O ld Style Beer! you can enjoy its Iriendly sparkle 
and smooth, mellow goodness today.
two-base hits, V. Leier, Boklage, three- 
base hit, M. Leier; struck out by H. 
Cousins 9, by Bogstie 11; bases on balls, 
off H. Cousins, 1; hit by pitcher, Craw­
ford by H. Cousins; passed ball, Craw­
ford 1; wild pitch, H. Cousins I; um­
pires, Reith and Wostradowski.
Bedford; youth was given a big hand.
League Standing
Team P w. L Pet.
Rutland Adanacs .... 3 3 0 1.000
Kelowna Red Sox .... 3 2 1 .666
Kelowna Transfers . 3 2 1 .666
Oyama ................ ..3 1 , 2 .333
Winfield ............... .. 3 1 2 .333
Rutland Maroons .... 3 0 3 .000
SAME FINI
Q U A L I T Y
B Y  T H E
CAPII.ANO BREWING CO., l_TO. 
VANCOUVER. B. C.
SOUTH OKANAGAN
League Standing
Results of games during past week: 
Thursday, May 19:' Oyama 3, Winfield 
6; Transfers 5, Red Sox 3.
Red Sox—0 0 0 0 Q 0 0—0  ^
Adanacs-^ 1 ,3 0 ,1, 0, x-—5 •
Boklage and V. Leier; F. Wostradow­
ski and Holisky.
Monday, May 23: Red Sox 7, Oyama
0 l » J $ h | l e
Team P W L
Rutland ........... ...2 2 0
Summerland ... ...2 1 1
Peachland ... 2 1 1
Kelowna ......... ... 1 0 1
Beaverdell ...... .... 1 0 1
Bedford Disqualified
One of the closest races in the morn­
ing was the final o f  the 100 yards for 
boys 16 and under, which was won by 
J. Baldwin of Vernon, .with H. Allan, 
plticky Armstrong sprinter, right be­
side him. It was a camera finish.
This was a race which broke Kelow- 6; Winfield 3, Transfers 9. 
na’s heart,- as the Orchard City had Adanacs-1 0 4 2 4-11 
been depending on E. Bedford to mark 
down five points. He won his heat
with ease, but in the final he jumped Rardie and Welter, 
the gun three times and was disqual- ______ _______________
•500 ified. It was a sad blow. KELOWNA OFFICIALS HELP
.500 Bedford came back in the afternoon,  ^  ^ , x. , -x. x. •
•000 however, to win the broad jump for Officials from Kelowha who aided in
P I L S E N EH
Pet.
1.000
Maroons-—3 2 0 2 0—7
Bach and F,'Wostradowski; Martin,
P ro u d ly  m a in ta in in g  th e  
sam e fine qu a lity  th a t won 
tw o  f i r s t  p r iz e s  a t th c  
B r it is h  E m p ir e  B re w e rs  
Exposition, London, 1936.
VANCO U VER B R E W E R IE S
LIMITED
BEER
Afia IHE FAMOUS FORMULA OF THE House OF LinmiOOt
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
Last Sunday’s results:
Rutland 9, Kelo-wna 7, (10 innings). 
Peachland 14, Summerland 10.
Next Sunday’s games:
Kelowna at Beaverdell, 
Summerland at Rutland, 
Peachland bye.
«00 boys 16’and under and the 220 y a r d s  the running off of the big Okanagan
sprint for the same age division, the
Turn to Paffe 9 Storv 8 t^st Saturday included R. W. Seath, H.Turn to t ' ge , ^  Campbell, A. S. Matheson, F. T. Mar­
riage, Roy Stibbs and H. -W. Daniel.
CITY BUYS TRUCK
The city has completed the purchase 1937'model, at a price of $375,00 f.o.b. 
of a new Dodge one-half dump truck, Kelowna, from Begg Motors Ltd.
THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT PUBLISHED OR DISPLAYED BY THE LIQUOR CONTROft 
BOARD OR BY THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
^  > St
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South Oluuiii!;iin IVloiiiiiiiciit Wurkn 
IIKAI)STONi;S AND 
MONUMENTS
JmporU'd mul tiiUivc /iriuiite or 
niarblo— SallHfaclioii 
at rij'ht prlc«!.<).
Uux 001, I’ciiUoloii, II. C.
UNEQUAL BURDEN 
OF TAXATION IS 
FARMERS’ BURDEN
J O S E P H  R O S S I
CO NTRACTO R
Plastering and' Masonry 
Office: - - D. Chapman Barn 
riionc 208
U. GUIDI & ORSl
Contractors for 
PEASTEKINC, STUCCO and 
MASONRY WORK 
Phone 494-E OR 634-L
hcrvatiuna on the* ineUiods of the manu­
facturer, wIk) can cut down on pro­
duction at any time by layin/; olf ern- 
ployee.s. Tile funner lias been tlie alave 
of tile public because lie Iuib not been 
able to get a .sunicient price to pay 
hill expeiiGcs, Mr. Reekie tliou/'ht.
"Yet with no income above a bare
_____  liviiiK, ilia farm—his capital—is taxed
. • . rr. I- 1<> uu'et the demands of public expen-
J, E. Reekie Objects To barmci (jUm-,., when the manufacturer is taxed
Being Taxed On His Basic he adds that tax to the price of his
Capital_His Farm Moods and pas.ses it aloriM to the con-
_____ _ sinner. The farmer cannot do this as
Tiiat tile farmer bears an uneiiual I^hlic rcMulutes his sales price. He 
burden of taxation was tin; theme of produce rcMuidless of whether
an interestiiiM address delivered to the ''i» /''c
Farmers' Institute at Winlleld on When his income is insuftlclent to 
Thursday eveniiiM by J. E. Reekie, P«y Uie taxes levied they arc charMed 
Kelowna. aMalnst his farm, and in the process of
In introduciiiM his subject, Mr. Rec- lane the farm is sold for taxes if a 
kie showed that tlie averuMe cost of ‘-’O" ^e found and he joins the
production to the farmers for the ap- non-producers and be-
ple crop is .$2,000,000 which tjoes into burden on the remainmir pro­
circulation in the valley and helps to ,
support non-wealtli produclriM rcsi- ««vernment may feed them but
dents, such as labourers, merchants, “ 'y ^ax the prodiicor to do so and 
doctors and lawyers. "All purchasing K^^dually starving the Moose
nowi«r form's from thi> nrofliieer." he •^llOt lays the golden egg. It Will be'
but a matter of time when the poor 
bird will have to stop laying unless
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN! THE WINNERS!
po er co es fro  t e producer, 
claimed. ^
Total of Hix Millions more fairly dealt with.
KELOWNA FURNITURE CO. 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS] 
Day Phone, 3:i; Night, 502 & 70 
KELOWNA, B. C.
MONUMENTS
t  Sand Blast Lettering 
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co.
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING 
Okanagan Manager 
W. F. IR W IN  & CO., LTD . 
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
Packing and selling costs amount to "The man who invests his capital in 
another $2,000,000, while transportation interest bearing stocks or bonds is 
companies exact another $2,000,000, taxed only on his income, his capital 
maldng a total of $0,000,000. is not touched. He is a non-producer
“The money thus spent in the Valley and his capital is exempt from taxation 
and beyond it has a direct bearing on but the farmer, the primary producer, 
tlie pro.sperity of the Coast cities. None i.s taxed on his farm or capital and on 
of the.se are primary wealth producers, his income if by any rare good fortune 
These non-wealtli producers are useful he has any. Why should the producer 
and necessary in the general scheme be taxed on his capital and the non- 
of life, but they are all supported by producer bo exempt? 
the primary producer and many-are “The workmen in the lumber woods 
living a life of luxury unknown to the and in the sawmills are protected by 
producer. generous minimum wage laws. This
“From the time the fruit is delivered minimum wage adds to the cost of the 
to the packing house until it is finally box material used in packing apples, 
in the hands of the consumer the work- This extra cost is charged by the mill 
men operate under a generous wage owner to the packer who in turn 
law, all of which is charged up to the charges it to the grower. And the 
grower. When all arc paid, the grower grower has to pay. 
is allowed to have the remnant, if any. "If, and when, a farmer has an in- 
If the law compels a living wage to come of taxable proportions he has as' 
be paid to all and sundry who are not. much right as any one to pay taxes but 
the primary producers, the primary his farm should not be taxed. When 
producer should be guaranteed a living money is required for any purpose the 
price for his products in order that be logical thing to do is to look for it 
can meet the charges indirectly levied where the money is. It is not on the 
upon him by the minimum wage law.” farm. Taxes should be levied on in- 
Mr. Reekie continued with some ob- come.
THE PET PARADE
HOUSEWIVES!
Y O U  CAN H A V E  MORE  
LE ISU R E  T IM E  BY  OR­
D E R IN G  Y O U R  CAKES  
FROM US.
Drop in for a delicious cup 
of tea while you are down­
town shopping.
'fM
f ’.
PHONE 121
FOR OUR 
DRIVER TO CALL
Above are shown eleven of tbe young winners of tbe track meet events of 
Tuesday’s big celebration. They are seen as The Courier camera snapped them, 
fresh from their efforts. At the left top young Andrew Oswell is seen breezing | 
home to victory in the; tricycle race. Reading down the left column we have 
Frank Bach who won the fifty yards for boys of ten and under; Margaret Lan- 
franco, fresh from her triumph in the fifty yards for girls of ten and under; 
Bill McCubbin who took the fifty yards for boys of twelve and under;, the 
smile of the bottom belongs to Heather Stewart who is just naturally pleased 
at winning both the seventy-five yards for girls of sixteen and under and the 
hundred yards for girls of eighteen.
At the top of the right hand colurnn we find Anita McKelvie smiling over 
her victory in the fifty yards for girls of fourteen and under. While below her 
Sylvia Day is equally pleased with her performance in the fifty yards for girls 
of eight; Bill Avender won the fifty yards for boys of eight while Freida Quig­
ley is happy about the result of the fifty yards for girls of twelve; Eddie 
Bedford took the hundred for boys of eighteen and John Sturges captured the | 
same event for boys of sixteen.—Courier Pictures. '
MINING TRAINING 
COURSE TO START 
UNDER GOVERNMENT
WESLEYS’ INFLUENCE 
AVERTED REVOLT 
SAYS PHIL KITLEY
IMPERIAL SHOWS 
EDUCATIONAL FILMS 
TO AUDIENCE HERE
Dominion-Provincial Scheme of John and Charles Wesley Helped 
Social Service Work to Help to Save England from France’s 
Young Single Men Horrible Revolution
With the object in view of offering a 
selected group of young men a valuable
m m
p '-
At the Oddfellows’ Hall in Kelowna 
last night, Wednesday, some 14 Imper­
ial O il. dealers and their employees, 
also about twenty department heads 
and their staffs, numbering 35, attend­
ed to vnew the now famous talking 
picture dealing with the practical, lub­
rication of all types of gears, bearings 
and cylinders of all kinds of machin­
ery known to the present-day operators 
of machinery. .
M. O. Corkill. Vancouver, assistant 
sales manager for Imperial Oil and C.
E. Boyle, western representative of 
the Ethyl Gasoline Corp., Vancouver, 
were the two officials mainly respon­
sible for the showing of the A-
long with them were N. C Grainger, 
projectionist. H. J. Taylor, district sup­
ervisor, Vernon. and Cecil Bulman,
Kelowna agent for Imperial Oil.
Depicts Progress
This talking lubrication picture vvas 
entitled “The Inside Story,” and along 
with it was a talkie produced by the 
Ethyl Corporation depicting the his­
tory of the 5.000 years of progress. in 
automotive improvement from the time 
of the first wooden wheel cart powered 
by oxen to present day smootli, stream­
lined cars, and the development of the 
gasoline fuels to feed the new type of 
combustion engines. Tliis picture is 
called the “Road to Progress.”
Kelowna was the first city in British 
Columbia to see and hear the movie 
“Safari on Wheels,” the third reel 
shown on Wednesday night. This was 
a dramatic sound film recording the 
thrilling motor journey through 
Africa of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Shaw, 
acompaiiied by white hunters, natives 
and a camera man. This was one of 
the most interesting and educatoinal 
films shown here for a long time and 
was thoroughly :enjoyed by the small 
audience.
Besides ihose already mentioned, a 
small genei’al public gathei'ing attend­
ed the show. The feature of the morning programme of the Gyro Club Victoria Day
The films and representatives move celebration was the pet parade when several score of youngsters proudly dis- 
cn today to Vernon, and Kamloops played the merits of their respective pets. Above are seen a few scenes caught 
will be visited on Friday night. about the grounds.— P^hotos by Ribelin Studios.
A  revolution with bloodshed, treach­
ery and injustices done in its name as 
mining exnerience a “Mrning'Training P  France in 1789 was averted in Erig-r 
Coursf’’ Ts T e in ? ’okred^ ^^ ^^  ^ 18th century due to
Dominion-Provincial basis, under t h l  phn”  tt‘' • ’
unemployment relief branch. Victoria, 1
Hon. W. J. Asselstine, minister of
mines announces Wesley brothers, outstanding
This course will not only benefit the waters hymns
young men physically but will train bicentennial was observed last
them for work in the basic industries Sunday were responsible for riddmg
many of the injustices in society and
abus6 in the indifference to religion 
which prevailed in England 200 ye^rs 
ago. . :
Revolution with much suffering 
which followed in France after intoler­
able conditions and a heartless atti­
tude of many high government offic­
ials could no longer be endured by 
the people, was avoided in England. 
These injustices were pointed out and
I'.V
: of the ■ province, he states, and give 
them an opportunity to engage in gain­
ful employment.
Establish Camps
Camps are to be established in vari­
ous parts of B.C., and all persons em­
ployed under the course will be sub­
ject to the instructions of the super­
visors. Young single men from 18 to 
25 years of age are being selected, hav­
ing had high school education and opposed by the Wesleys who helped 
have lived for. five years in B.C., be- make conditions rriore humane in their 
sides being physically sound. Prefer- attempts to lift Christianity out of 
ence will be given to suitable young coldness and reaction and instead to 
men who are in needy; circumstances, have a practical, friendly, progressive 
he says. form of religion. This would change
A  probationary period must be un-. humanity from a selfish boorish type 
dergone in training camps, and any of to one which lives to help each other 
the applicants who fail to show an (“do unto others that which you would 
interest or fail in exams, will be drop- have done unto you” ) to make of this 
ped from the course. _ world the paradise it can be if tha
Men in training camps will be paid teachings of the Foqnder of the Church 
$1.75 per day for each day worked, are practised.
with a deduction of 75 cents to cover An important date is M^y 24th, 1738, 
board, lodging and transportation. No for at 8.45 o’clock that evening John 
board deductions are made for statut- Wesley, had a peculiar feeling come 
ary holidays or Sundays. The training over him which led him. to start a 
course does not exceed six weeks, after great religious revival which influenc- 
which the enrollees who pass examin- ed millions of people, in economic, soc- 
ations or tests se|; by the department ial and religious spheres.' 
of mines shall be eligible to apply for In 1735 he ■went to Georgia, at first 
postgraduate work in the field. allying himself with a strict German
Covers All Branches sect, the Moravians, whom he after-
This postgraduate course lasts for wards left, 
three months and covers all branches His methodical manner of living at 
of mining in the field, including lode Oxford University where he was .pr- 
and placer prospecting, and explora- dained led his associates to call him a 
tion work under the supervision of methbdist, this name having been re- 
fully qualified mining engineers in tained.
areas selected by the department. Among many who were influenced
Later it is hoped that a limited num- by the Wesleyan movement after the 
ber of enrollees may be afforded an brothers’ deaths was Lord Shaftesbury 
opportunity to enter operating mines of last century who devoted most of 
for a period of one month to familiar- his life to making conditions better 
ize themselves with actual working for the poor through social legislation, 
conditions. Then efforts will be made The world has greatly benefitted, 
to place successful students in per- Mr. Kitley remarked, frorri the enor- 
manent positions. mous influence of these two indefatig-
AU equipment with the exception of able brothers, John and Charles Wes- 
personal clothing and effects will be ley. 
supplied. ”
FUMERTON’S
F O R
Summer
Fashions
SWIM SUITS, $1.49 $5.95
SU N  A N D  SPORT SUITS .............. ...... $1.25 to $3.95
COTTON SPORT K N IT  P U L L O V E R S .................98c
TERRY T O W E L  SHORTS, Skirts and Beach Robes $1.25 
White and pastel SUM M ER  COATS, $8.95, $10.95, $12.95
A t t r a c t iv e  N e w  B lo u s e s
Special at $1.29
Sand crapes, taffetas, satins—show­
ing lie necks, bows, frills; white and 
assorted colours. , (p-|
N e w  S h e e r  B lo u s e s
You must see this grand display to 
appreciate them. Most attractive de 
signs. Pink, blue, ipaize, green and 
white. Sizes 34 to 44. Priced at—
$2.29 $2.95
W h it e  H a n d  B a g s  F o r  
Y o u r  H o l id a y s
With plenty of style appeal, exciting 
new shades with zipper fastener, in 
washable fabricoid. Priced at, each—
98c $1.59
G a y  C o lo u r e d  C o t t o n  
S qu ares  f o r  S p o r ts w e a r
Made in the Hungarian cap or pea­
sant style, Paisleys, 'Q p r^  A Q /» 
checks, spots; each O O C y  “I r v V
S u m m er A n k le  S o x
Tn a grand selection for women, 
misses and children.' “Lastex” tops. 
Per pair .....  15c, 19c, 25c and 35c
V A C A T I O N  N E E D S  
F O R  G I R L S
PRINTED  SUN SUITS, 2 to 6 years.
49c, 59c ^  69c
8 to 14 years .......... 79c, 89c and 98c
•COTTON SLACKS—
yellow  and 
white ..........
navy, green,
79c 98c
COTTON K N IT  SPORT SHIRTS
White and colours; sizes 24 
to. 34; ^ c h  ..... ....:....;...... . 79c
F u ll-F a s h io n e d  H o s ie r y
New summer shades in OOtirt
“Celanese.” Per pair .......
Dull silk crepe, sheer chiffon and 
fine semi- r jQ  and 
service; pr. I
B o y s ’ A p p a r e l
BATHIJVG TRUNKS, 6 to 18 years; 
all new snappy colours; O Q o
BROADCLOTH SHIRTS, new at­
tractive patterns;
each ........................ :|J/C
POLO KJ^ir SHIRTS in as­
sorted colours; each 79c
F U M E R T O N ’ S
E c o n o m y  p r ic e d  
S P O R T  S H O E S
Attractive styles for summer 
wear. Sandals, Straps, Ties— 
for women, misses and child­
ren.
NEW  SW IM  CAPS FOR THE 
BEACH
Attractive designs and the 
newest colours to match that 
bathing suit. 25c, 39c and 49c
FUMEUTON'S LTD.
“WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
H ail! »®U! HaU!
STR O N G E ST  C O M PA N IE S  
L O W E S T  PR E M IU M S  
MOST SAT ISFA C T O R Y  A D JU ST M E N T S
Start this season with the Five-Year Premium Reducing 
' Policy !
McTAVISH & WHILUS, LIMITED
“THE PIONEER H A IL  AG ENTS”
REAL ESTATE INSURANCEE
ed Mr. Kitley. A pleasing feature 
during the programme was a duet 
“Whispering Hope” sung by Mabel
Johnny (during Scripture lesson): 
“Joseph had a coat of many colours
Swainson and Evelyn Ortt, accompani- brethren hid him in the pit.”
1— ---- Teacher: “Why did they do that?”
Johnny: “Well, he cduldn’t go in the 
stalls without a dress-suit. ”
ed by Freida Dilworth at the piano. 
The evening concluded with a social 
Pauline Engel introduced and thank- period and refreshments.
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Classified Advertisements EX-MAYOR TO BE LAID TO REST 
THIS AFTERNOON
KATES
i f
'I'lic carcfrci' <’ol«)Ur l)rigjil, cor- 
r ir l I>I«'iy c lod ifs  you need for 
summer fun!  l‘>ye caleliin}^ new 
fashions for sunning', swimming, 
lounging, pl.aying. A ll sensibly 
low prieed.
D IR N D L  E N SE M B LE S
I ’et fashions for summer- -I)iriidl 
beach ensembles! I'u ll skirted 
Dirndls over gay play suits. A t ­
tractive new colours and styles, 
h'loral designs; sizes 14 to 20.
Ivventy-nve word.s, titty cents; 
udditional words one cent 
It Copy is accompanied by cash or ac­
count is paid within two weeks from 
date of issue, a discourd ot twenty- 
Jlve cents will be made. Thus u 
twenty-live word advertiseinUit ac­
companied by cash or paid witljin 
two weeks costs twenty-live cents.
Minimum chaif'e, 25 cents.
When it is desired that replies be ad­
dressed to a box at The Courier 
Ofllce, an additional charfje of ten 
cents is made.
Each initial and yroup of not more 
than live llguros counts as one word. 
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Courier Ofllce not later 
than four o’clock on Wednesday 
afternoon.
Funeral Service for Late David 
Henry Rattenbury from Home 
at 2 o’clock Today
L E N G T H Y  C IV IC  SER VICE
1938 M A Y 1938
$3.25 FOR SALE
Coroner’s Verdict Says Gunshot 
Wound Causing Death W as  
Inflicted by Self
S e r v e  S a l a d s
Swim Suits
CARD OF THANKS
Maillots, bra suits and two piccers 
—vivid mixtures, bright solids.
A L L  W O O L  SUITS
Wool suits that lit the figure. Intro­
ducing the new—
♦
1ASPAK IlotstufT and Mandy Strut,
* the local dancing team, use Cress 
Corn and Bunion Salves. Remove
Willits &**C*cf*^^ Ltd° and'^at^all^rug MRS. Ambro Ciaccia wish head due to despondency arising fromWillils & C^ o., Liia., ana ai an arug thank the Itnlian Cnlnnv and m
stores.
The life of a man wlio liad taken a 
keen intcrc.st in the bnsincs.s affairs 
and civic life of the community for a 
period of some 211 years came to an 
end ill a sudden and tragic manner 
when David Henry Rattenbury, a form­
in' mayor of Kelowna, was found dead 
on the back verandah of iiis residence 
on Bernard Avenue shortly before six 
o’clock Sunday afternoon.
Besides the deceased was a shotgun. 
It was not considered necessary to 
have an open coroner’s inquest. An 
enquiry was conducted by Coroner T. 
F. McWilliams, wlio announced on 
Wednesday that the laic Mr. Batten- 
bury had come to his death irom a 
self-infiictod gunshot wound in the
They’re cooling, refreshing, convenient and Inexpensive. Very 
tasty combinations can be made by using the following llne.s
with vegetables.
FRESH  V E G E T A B LE S
.cl)
ct
ct
4
R IP L E Y
Elastic styled suit. Something really 
new in swimming suits. Sizes 12 to 
42. Priced at—
$2.95 ™ $5.95
Gay N^w  
Play Suits
OKI. '
Play Suits with pleated or flar­
ed shorts. Colourful prints, 
dark and light.
Sizes 14 to 20.
$2.95 TO
$3.95
‘T O M O R R O W ’S T R E N D  
T O D A Y ”
(K E LO W N A ), L IM ITED
to thank the Italian Colony and jH health.
__ all friends who participated in cele- active figure in the civic life of
OR SALE—Cabin cruiser Anita II, bratmg their silver wedding anniver- community up' to 19.32, the late Mr.
'A’ VA’h
thirty feet long, beam of eight feet ^  Rattenbury had been in ill health for
and draught two feet four inches. V mcmbrance. They wish to thank m more than a year past, 
bottom type, with Studebaker special Poi Ocular the committee in Charge of Coroner McWilliams interviewed
engine. Large cockpit and cabin, gal- inc evening oi May zj.___________Constable George Wyman, Dr. J. S.
ley and toilet. This fine boat is well ........ . Benderson and members of the fam-
known on Okanagan waters. Write K. D I D ^ U  jiy before arriving at his conclusion.
J. Palmer, owner, Penticton, Price $750. Bom In Slmcoc
~ Born in Simeoe, Ontario, 70 years 
ago, the deceased man lived for a time 
in Fort George before arriving in Kel-
iVt^ -
ItftVS’-
iC"!)'
w E BUY, WE SELL all second-band
P URVIS—To Mr. and Mrs, J. Purvis
(nee Marion Williams) 'ht the Ke-
Co., Ltd.
f.n-nitiirr. H T. Tonp«! Furniture YYiiiicuo/ at me j t u n i m iv i
‘ 24-tfc Hospital on Sunday, owna 28 years ago. Both in Fort George
May 22, 1938, a daughter.
S W A P—^Best outboard tw in on the
lake. Trade for 22 horse or bigger 
in good shape. Value $100. Box 214, 
Courier. 43-3p
DEATH
POSITION WANTED
43-lp and Kelowna the deceased man was 
actively engaged in the real estate 
business, and he owned a big block of 
property here at his death, it is un­
derstood.
ATTENB U RY— Passed away on Sun- with the exception of two years, 1924
day afternoon, 22nd May, 1938, at and 1925, the deceased man was an 
hi: residence, Bernard avenue, Kelow- alderman on the city council from 
na. B.C., DAVID HENRY RATTEN- 1914 to 1929, inclusive. In 1930 he was
also F R U IT S  IN  SEASO N
R Salad Dressings
_ a. • BURY, in his 71st year, ex-Mayor of elected mayor and assumed the same
fUiOTHER S help, requires ^ny land Kelowna, B.C. Survived by his wife, position again in 1931, after which he
ITA of work. Strong, good worker, ^  Rattenbury and daughter, retired from active community ser-
tall, age 16, in good family. Good re- Mary, and son, David James
ferences. Apply by letter, W. War- ,n .........
rington, Beaverdell, B.C. 40-3p
WANTED
COMING EVENTS
43-lc vice.
Besides his wife, Maude A., he leav­
es a daughter Mary, and a son James, 
who has just returned from studying at 
the University of B.C.
WANTED  to buyfurniture, etc. Antiques, silver,Courier, No. 212.
40-6p
I^ R . BEBA W ILL ITS  w ill be the guest The funeral service is being held
WANTED  to Rent for month o f Aug­ust, furnished house or well-fur-
— speaker at the Kelowna Hospital today, Thursday, May 26, from the re- 
Women’s Institute meeting to: be held bP > .Pt 2 o clock.
at the home of Mrs. J. Mitchell, Glenn Y'
Ave., on May 31st, 2.30 p.m. Visitors Gojdra, J. Galbraith, H. F.
welcome. Tea served, 10 -cents. 43-lp Chapin and C. H Jackson Honorary
pall-bearers are Mayor O. L. Jones, G.
MIRACLE WHIP
8-oz....................-...... 22c .
16-oz.......      35c
32-oz................    55c
56-oz. ...................  85c
MAYONNAISE
BESTFO O D S
3%-oz.......... ..............  ISc
8-oz. ...................1.......... . 2Sc
16-oz. ............ ..1.....:..... 45c
32-OZ..................- ....... 75c
nished camp near beach. Write C. J. D
Frederickson, Prince George, B.C. 43-2c Aquatic on Thursday, June 16. 42-2c
ON’T forget the Annual Fashion H. Dunn, H. Blakeborough. E. R. Bail- 
Show and tea at the Kelowna oy* Dr. R. Mathison and R. Copeland.
LOST H e a r  Df. Telford, I.O.O.F. Hall, K e ­lowna, Tuesday, June 7th. 43-2p
THE UNITED CHURCH OF 
CANADA
First United, corner Richter St. and Bernard
Avenue - __
Rev. W . W. McPherson. M .A . D.Th. 
Orxanist and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Mossop, 
A.T .C .M ., L .T .C .L .
HEAT MIRAGE 
GIVES BOTHER 
TO MARKSMEN
-■.rvera c 1- * IT E E P  Jun6 22 opoH fOr Garden Party
I  O ST-Som ewhere in K e l o ^ a  Pendozi Street Circle of United
_three weeks ago, short^gold watch Ladies’ Aid. Further announ-
chain, finely woven links. Valued 
more as keepsake of dearly loved' re­
lative than for intrinsic worth. Liberal 
reward for return to No. 213, Courier.
40-tf
cements will follow. 43-lc
ROBERT EMSLIE 
JUST FAILS TO 
GET INTO FINALS
I RUUiqu«nBBsm8i i
A/
TUNK IN ON 
. DICK TRACY
MONDAY THRU IRIDAYf  3  pkcs. forKiddies love them \with milk.
NOTICE
Is Given 84 Marks While Young 
Washington Lad Leads With  
86 Point Award
Grocery
PHONES-  30-31REG U LARDELIVERIES PRO M PTSERVICE
THE CORPORATION OF THE C ITY  
OF K E LO W N A
S T.■
LOUIS CAFE under new manage- Robert Emslie, talented young Ke-
WARNING
ment. Begmmng 1st Jui^ lowna vocalist, who received an abund-
St. Louis Cafe, Kelowna, B^., 'vwll he gjjgg gf praise at the Okanagan musical 
under the management of Lee Chung festival in Vernon, just failed to qual-, 
and Chan Hay, .^® ify-for the final of the boys’ solo, 12
-More About-
11 a.m.—Topic: '“He that believeth 
not—Damned!”
7.30 p.m.—Monthly book talk: The 
Power of Choice as seen in “The Mer­
chant of Veniqe.”
7 to 7,30 p.m.—Or'gan melodies.
Difficult Conditions Cut Down 
Average of Scores at Weekly 
Spoon Shoot
Any person who permits or allows years and over class, at the B.C. mus-
his cow. horse or other such animol S r ‘S r S o v r ’d ^
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Bernard Are. and Bertram St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun- 
-day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Matter of the Estate oif Richard 
Ansel Pritchard, Deceased
NOTICE is hereby given that all 
persons having claims against Richard 
Ansel Pritchard, of 'Westbank, B.C., 
who died on the’ 15th day of March, 
1938, are required to send full partic­
ulars of such claims, duly verified, on 
or before the 12th day of July, 1938, 
to the undersigned. Solicitors for the 
Executrix, at their offices, 311 Bank of 
Nova Scotia Building. Vancouver, B.C.
AND TAKE NOTICE that after the 
last mentioned date the Executrix will 
proceed to distribute the assets of the 
said deceased among the persons en­
titled thereto, having regard only to the 
claims of which she shall then have 
had notice.
DATED this 4th day of May,,1938.
MacNEILL, NORRIS & PRAT'T, 
Solicitors for Marjorie
Ella Grace Pritchard, 
Executrix.
Vancouver, B.C. 4I-4c
Cloudless weather on Sunday created 
difficulty for the rifiemen who attend­
ed the weekly practice on the Glen- 
more range, the heat being responsible 
for a strong mirage which played hob 
with elevation and caused a number 
of high and low shots. Scores of 30 
and over were few, a notable perform­
ance being that of G. Wyman, who, 
after a moderate start at 200 yards, 
beat the unfavourable conditions for a 
fine brace of 33’s at 500 . and 600 yards.
D. McMillan was the lone marksman 
in the 30 class at 200, scoring 31. J. 
Tyrer put on 30 at 500 yards and W.
E. Harmeling 30 at 600.
Sdpres
Two sighting shots and seven shots 
on score at 200, 500 and 600 yards:
(5. Wyman, 23, 33, 33—89; W. E. Har­
meling, 26, 29. 30—85; G. C. Rose, 26, 
29, 29—84; D. McMillan, 31, 27, 26—84; 
G. N. Kennedy, 28, 28, 27—83; Mrs. W. 
E. Harmeling, 29, 24, 26—79; J. Tyrer, 
25, 30, 23—78; J. Browne, 21, 23, 26—70; 
T. Foley; 22, 17, 24—63; L. Renals, 21, 
21, 10—52; C. Frankie, 22, 16, 9—47; 
C. McCall, 15, 15, 14—44. ■
W eekly Spoon Handicap
G. Wyman, 23 plus 4, 33 plus 4, 33 
plus 4—101 (ineligible, having already 
won two spoons this seiason); D. Mc­
Millan, 31 plus 2, 27 plus 1, 26 plus
5—92 (ineligible, having already won 
two spoons); W. E. Harmeling, 26 plus 
1, 29 scratch, 30 plus 1—87 (winner) ; G. 
C. Rose. 26 scratch, 29 scratch, 29 plus 
2—86 and G. N. Kennedy, 28 plus 1, 
28 plus 1. 27 plus 1—86. equal; Mrs. W. 
E. Harmeling, 29 plus 1. 24 plus 1, 26 
plus 4—85; J. Tyrer. 25 plus 2, 30 plus 2, 
23 plus 2—84; L. Renals. 21 plus 5, 21 
plus 5, 10 plus 5—67; C. Frankie, 22 
plus 5. 16 plus 5, 9 plus 5—62; C. Mc­
Call. 15 plus 5, 15 plus 5, 14 plus 5—59.
to run at large, stray, depasture or 
trespass on any. street, lane, highvvay, 
boulevard, park or public place within 
the City is guilty of an infraction' of 
the provisions of By-Law No. 410, be­
ing “The Pound By-Law”, and liable, 
on summary conviction, to a penalty 
not exceeding One Hundred Dollars 
($100.00) for each offence.
G. H. DUNN,
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk.
May 17 th, 1938. 42-2c
KAMLOOPS
CONTROLS
ST. LOUIS CAFE. 43-2n This proved a liisappointment to both 
^ the lad and Rev. C. E. Davis, who ac-
D R. m a t h i s o n , dentist.
Block, telephone 89.
From Page 1, Column 7
compani^d^hYrn  ^ but the find the mosquito larvae, and how to eight days, then fly to the grasses
quitoes. He showed me mosquitoes in 
aR stages of development, and showed 
me the maps of the pieces of water 
around Kamloops.: Experiments were 
there being carried on to-see how far 
a mosquito can travel.
■ “Wbeii the mosquitoes are hatching, 
time is ain important factor. In warm 
water they may mature in as little as
R
xQ adjudicator complimented young Ems- control them, and also gave them an ^here they live on the juices until 
4a-tic the fine quality of his voice. estimate of the cost. 'They have three they find suitable animal blood. ’They
i c tha <5nnPI wh'ipTi hp «;ans- hoWever main hatches to contend with, although may live in the adult stage for as long
IB E L IN  PHOTO studio for your Ko- The some twenty-two separate varieties are as six weeks,
dak finishing. Prompt and efficient racked a special rnyxnm or iiit wnicn t^o be found in the district. The snow- „j gsked Mr. Mail if he would come
service, in b e l p ^  a.m o ^ a t  5 ^ .  pwi: species is a big dcw„“ to Ke;owM'an'rmaii''a';nw^^^^
FREE enlargement wpcV. arha umri +nn IS ith which comes first, a medium sized -  ^ wp. caid ha nr his a.s.si.stantsAsk for our
THE CORPORATION OF 
OF K E LO W N A
IE CITY
qq_*f„ ton, 'Wash., who won top marks •'xith wnicn co es
86 points. Emslie was awarded 84 black variety comes next froin
larks. T1
iG cIgss ._ T. X 771 1- pools throughout the summer.
On Thursday evening Robert Emslie f.rc^ rr,lnr^  ^ uses a lisht oil kr
for us. He said he or his assistants 
were yery busy with work alreadylo ct c»xnt:i.l AJTc ~  ^ . J iY cJLC iLrciojr xvix vixix
ised we would have someone to showChinatown and win not be responsible Lm un u m ^«uaex rau u - AKamlops g nown as J^nnnd "  ™s"wouid b
for any debts incurred by the firm was one of many vocalists whose-voices at 13r ner gallon thus it w ill ■ ™   ^ ^his would ne simpiy
known^as Tai, Sing Low after this date, were transmitted over a BU.-wide i^t- 15 barrel" of survey at th ir^m  "Sighed LEE WAH TAI. work by_ the Canadian Broadcasting for a compl^ete survey_^at_this_ t^ ^^ ^^
Notice is hereby given that By-Law May, 15th, 1938. 40-3p Commission. year. They put the spray on with
No. 651, being the “Cow Registration v'-  ------------—— Rhynd Jamieson, who adjudicated at jjggpgggjj-sprayers. The oil evaporates
REGISTRATION OF COWS
By-Law, 1935,” provides that no per- jP O R  A  SQUARE D EAL in plumbing, the Vernon festival, expressed disap- ja one day of hot weather or two or
..........  luni- r  heating and sheet metal vvork— ^ pointment that Emslie had not been days ofson shall keep a cow within the m  
cipal limits unless such cow has been phone 164 or 659L4.
registered with the City Clerk, and 
any person guilty of any violation or 
infraction of the provisions of such 
By-Law shall be liable, on summary M : shipper about Super-Spred com- 
Pound spreader and Best-Spred casein
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) for 
every such infraction of violation.
A ll previous registrations having ex­
pired every person keeping a cow 
within the City Limits should make 
application for registration in the pre­
scribed form.
Forms of application can be obtained 
at the office of the City Clerk.
G. H. DUNN.
Kelowna, B.C., City Clerk.
May 17th, 1938. 42-2c
(I understand the Kamloops survey 
took about a month to complete.)
“I found no mosquitoes in Kamloops. 
, In the control work sometimes they
placed in th= flnalB. as both in V an on  S S 's t a t e r i t  tT at “ is b e «e?  Ss”  b r n f u X ^ o m e ' S » “ c y ° r j
deflehgS’ wHh ? S e 'X fo n lm fo ? “ h- “ ?<i fUl or dyke S o S r a t t a J  ot “ he effcctivenL otdelighted With the fine quality Of .h- where such work is possible. control served to smooth the way. Fear
R. GROWER—Have you asked your young K elowna singer s voice. .<The City of Kamloops control area would harm stock drink-
_  -k-k—X n r  « ikvrviri includes 58 pieces of water consisting from pools which had been oiled
I l I M f O R  R R O  A N T S  lakes, pools, sloughs, irrigation ov- were unfounded, as the oil was ab-
D IVK/. erflow and seepage, and river flood- golutely harmless to animals.
'—- ----Mr. Corner continued. “The —  —•
SCOTT PLUM BING  W ORKS
spreader? Finer, more effective, spread­
ers with analysis on package. Why pay 
more for less? Manufactured by Bart­
lett Chemicals, Penticton, B.C. 43-2c
ing areas. “Mr. Diggens who does the controlFLAGS ERECTED supervisor knows from experience and work for Kamloops is a keen s’tudent
records just .which pools w ill have gf .jhe subject and would be willing
water in them along the river banks come to Kelowna and start off con- 
The Kelowna Junior Board of Trade at each foot of rise of the river, so by operations on the right track if it 
has urged the city council to take some keeping watch on the river level he arranged for Kamloops to
steps to erect the city flags during the knows where to spray. Many of the him for a few days at the right
coming festive days this summer. It pieces of water und^r control do not, tjuje ”
has pointed out that the flags should however, arise fronti the river, but ' ________■ __:______
• be erected at least during the regatta from melting snow, irrigation, perman- 17V'TI?AT1>0
and the Liberal convention here in ent lakes, etc. "When the river reaches # I | j  I
Mrs. Catherine S. Bourquin, Rut- August. It suggested that the city the 10 ft, level under the bridge the
CHURCH WORKER 
HAS GONE TO REST
TIMBER SALE X23649
lan(i, Dies in Hospital Some yearsshould place hooks on the buildings pools commence to form, 
so the flags could be erected without it goes to 16 or 17 feet.
At the Kelowna General Hospital on difficulty whenever needed. 95% of the work is on water outsMe
The city has replied that it will the limits of the dfity of Kamloops.  ^No
SYMPATHY
There will be offered for sale at Pub- passed away Mrs. Cath- m i iim iii m.. ux x^aa.xaai« xw
?°'"i^erine Stoecklin Bourquin, who was furnish the hooks and erect therii but question has ever arisen as to whether
Kelowna, B.C., at 12 o’clock noon on 
the 3rd day of June, 1938, Timber Sale born in Kunhein, Alsace Lorraine, on
X23649, on the north fork of l^ssion ‘" ^ ^ ^ e a r i f  years were spent in Kun- consent of the owners of the buildings
BUS AND  CAR IN  COLLISION
The Armstrong school bus, drven by 
J. D. Gloicar, and on its .way to Pen­
ticton for the schools track meet, par­
ticipated in a collision about 5 o’clock 
Friday evening last with a car driven 
by H. J. Fosbrooke. Kelowna. The 
Fosbrooke auto blew a front tire just 
as it was rounding a corner and 
cracked into, the bus, which had been 
brought to a stop by the driver when 
ho saw the approaching car was out 
of control. No one was injured.
HOUSE NUMBERS
IN  PHONE BOOK
The city has received word from C. 
Hubbard, local manager of the Okana­
gan Telephone Co. that the forthcom­
ing telephone book will contain the 
house numbers of the homes listed in 
the book. This is done in accordance 
with a request made by the city coun­
cil and the local junior board of traRe.
Creek, to cut 1,937,000 fe^board mea- which she moved to France upon which the hooks will be placed,
sure of Spruce, Fir and Lodgepole Pine her husband, Emil, then ' ■ ..— ------ -^---- — ------—
’^niree'(3) years will be allowed for a postal courier in the employ ^f th^ interested in the community life,
removal of timber. French government. Five children ghe was fond of music and flowers.
Provided anyone who is unable to at- were born, three dying in early child- her chief delight being tending the 
tend the sale in person may submit a ^r. Bourquin and his son ®hurch garden. :
came to Canada, to be joined a year
asks the co-operation of the Junior they had the legal right to spend such 
board in the matter of obtaining the monfey outside their boundaries;
The control • area extends out from
Resolution of Condolence Passed 
to Rattenbury Family
Besides her husband, she leaves a son 
Marcel,, at Rutland, and a daughter.
from the Chief Forester, Victoria, B.C., 
or the District Forester, Kamloops, B.C.
A resolution instructing the city 
clerk to convey the sincere sympathy 
of the city council to Mrs. D. H. 
Ratteisbury and family in the great 
loss in the death of the late ex-Mayor
_  „ - __  D. H. Rattenbury, was passed by the
said they”  are completely" control ing city council at its regular meeting on 
the mosquitoes. They , have no diffi- 4Vlonday night.
cUlty getting enough money voted for The council stood for a moment in 
the work, and do not need any more silent tribute to the late city official
the centre of Kamloops for about five 
miles in each of two directions and 
about four miles in the other two dir­
ections and covers an area of 65 
square miles.
“Both Mr. Jackson and Mr. Diggens
ORO^TLLE W INS TO U RNEY
Oroville won the three-game base­
ball tournament at Oliver on May 24, 
defeating Penticton 6-1 in the morning 
and Oliver 8-3 in the afternoon.
sealed tender to be opened at the hour
of sale and treated as one bid.' io+ot- kv Viic anri /lancrh. ivi i i . i ixaui a wa a aa*x>.v.x
Further particulars may be obtained in Fetnvan ' Marguerite, Mrs. William Robinson, in _____
until 1935 when the Winnipeg, and a sister anfi brother in money than they are using. They do and His Worship Mayor Jones and 
^oved to Rutland ' France. ’ not obtain any funds from other sourc- Alderman A. MacKay spoke briefly of
43-lc Mrs Bourauin was a mem- The funeral was held from Day’s es. Mr. Rattenbury’s work while holding
■ ............ .....her Of the Rutland United Church the funeral parlour on May 13, with Rev. “Mr. Diggens then took me to see cWic office. His Worship statei that the
SALM ON A R M  TRIM M ED 'church Women’s Association and’ the Mr. Humphreys conducting the service, the Dominion Entomologist, Mr. G. A. ex-mayor had ^ e n  a sincere gentle-
Vernon’s ball team defeated Salmon Women’s Institute, and she will be Many beautiful floral tributes were Mail, who is an authority on mosqui- man and an efficient public servan^ ^
Arm 14-4 in the opening game of the greatly missed for her activity. She tendered, and the service was largely toes, having done research in Mon- He wa^ among the best aldermen the 
T WHS dGvoted to-her family and church, attended. tana and written a treatise on mos- city had ever had.Main Line league last Sunday.
PA G E  EIGHT T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIER TIlUltSDAY. MAY 20, 1030
WATCH THOSE “CODDLERS
P L A C E  Y O U R  ORDICK  
N O W  FO R
Tree Bands
A R S E N A T E  of L E A I^  and 
N IC O T IN E  S U L P H A T E  S P R E A D E R
FOR Y O U R  SH R U B S  and P^LOW ERS  
—  use —
EVERGREEN
P'or your paint requirements —  use —  
S H E R W IN -W IL L IA M S  P A IN T S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SERVICE AND  Q U A L IT Y  
Frco City Delivery Phone 29
/I
S t o p  L o o k i n g  —  
B u y  o r  B u i ld  N o w !
NE V E R  were building opportunities greater! W e can show you in black 
and white that it will pay you to build 
or buy N O W ! Stop in and discuss your 
problems with us. W e can help you and 
it is yours for the asking. There is no
obligation.
S. M. SIMPSON LTD
Q U A L IT Y  LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES 
PHONES: General Office 312 M ill Office 313
I
T h e  R o s e  P r o p e r t y
OW IN G  to the recent retirement of Mr. G. C.Rose froni active business, the choice residential 
area in the heart of the city owned by him contin­
uously since 1894— forty-four years— and consisting 
of 22 lots, each 50 feet by 120 feet, immediately 
south of the Canadian Legion building, on Ellis 
Street, will be sold this year at remarkably low 
prices for property within four, minutes’ walk of 
the new Post Office.
This is the tract upon which the Kelowna 
School Board held a verbal option at a price of 
$8,000 *for two years prior to erection of the Junior 
High School, but eventually decided on the present 
site on Richter Street.
This is a unique opportunity that cannot pos­
sibly be repeated, as there is no similar area so near 
the heart of the city. The soil is clay loam, wiAput 
alkali or stones, and all the preparation necessary 
foi a garden is to have the ground ploughed and 
harrowed and stable manure added to supply humus. 
Short connections can be made to city water, light 
and sewer mains. Building can be commenced at 
once or can be deferred at the buyer’s discretion. 
No building of a less value than $2,000 can be er­
ected.
WHY BUILD A GOOD HOUSE
UPON A N  A LK A LI-B ID D E N  LOT, S IM PLY  
BECAUSE THlE LATTE R  IS  CHEAP ?
You will regret it for years to come, as it is practically 
hopeless to have a garden and lawn upon alkaline soil 
except at §^eat expense of extracting the alkali from the 
ground, which is a slow and difficult process, uncertain of 
success.
BUY NOW FOR FUTURE BUILDING
I f  unable to finance the erection of a residence at pre­
sent, the cost to a purchaser annually in taxes of Jhe lot 
offered this week would be $15.05 approximately.
LE O N  A V E N U E  IS TO  BE E X T E N D E D
eastwards and will become a through instead of a 
blind street. Buy now while prices are low. Only two 
blocks from the new Post Office.
Inside lot facing north—
CASH CASH$350
-More About-
GEORGE
MORROW’S
Apply;
McTavish & Whillis, Ltd, or E. M. Carrutliers &  Son, Ltd. 
SOLE SALES AGENTS
Please note that only one lot w ill be offered each week.
From Coliinui 0
atmnbled and llie ball rolled imd(;r the 
low railing, becoming lost. Kilacli 
trotted around for lii.s second boim; 
run of the .season, knotting the .score 
at (J-;dl.
In the eiglilh UuUand went one aiiead 
ag.’iin when, will) two down llacli wa.s 
safe on C<;orge Morrow’.s fumble of :i 
slow /'rounder. Aftia- fouling innum- 
erahl(! balks, Hollsky finally got liold 
of (Jiie jmd drove; it to tlie fence in lelt 
field, along tlie line for .a double.
Kelowna lied Uie score a/;.ain wlieti 
Eddie Kielbislu got a nice drive into 
.siufrt left, well placed, scorin/' on Vid 
Leier’s .sin/',le.
No scon'.s wt;i'e recorded in tin; nintli 
and Untland started to hit Morrow 
freely In tlie lentil. Witli two out, 
Bacli singled and .stole secontf. Holi- 
sky’s hard grounder was well slopped 
by Hudy Kielbiski hut his peg wa.s 
wild. Uacli scoring. Anollier h.ad throw 
by the Kelowna tliirci ha.seman scored 
Bacli and Frank Wostradowski scored 
Holislcy for the final runs.
Val Leier showed to best advantage 
for Kelowna, getting, four liils and 
scaring two of the runs.
Box Score
First Move To Inaugurate 
Kelowna Board of Trade 
Made February 12, 1903
Riilhuul' AB R 11 PO A E
A. Kitsch, 2b .... G 1 1 1 7 2
P. Bach, If ..... ... 6 4 2 2 0 0
J. Holi.sky, c .. ... (i 2 2 9 0 0
Ritchey, rf, cf .... 5 1 0 0 0 0
F. Wostradowski 5 0 2 13 0 0
H. Wostradowski 0 1 2 0 2 0
Bulloch, 3h ....... 5 0 1 2 5 0
Gcrein, ss .... .... ,5 0 1 ■ 3 1 1
P. Holisky, cL .... 2 0 0 0 0 0
Davis, rf ....... .... 3 0 0 0 0 0
49 9 11 30 15 3
Kelowna AB R H PO A E
E. Kielbiski, 2b .. 6 1 1 4 3 2
V. Leier, l b ... ...6 2 4 7 0 1
Hodges, ss ... 4 .1 0 0 1 0
Boklage, cf ....... 4 1 1 1 0 0
Crawford, c ... ...4 1 0 11 1 0
R. Kitsch, I’f ...... 4 1 1 0 0 0
R. Kielbiski 3b . .. 5 0 0 3 1 4
M. Leier, If ....... 3 0 1 3 0 1
Morrow, p...... .... 5 0 0 1 4 1
41 7 8 30 10 9
Score by innings: R H E
Rutland 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 2-—9 11 3
Kelowna 0 0 2 0 3 0 1 1 0 0-—7 8 9
Hi Wostradowski and J. Holisky;
W AiT BACK In 1003 business men vt the ever-;:rowiiig city of Kelowna 
becatiie conscious of the need for a hoard of tnide to inibllcize 
tlie liiany advantages whicli this central city of the Okanagan could offer.
CoiKseqnenlly. a general galherin/,' was sought for Itayiner’s Hall 
for Monday, February 15, 11)03. Tlie first nutiees were iiosted by Colin 
S. Smith, on February 12, 1903, who was acting 
secretary. However, those first atteni|)ts did not 
piove successful, ami it was not until lOOt! that 
the organization really took form.
Mr. Smith can be ob.served nearly every day 
walkiii/' slowly alon/; Bernard avenue to the post 
office. Althuu/'h his is an advanced a/'o, liis mind 
is as keen ;is ever and belies Ids grey locks and 
beard. His iiietiire is apiiended.
Tile first or/'anizalion nieelin/' to elect a boai’d 
of officers was held in Raymer’s Hall on Friday, 
Marcli 23, 1900, witli D. W. Sutlierljind, later to be­
come Kelowna’s most popular mayor, in the chair. 
G. C, Rose, niilil a few nionUis ygo editor of Tlie 
Courier, was appointed secretary of the inoeting 
and became tlie first permanent secretary of the 
organization.
Among the names which can be found by trac­
ing back UuoLigh the files of The Courier, arc a 
number of charter members still alive today. At 
tlie annual meeting of the Kelowna Board of Trade, held in February 
of this year, Colin S. Smith was duly honoured and given a life mem­
bership in the organization. The annual meeting instructed the execu­
tive to prepare a list of charter members still alive and honour them 
with life membership.
P. B. Willits, D. Lloyd-Joncs and J. B. Knowles arc three men men­
tioned in reports of meetings held in 190,5 i^ s charter members. Others 
who were prominent at that time were H. W. Raymer, T. Lawson, E. 
R. Bailey, J, S. Reekie, E. Weddell, W. A. Pitcairn, D. Leckie, W. Cle­
ment, C. Josselyn and H. C. Stillingficet.
The first notice ever published to attempt ah organization of the 
board of trade, in 1903, read as follows:
“A public meeting will be held in Raymer's Hall on Monday, Feb­
ruary 15 at 2 p.m. for the purpose of forming an association with the 
view to advancing the interests of the Valley.
“This association, if formed, will exercise the functions of a board 
of trade. It will take up, discuss and further any matter of public 
interest, and when necessary bring pressure to bear on the provincial 
and Dominion governments.
“Representations from such an association are likely to carry greater 
weight, and be more effective than those coming from individual bodies. 
“Your attendance is earnestly required.”
Yours truly.
C. S. SMITH,
Secretary, Pro-Tern.
PLENTY OF ERRORS 
IN FIRST WIN FOR 
PEACHLAND NINE
Morrow and Crawford.
Sumrriary—Stolen bases, A. ICitsch,
P. Bach 3, H. Wostradowski, M. Leier; 
two-base hits, A. Kitsch, J. Holisky, H.
Wostradowski 2, Bulloch; home run, R.
Kitsch; struck out by H. Wostradowski
9, by Morrow 12; bases on balls, off ______
Wostradowski 5, off Morrow 1; hit by
pitcher, F. Wostradowski by Morrow, Turn  Back Summerland by 14-10 
Crawford by H. Wostradowski; passed Count in Game Replete With
balls, Crawford 2, wild p i t c ^  Costly Miscues on Both Sides
tradowski 2; umpires, Wagner and ■
Sunday’s - baseball game gave
HIGHWAY AT 
PEACHLAND TO 
BE IMPROVED
Widened Through Town— W ill 
all be Surfaced— Blind Corners 
Eliminated "
-More About-
JOE AND 
PAT GO
the The highway through the town at 
fans a thrill in a heavy hitting contest Peachland is all to be widened to 33 
^  with a big score and the home team feet as has already been done for the 
the winners over Summerland 14 to 10. half mile south of town. This will give 
It was a game that saw plenty of er- a stretch of good wide highway through 
rors, with Summerland’s errors being the town and according to reports re- 
a little more costly; the earned runs ceived here this will all be surfaced.
From Page 5 Column 7 
officials were hard pressed to accom­
modate such a mob of runners. The 
races for boys and girls 8 and 10 years 
of age resembled school closing at 
lunch hour as the horde of youngsters 
swept down the track.
Race Results
Results of all races follow;
Bicycle race, 6 years and under-
being 7 for each side.
Opens With Home Run
Don Miller hit the first xhome run of 
the season taking a whack at the first, 
ball thrown by Evans for Surrimerland
1, Andrew Oswell; 2, Monty DeMara; bat Williamson left third base and got 
3, Donny Swift. _ in a hot box between Poltratz and
50 yards, boys 8 and under—1, Bill Clarke. Poltratz attempted to run him 
Avender; 2, John Sugars; 3, George, down but Williamson got away to be 
Heintzman.
50 yards, girls 8 and under
and starting. the game with a homer, will be no danger of the road being 
With Dan Cousins and George Ekins washed avvay in high water as the lake 
both getting nice singles and William- rises. This is good news and it is 
son taking a >valk the game was away hoped that this work will be done be- 
to a good start. Archie Miller singled fore the heavy fruit hauling starts, 
scoring Cousins and Ekins. With Wil- - • * * * . , ,
liamson and Milfer on third and second fishing is reported frorn^ka-
both Warren Cousins and Gummow agan lake with two large trout being 
failed to connect. With Bowering at ^^ u^ght this week, the largest a twelve
pounder being brought in by Sid 
Smalls, while a ten pound fish was
caught by Col. O. St. John.★ ♦ ♦
The W. A. to the Canadian Legion
1 stopped by Clarke, while P^tratztagg- m^  ^ „ „  Wednesday afterndon in the
1, byivia ed him. Taking a pass at Clarke who Legion Hall i
Day; 2, June Sproule; 3, Olive Bodteher. ducked, Williamson was steered away ' * * * i
High jump, boys 17 and under—1, by the players, but when umpire J.
Doug Herbert; 2, Basil Jennens; 3, Clements called Williamson out the 
Floyd Caza. field filled with; a protesting crowd,
50 yards, boys 10 and under—1, Frank ^ho charged that Clarke had blocked 
Bach; 2, Richard Kuipers; 3, Fred Feist, the run. Clements kept to his decision 
50 yard^, girls 10 and under—1. Mar- and the game went on.
Patsy Sargent; 3,garet Lanfranco; 2 
Fern Good;
Obstacle race, boys 16 and under—1, 
Jacob Feist; 2, Ken Bostock; 3, Mike 
Leismeister.
50 yards, boys 12 and under—1, Bill 
McCubbin; 2, . Allen Elliott; 3, Jack 
Bogress.
50 yards, girls 12 and under—1, 
Freida Quigley; 2, Dorothy Ashton; 3, 
Mona Herbert.
75 yards, boys 14 and under—1, Alex 
MacFarlane; 2, Bill McCubbin; 3, Lloyd 
Hooper.
50 yards, girls 14 and under—Anita 
McKelyey; 2, Mary Martin; 3, Freida 
Quigley.
100 yards, boys 16 and under—1, John 
Sturges; 2, Alex MacFarlane; 
McLennan.
100 yards, boys 18 and under—1, Ed 
Bedford; 2, Palmo Bianco; 3, Jack 
Christian.
75 yards, girls 16 and under—1, Hea­
ther Stewart; 2, Mary Martin; 3, Anita 
McKelvey.
100 yards, girls 18 and under—1, 
Heather Stewart; 2, Mary Martin; 3, 
Anita McKelvey.
Bicycle race, half-mile, boys 17 and 
under— 1^, Bruce Fraser; 2, Gordon 
Shugg; 3, Ernest Blackburn.
Summerland’s best go at the hickory 
took place in the , second when Duns- 
don and Dunham each banged out a 
triple. MacDougall started off by get­
ting to first on a rolling grounder
* * *
Mrs. E. H. Pierce, Miss A. Elliot and 
Mrs. P. N. Dorland attended the W.C. 
T.U. convention held at Summerland 
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Heighway left 
last week for a week’s fishing at 
Beaver lake.
♦ * ♦
J. Grogan left on Monday for a trip
which went through Gummow, Thomp­
son was hit and' Clarke singled to
•P
to the Kootenay
* * * »
P. J. Gaynor returned recently from 
a visit to Seattle and other coast points.* •* ♦ • - •
Mr. and Mrs. Speed and three child­
ren arrived on 'Thursday from Alberta 
to take up their residence on the pro-
score MacDougall. ' Evans struck out 
but Bennest walked and Thompson 
scored on one of thh few passed balls 
that Don Miller allowed as he played
his new position of catcher to good perty formerly owned by P. Veregin. 
advantage during the game. Borton * ♦
struck put but Dunsdon cleared the A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. H. 
bases as he hit his three bagger and Carter in the Kelojvna Hospital on 
scored when Dunham followed suit.Tlay 13. '
Poltratz struck out, the ninth man up  ^ 7;--------------
in the inning with Summerland scoring ®aw a rally by the southern
3, Don runs. ,
PENTICTO N LOSES ANOTHER
PENTICTON, May 26—Penticton lost 
its second ball game in a row to Bridge­
port, Wash., oh Sunday by an 8-1 score. 
Penticton now has one win and two 
losses. Last week Penticton also drop­
ped an exhibition game to Summerland 
by a 7-0 score.
HAD LIVED HERE
PENTICTON, May 26.—Last rites for
Bowering started off the second with 
the first of his three walks during the 
game and Clements made first on Polt­
ratz’ error, with Don Miller scoring 
both when he singled and Summerland 
failed to get the ball around fast en­
ough to catch up with them, and the 
score was all tied up.
Ekins replaced Clements on the 
mound at the start of the third and he 
held Summerland to one run in the 
fifth for the next five innings. The 
locals gathered in two runs in the 
fourth and one in the fifth to take an 
eight to six lead into the. seventh inn­
ing. Once again the seventh proved a 
winner for the Peachland players for 
four hits, one of them a triple by Cle­
ments, gave them six runs with a 
number of errors helping them out. 
Archie Miller started off with a single, 
Warren Cousins struck out, Gummow 
walked and Bowering went out at first 
base. With two men down Clements 
clouted out his three bagger to score 
Miller and Gummow. Don Miller 
singled to score Clements, while Dan
team that gave them three runs. A 
slow pitch and Dunsdon’s shoulder con­
nected and he took his base but was 
put out on a steal to third base after 
making second on Dunham’s single. 
Dunham, Poltratz and MacDougall 
scored to give them a total of ten runs.
Box Score
Summerland AB  R  H PO A  E
Bennest, lb ... .... 3
Borton, cf ......... 4
Dunsdon, r f ...... . 4
Dunham, 3b ........5
Poltratz. ss .......  4
MacDougall, 2b .. 5
Thompson, If .... 5
Clarke, • c ..........  4
W. Evans, p ........2
Holmes, p ... i....  2
Evans. ...... ....... l
Scriver,
Peachland AB
D. Miller, c ........ 5
D. Cousins, 2b .... 5 
G. Ekins, cf, p . .. 4 
Williamson, cf .... 4
A. Miller, rf ...... 5
W. Cousins, 3b ... 4 
4
one of the pioneers of the Okanagan Cousins hit and in the throw around
were held from Howson’s Chapel on made third base while Miller scored.
Saturday afternoon, when the funeral Two costly errors for MacDougall let Gummow, ss
of the late Augustus Corbett Anderson Ekins and Williamson on bases and Bowering, lb
took place.’ Deceased, who came into.when Borton in centre field missed a Clements, p. If 
the Okanagan 40 years ago, and lived long fly by Archie Miller, Cousins and 
in the Kelowna district for 30 years, Ekins scored. A  pop fly by Warren 
passed away suddenly on Thursday Cousins was caught by MacDougall to Score by inning:
------- end the inning, Summerl’d 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 1 3—10
MacDougall made the single hit in PeachTd 3 2 0 2 1 0 6 0 x—14
" y i i E  bu sin ess o f  th is  C o m p a n y  g r o w s  
*  w ith  t l ie  d e v e lo p m e n t  o f  b u s in ess  in 
th e  t e r r i t o r y  it  s e r v e s  an d  th e  p ro g r e s s  o f  
its  c lien ts . I t  is  o n ly  n a tu ra l, th e r e fo r e ,  
th a t  th is  C o m p a n y  sh o u ld  b e  e a g e r  t o  c o ­
o p e ra te  t o  th e  fu l le s t  e x te n t  p o s s ib le  b y  
fa ith fu l  s e rv ic e s  t o  p r o g r e s s iv e  in d iv id u a ls  
an d  firm s .
The O K AN A G AN  LO AN  & INVESTM ENT TRUST COM PANY
by its j)olicic.s aiul mothods of oj)cration—by Uh record in the in- 
vetilment and adniinislration of Iru.st fund.'!—and by its dcclaretl 
intention to eonlimie il.s Ion/' career at: an independent 'rrust Com­
pany a.s.sure.s a sfar at; is lumianly possible that the estates, business 
of responsible corporations, firms and individu.als entrusted to it 
will be coinjjletely administeied with full satisfaction to heirs and 
henellciiirios.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTjVIENT
TRUST CO.
O. St. P. Altkciis, M.C., Maiiii/icr
Phone 98 Phone 3:12
rmimiirinirrmf ... n ..... (
Demand HAUG’S 
Materials
— in your specifications for a sat­
isfactory job on your home build­
ing or repairs— and you’ll get it !
T IL E  C E M E N T  BRICKS  
L IM E  G YPR O C  
L A T H S
W m . H A U G  SO N
CO AL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
LAST O N  E T O  
THE PADDOCK 
PRODUCES THE 
M O N O G R A M  
G I N
It is also reported that the two dan­
gerous blind corners south of the wid­
ened portion are to be removed and 
the rock used to fill in the lake side 
of the road just north so, that there
MGfl2-f
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
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L
^ B A IIN C S
T W IC E  D A ILY , 2 and 8 p.m. Doors Open at 1 and 7 p.m.
38 14 11 27
night while visiting at the home of his 
brother, Fred G. Anderson, of Pentic
R
ton.
0 Clements, Ekins and Miller. off Evans 5, off Holmes 2, off Clements
-  Summary: home run* Donald, Miller; 1, off-Ekins 1; struck out by Evans 3, 
6 three base hits, Dunham 2, Dunsdon, by Holme^. 5, by Clements 3, by Ekins 
E3 Clements; stolen bases, Bennest, Duns- 10; hit by pitcher, Thompson by Cle- 
8 don, Dunham 2, MacDougall, Thomp- ments, Dunsdon by Ekins, earned runs, 
6 son, D. Miller 3,'D, Couisins, G, Ekins 2, Summerland 7, Peachland 7; umpire
the eighth and scored on errors, but Batteries: Evans, Holmes and Clarke; A. Miller 2* W. Cousins; bases'on balls,’ Clements
. S f  i : V fi:
ff".
4: .........................../ '................  I............' „4 ..........'..........
I
I > , I
.:4|v:;;44 4-S
I
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KELOWNA
RURAL
Kflovviiii ami was in Uu- ruck wlicn he inch more than any other Uie It. Jolinson, E iu lm by  l)ij;li; 2, C. I ’rice,
handed tlie baton to Henderson. Tlie Okana/tan has ever  done in actual K e h m n a  liif.h; ,'t, K. ICwini;, V e rn on
Jattei' improved Hie Ke lowna j.osition <' , ... Jill' jiole vault wa.s a tetllous alTali,
somewhat, but Herbert was a Jtood hf-
From  I ’ai'.e ti, Co lum n  
(Inal race of the day.
Kelovviui W in s  Kclay  
'I'he only otlu'r Ivelowna w in n er  wa.s 
Itouft Herbert, w h o  took llrst pl.'ice in 
the hi(di jum p  for boys HI and under. 
Herbert  covi'retl himself with (llory in 
this event, but that was nothiiiK com-
hi/;h. IV l/.'i .see.
30 yards, tjirls 12 and finder 1, F. 
a-ml the lenj'th of the conpK'tition a l -  Colem an, A rm stron j '  elcm.; 2, O. L a n -  
teen yards behind when tlu‘ third lap mo.st proved the undoing of Jack CJeii'- franco, K e lo w n a  Jlural; II. M . Herbert,  
be;ran. Herbert moveil into tlu> lead in, K e low na  Jtural. He  and W. F icnch , K e low n a .  7 1/5 sec. 
with such a surprisin/; burst o f  .ijK'cd Vernon, jjot ut> to 10 feet 2 inches but 50 yards, boys 12 and under- 1, W. 
the other competitors sei'ined to b'? botli faik'd. Wlu'ii the bai' w as  attain Collen, S. Okanat’an; 2, W . M cC u bb in ,  
stiuidint: still and he handetl the baton placed at 10 feel. Clerein c leared but K e lo w n a  Kural; M, J. McClannon, P e n -  
to Hianco for the llnal lap with a pood failed. ticton. (I “1/5 sec.
marpin, which hi' retained to the linish. A  doubles w in n er  in the sprints fo r  220 yards, boys 111 anil untler— 1, F. 
Cecil Class cliallenped stron/'ly in the (in. pt j,nd under boys class wa.s F red  Sleeves, Sumrnerland; 2, W . A n d re w s ,  
last laj) for Penticton, but tbo lead steeves. o f Sum m erland  hiph. H e  cap- Fn de rby ;  II, 1’ . Hianco, K e low n a .  25 sec. 
H erbe it  had established provi'd too (u ied  the only points his school ob - 75 yards, pii'ls 1(1 and u n der— 1, H. 
much of an obstacle. tained by w innin ;; both the 100 and Stewart, K e lo w n a  l lu ra l  hiph; 2, A .
W h ile  the.'.e sjirints were in jimttrisss. 220 yard races. W ith  these victories he O liver . V ernon  hiph; II, Amo.s, P e n -Iiared lo the w o n d e i fu l  result he 
achieved in the bip relay of the day, P ea i l  Johnson, Fnderby 's  prem ier pirl takes both the Penticton Hera ld  and ticton hiph. 1) 2/5 .sec
A  TIRE TO SUIT 
EVERY PURSE
the lltIO yard.s re lay for hiph school 
boys.
Fupene Ryan started this race for
didete. was covorin/; herself with plory Sum m erland R ev iew  cups.
in the hiph juni|) for i;irls 20 and under, 
with a leap of •! feet 7 inches, a pood
WHITE HORSE
SCOTCH W H IS K Y
Kcliiy Cups
'I’lie relay cups were  d iv ided fa ir ly  
well, althouph Vernon had the edpe. 
The Casorso cuj) fo r  boys elenienlai'y  
relay and the Hank of Com rneice cup  
for pirls’ relay w e ld  to Vernon. K e lo w ­
na Itnral schools took home tlie hiph 
school pirls re lay tro))hy, the W h iten  
cup, and K e lo w n a  captured the coveted  
Ramsay cup for bo.ys.
Hi/'h Jump, pirls HI and under— 1, M .  
Charlton, K e lo w n a  R u ra l  h iph; 2, M .  
Robinson. Penticton hipli; II, D. C aryk ,  
V ernon  hiph. 4 ft. 4%  in.
1a )w  hurdles, boys 1(1 and u n der— 1, 
H. A llan , A rm stron p  elem.; 2, V . M c -  
Callan , A rm stronp  hiph; II, J. Sturpe.s, 
K e lo w n a  hiph. 1(1 sec.
Shuttle relay, .50 yards, pirls  14 and  
under— 1, K e lo w n a  Rura l ;  2, V e rn o n  
clem.; 3, K e low n a .  2(1 1/5 sec.
P ; IS T r L L E D ,,A N d :  I N  S C O T L A N D
, .............. , , ,  , H<)w hurdles. (15 yards, pirls 20 and
In the individual events. V ernon  and ^,„der— 1, M. C lerke , V e rn on ; 2, P .  
Enclerby captured the lion s sh m e  of Penticton hiph; 3, D. M e ld ru m ,
the cu|)S. V ernon  look six cups, E n d e r -  penticton elem. 10 sec. 
b y  4, I^'iiticton im ecpial n u m b e i . K e -  E lem entary  boys ’ open re lay— 1, V e r -  
lowna Rural and Sum m erland  2 each, „yj,. 2, A rm stronp ; 3, K e lo w n a .  52 1/5
and K e low n a  one. sec.
This advertisement is not pulilislied or displayed by the L iquor Con­
trol Board or by the ( ici ernment o f British Columbia.
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F o i i u n o t e  H o u s e s  a n d  B o r n s :  
M o d e r n  o n d  W e l l - K e p t
an air of good for- 
tune is presented to the passer­
by, by well-conditioned, 
newly painted, modernized 
farm buildings. They add
financial values 
to farms.
I f  you have 
not the ready
cash to fix up your house and 
barns, you can borrow the 
necessary funds, under the 
Home Improvement Plan, 
available at any one of oiu 
500 branches. W e are co-op­
erating heartily in home and 
farm improvement. The terms 
are convenient. Ask for our 
booklet on Home Improve­
ment Loans.
The second lust race of the day was Hiph jump, boys IH and under—1, 
one of the most closely eonte.sted. D. Doiip Herbert, Kelowna; 2, S. Nelson, 
Bertram of Penticton repeatinp his Vernon; 3, J. Dyson, Armstronp. 5 ft. 
last year’s performance in walkinp off 11/, in.
with the mile race. There were live Broad jump, boys 14 and under—1, 
entries with Bertram out in front K. Walt, Armstronp elem.; 2, F. Munk, 
throughout, but only by a scant six Vernon elem.; 3. G. Dobic, Vernon 
feet. Williams of Enderby just could high. 16 ft. 6;<| in.
not elo.se the pap at the last and had .1,0 yards, girls 14 and under—1, F. 
all he could do to keep second place. Lyons, Penticton high; 2, O. Lanfranco, 
Just at the tape Boimett of South Ok- Kelowna Rural h i^ ; 3, A. McKclvie, 
anagan overtook the Vernon contender Kelowna high. G 4/5 sec. 
and nosed him out. 75 yards, boys 14 and under—1, L.
With only six lanes available and a Kwong, Vernon high; 2, A. Sovereign, 
great number of entries, the officials Vernon elem.; 3, A. MacFarlane, Ke- 
were hard pressed to keep the events lowna Rural elem. 8 4/5 sec. 
on time. It has been estimated that in- Elementary girls’ open relay—1, Ver- 
stead of 44 races and jumps, as shown non; 2, S. Okanagan; 3, Kelowna Rural, 
on the programme, there were actual- 39 3/5 sec.
ly 88 separate competitions, when all High jump, girls 20 and under—1, 
the heats are considered. Consequently, Pearl Johnson, Enderby; 2, B. Siddon, 
the meet did not conclude as early as Vernon; 3, K. Pitt-Brooke, Penticton, 
in former years. 4 ft. 5 in. Miss Johnson made an ex-
L. B. Boggs was clerk of the course hibition jump of 4 ft. 7 in. in to break 
and stood by the microphone through- any previous Valley record, 
out the entire day. In his work he was High school girls relay, 20 and under 
ably assisted by the secretary of the —1, Kelowna Rural; 2, Vernon high; 
meet, D. P. O'Connell.- ,T. Aldworth, 3, Kelowna high.’ 37 3/5 sec.
Kamloops, was referee. Low hurdles, girls 16 and under—1,
As most of the age limits were en- Alice Oliver, Vernon; 2, Pearl Johnson, 
tirely revised this year, no records Enderby; 3, H. Stewart, Kelowna "H i- 
were available to be broken. In two i-al. 10 2/5 sec.
hurdle races and in the jumps, how- Pole ’Vault—1, J. Gerein, Kelowna 
ever, some excellent times and distan- Rural; 2, W. French, Vernon; 3, H. Ka- 
ces were recorded. On the track, how- wahara, Kelowna high. 10 feet, 
ever, no good times were marked down, High school boys relay, 880 yards—1, 
as the condition of the surface was Kelowna; 2, Penticton; 3, Vernon, 
not of the best, the cinders not being 1:45 2/5 sec.
solidly packed. One mile, boys 20 and under—1, D.
Folowing are the individual results ggj.tj.ajn penticton; 2, B . ’Williams, En- 
of the day: derby; 3,’ R. Bennett, S. Okanagan. 5:24.
100 yards, boys 16 and under—1, J. ggc.
Baldwin, Vernon; 2, H. Allan, Arm- £20 yards, boys 16 and under—1, E. 
strong; 3, F. Bitterman, South Qkana- Bedford, Kelowna; 2, J. Taylor, Kelow- 
gan. 11 1/5 sec. Rural; 3, J. Baldwin, Vernon.
100 yards, gir ls  20 and under— 1, 25 3/5 sec.
M o l ly  Clerke, Vernon ; 2, Joan H ur ley ,
Penticton; 3, Joan B lakeborough , K e ­
lowna. 12 3/5 sec.
T h e re  are  e ig h t  d iffe ren t 
typ es  o f  G ood yea r  t ire s  in  a 
s ize  t o  su it  y ou r car. A  s ize  
. . .  a  ty p o  . . .  a p r ic e  . . .  t o  
s u i t  y o u r  n e e d s  a n d  y o u r  
purse. W e  h ave  th e m  a l l !
Y e s !  W e ’ l l  se ll you  th e  
G ood yea rs  you  choose, o n  
E A S Y  T E R M S . N o  m o n ey  
d ow n  . . . p a y  in  sm a ll 
am ou n ts  w eek ly , as you  
a r e  p a id .  D r iv e  in  f o r  
d e ta ils  to d a y !
P E N D O Z I  S T . K E L O W N A P H O N E  287
BANK OF MONTBEAL
ESTABLISHED 1817
"a bank where small accounts are welcome’
Modern, Experienced Banking Service . . . . . .  the Outcome of
’ . 120 Years’ Successful Operation
n u l l
BEER
You can’t mistake the taste of 
Princeton R O YA L  EXPORT 
. , .  that refreshing, fuli- 
bodied flavor and that ting­
ling, satisfying aftermath . . 
here are the calculated results 
of the matter brewer at work 
with the finest of brewing 
ingredients, plus sparkling, 
Tulameen mountain water.
YO U  C A N T  G O  
W RO N G  W ITH--
R O Y A L
EXPORT
B E E R
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia-
Broad jump, boys 18 and under—1, 
R. Harwood, Penticton; 2, J. Appleton, 
Kelowna; 3, P. Miller, Summerland 
elem. 18 feet 11. 1/4 in.
High jump, boys 16 and under—1, 
Bill Riley, Penticton; 2, Lyle Sanger, 
Kelowna, 3, A. Johnson, Armstrong 
. high., .5 ft. 6 3/8 in. .
Low hurdles, 65 yards, girls 18 and 
under—1, Marion Butler, Vernon; 2, 
Mavis Charlton, Kelowna Rural; 3, G. 
Greening, Armstrong high. 11 sec.
440 yards, boys 20 and under—1, Ce­
cil Glass, Penticton; 2, A. Cochrane, 
Vernon; 3, J. Heal, Armstrong high. 
54 1/5 sec.
Relay, 300 yards, girls 16 and under 
—1, Kelowna Rural, H. Stewart, M. 
Charlton, L. Charlton. N. Reid; 2, Ver­
non elementary, N. Klausman, K. 
’Woods, D. Gorse, E. Blackburn; 3, Ver­
non high, B., Price, L. Sparrow, A. Oli­
ver, E. Nelson. 38 sec.
Shot Put, boys 20 and under—1, R. 
Gosnell, Enderby; 2, O. Karn, Vernon; 
3, W. Riley, Penticton. 39 ft. 1 in.
Low hurdles, 120 yards, boys 18 and 
under—1, W. Pratt, Vernon elem.; 2, 
Doug, Herbert. Kelowna high; 3, W. 
Andrews, Enderby high. 16 sec.
Skipping, 50 yards, girls 12 and under 
—1, Freida Quigley, Kelowna Rural; 2, 
V. Hicka, Penticton; 3, R. Verrier, 
Summerland. 7 4/5 sec.
Broad jump, girls 20 and under—1, 
FI Mulvihill, Penticton; 2, P. Chase, S; 
Okanagan; 3, Joan Blakeborough, Ke­
lowna high. 14 ft. l^j in.
Discus, boys 18 and under—1, R. Gds- 
nell, Enderby; 2, M. McMechan, Ver­
non; 3, D. Norman, Armstrong. 92 ft. 
1 in.
Relay, 75 yards, shuttle, boys 14 and 
under—1, Vernon, V. Kucharsky, ,A. 
Sovereign, R. Tate, F. Mu'nk; 2, Ke­
lowna Rural, A. MacFarlane, A. Elliott, 
B. Taylor, W. McCubbin; 3, PenHcton, 
B. Bertram, M. Hyrcyna, D. Cattee, J. 
McGannon. 37 4/5 sec.
50 yards, girls 10 and under—1, M. 
Lanfranco, Kelowna Rural; 2, M. Tre- 
hearne, Vernon; 3, P. Sargent  ^ Kelow­
na. 7 2/5 sec.
75 yards, girls 18 and under^ —1, C. 
McRae, Penticton; 2, M. Charlton, Ke­
lowna Rural; 3, M. Butler, Vernon. 
7 2/5 sec.
50 yards, boys 10 and under—1, E. 
Bach, Kelowna Rural; 2, A. Ash, Arm­
strong; 3. L. Swailes, S. Okanagan. 7 
2/5 sec.
High jump, boys 14 and under—1, K. 
Watt, Armstrong; 2. F; Mink, Vernon 
Elementary; 3, G. Dobie, Vernon high.
5 ft. .)4 in.
Pole Vault, boys 16 and under—r-1, L. 
Sieg; Vernon; 2, F. Fisher, Armstrong; 
3, R. MacLeod. Kelowna Rural. 9 ft. 7 
in.
High jump, girls 16 ,and under—1, L. 
Charlton, Kelowna Rural; 2, L. Spar­
row. Vernon; 3, E. Andrews, Enderby.
4 ft. 61/, in. .
880 yards, boys 20 and under—1, A. 
Cochi'ane. Vernon; 2, D. Bertram, Pen­
ticton; 3, C. Andrews. Enderby: 2:12 
2/5.
Afternoon Events
100 yards, boys 18 and under—1, F. 
Steeves, Summerland; 2, D, Smith, 
Armstrong; 3, W. Pratt, Vernon. 11 1/5 
sec. '
Broad jump, boys T6 and under—1, 
E. Bedford, Kelowna high; 2, V. Mc- 
Callan, Armstrong high; 3, R. Hurley, 
Penticton high. 19 ft. 2j/^  in.
High hurdles, boys 20 and under—1,
^ ^ O C E R y
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P A G E  TEN T H E  K E LO W N A  COURIEl^
TI1U1{SI)AY, MAY 2(i. HKifl
F ru it B o a rd  and  G ro w e r C o m p an y  
M a k e  R ep o rts  on  1 9 3 7 -3 8  S eason
Lowest l^er Monlli And Per Package Operaling Cost On 
Record Is Revealed— Assistance Given By Govern­
ments, Sliippcrs And Jobbers For Advertising Apples
of the two organizations, B.C. Fruit Board and 
I  It.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., docs not mean that any additional costs 
are incuiicd as corni)arcd with what would be necessary if one body
possessed all tlie power needed to enable it to undertake all the work 
which must be done,” is one of the preliminary statements contained 
in the annual report of the B.C. Fruit Board, which will be reviewed 
by grower delegates in Kelowna today.
Olfticult SiMson
"The er<)|) season was one of l.he 
most (liniciill ever experienced by Uie 
industry," IJu‘ report continues, ,sliow- 
iriy tliat .a r<*cord Canadian crop c)C ap­
ples had to contcaid with the largest 
crop ill many .years in the; UniUrd 
States, a production of citrus fruits far 
in exce.ss of any jirevious recoril and, 
a laiTe portion tif tlie prairie provinces 
affected fiy drought.”
Later tlu! reiiort deals with tlie o|j- 
timistic attitude of the industr.v at the 
outset and then the sudden slump in 
business conditions and coirsecpient 
£all-olf in {lurchases. By the middle of 
November it was obvious that the earl.v 
hopes could not be realized. A count 
of all stoclis was made and it was clear 
somethin/' drastic had to be done, 
otherwise the deal would drift into a 
position which would be disastrous to 
growers.
ITie report reviews the formation of 
Ihe one-desk sales committee and the
purchas.' of the i-ntiri* cro|) balance by 
Ihe B C. Tree Frulls Lid. It was a/v- 
reed llie char;;i- for sellin/; would not 
exceed I'/', cents per box and shippers 
bavin/; cold stor.i/'e apph.'s should be 
credited with storagi' costs.
In spealdn/' of '' Iributioii tlu.‘ report 
sa.ys: "In view oi th<.‘ heav.v eastern 
crop. It is /;ratifyin/5 to note that dis­
tribution in astern Canada i.s onl.y 
sli/.;htl.v lower than in tlie jirevious 
year. The chief itmn of interest in the 
export schedule is the rc'-apjiearance 
of Germany as a bu.yer of Briti.sh Co­
lumbia apples."
Ordinary llcvciiucs Funds
Concernin/' advertisiii/', the cam- 
liai/;n to si/^ n /'rowers on an adverlisitu' 
agreement reached but 112 jier cent, 
whereas !iri jier cent was necessary, 
accordin/Ji to the agreement. So funds 
were taken from ordinary revenue.
“While the expenditures made an ex­
cellent elfect in stimulating consump- 
sized camjiaign at a cost of one cent
(ion , (h e re  can be l i l t le  d ou b t but that, 
had It been  /lossible to ca rry  on a fu ll-  
jM'i' box as o r ig in a lly  pro/iosed. m uch 
b e tte r  r(,^adt.s w ou ld  hav<’ been o b ­
ta in ed , show in/; in bi/',lier prices  to 
/poWi'l'S.”
Bi'.sides a|)|iro|)riat ion., m ade by Ihi- 
B oard , o th e r  a/ ;e iic ie . cam e to the as- 
.sistance o f  the ap|)l<' /pow er, and som e 
$lll,t)00 w as ob ta in ed , -iA,()()() from  the 
D om in ion  / ;overnm ent, .i’.I.OIII) from  p ro ­
v in c ia l, $l),5D0 from  the sh iiijie rs  and 
.'iM.OOn from  Ih e  job ln u s .
Details of the .lliiancial statement 
wi'i'e /viven in last wi’ek’s issui' of Tlu* 
(Courier, The lowi’st per month oper- 
atin/; co.st on record was shown, belli/' 
.•i:2,:i!)!».r)t;, compared with $4,:U;i.K7 in 
i'.Kil. On a Jier packa/ve basis the op­
eraling costs were also the lowest on 
record, bein/; on .apples and petu's .0054 
and on other fruits, .0021(1.
I lo w  L ev ies  W ere  Colleeteil
'I’lic' total collections by levii'S .am­
ounted to $()(i.5,'{.'1.0(! s|)lit into the fol- 
lowin/.' parts; apples, $57,007.00; tijiri- 
cots, ;!:i;7:(.»7; cherries, $:t0().00; crabaji- 
ples, $740.2!); pe.aches, $I,I!:12.!1I1; pears, 
$:t,42l.2l; jilums, $10(i.07; iiiul jirunes, 
$1.1'HI. 15.
In conclusion the report slates: “The 
1027 croj) was marki.'led under most 
difficult conditions. Iteturns to grow­
ers. in most cases, will be far from 
satisfactory. N'evertheless, it c.an be 
said with assurance that the benellts of 
control in increasing growers’ returns 
liavi' been greater than in any jirevious 
year. At this stage, it is vital that 
growers should remain united in order 
that their ell'orls in future seasons may 
bring adequate rewards. This is hot 
a time for turning back. Rather it is 
a time when, as growers, we should 
jires.s forward with determination un­
til the goal of a jirosjicrous fruit in­
dustry is reached.”
Synojisis: Slutirt becomes lost in Ihe 
mountains, sull'ers delirium, and llmdly 
falls asleej) on a patch of buck brush, 
utterly exhausted.
CIIAI’TER VIII
DESERVES //
Mr. Picobac’s breakfast had consisted of a dish 
of stewed prunes, two helpings of oatmeal por­
ridge with sugar and cream, a plate of bacon 
and eggs, several big slices of buttered toast, 
three corn muffins with marmalade and three 
steaming cups of coffee.
"Mrs. Picobac,”  said he, now ready to face the 
world, "a meal like that deserves the honour of 
a mild . . . cool . . . sweet smoke of Picobac—  
the best Canadian Burley money can buy. And 
— j^ust as soon as I  can strike this match— that’s 
exactly what it’s going to get.”
\,
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HANDY SEAL-TIGHT POUCH - 15c
1/2-LB. "LO K-TO P" t in  - 60c 
a ls o  p a c k e d  in  P o c k e t  Tins
" It  DOES ta s te  q o o d  in a  p ip e  '"
P i c o b a c
Imperial Tobacco Coinpaay o f Canady Limited
G R  O W N  I N  5  U  Nr / r t 1  ^ _____ ♦ X F H L U T H E R N  O N  T,/A R I □vl - •’Iij- p' k ■ A DV. X - ii-'- - • r ^  f t V..................- I . r.......... .....................................
/ Y 'a V e  y o u  t r i e d  P i c o b a c  S l i c e d  P l u g  - y e s t  p o c k e t *  t i n  1 5 c  "
'riicrc w.'i.s nothing '.specially roman­
tic about the way they found Stuart 
Blake. Silas Colter .saw him first, and 
j;rasped his father's arm.
“Ain’t—ain’t that a man away over 
yonder?” He was staring in the dis- 
itmce.
It was a man, undoubtedly. Silas 
unconsciously cocked the rifle he car­
ried. The man was staggerin/g, halt 
crawling. But he wasn’t menacing. 
Me hadn’t even seen the Colters, in 
fact.
Carolee was with the Colters that 
day, but that was just hajjjienstaiice. 
She laid hung out her .sheet signal on 
the morning after her exjierience with 
Stuart, but he had not met her down 
trail. This had piqued her consider­
ably; she’d wait a week or more before 
she tried to signal him again, bhe jn'o- 
mised herself. Paul Colter had gone 
alone to study the high plateau coun­
try, and Silas and the father had sj^ ent 
a day at wood gathering. On the sec­
ond day they and Carolee went mine 
hunting.
She saw the man in the distance, but 
didn’t recognize him.
“He’s in trouble, isn’t he?” she de­
manded.
They had no field glasses, and he 
was several hundred yards away. They 
turned to get nearer him.
“It’s that Blake feller!” Old man 
Colter recognized him first.
“Oh!” cried Carolee.
They all spurred their horses to 
move as fast as the rugged terrain 
permitted.
Stuart still didn’t see them. He ap­
peared not to see them even when 
they dismounted in his presence. He 
had been bedeviled by many a mirage.
“Stuart!” Carolee spoke to him. No­
body noticed her familiarity.
He didn’t answer. He couldn’t have 
answered, anyway. He just stared, 
blinking. His face was rather black, 
his clothing torn.
They gave him water, put him in 
the shade. The Colter men had to hold 
him off the water, once he got a sip. 
They let him drink a swallow at a 
time, with considerable interval. Caro­
lee bathed his brow with a moistened 
handkerchief. Nobody did any talking 
for a long while. Silas had a can of 
peaches .in his pack, and fed Stuart 
the sweet juice, then sqnie of the fruit. 
After that Stuart slept. They sat with 
him until he revived and recognized 
them as real people, not phantoms.
“Carolee!” he murmured, and smiled. 
She smiled back, and asked, gently. 
“Do you feel better?”
He drank more water, and ate more 
of the food they offered. Strength was 
flowing back into him. “This—Wednes­
day?” he asked.
“■Thursday,” she said. “What hap- 
pen>-d? How long have you been here? 
Who is with you?”
“Nobody. Nothing happened. To rfte, 
I rnean. My horse fell over a cliff and 
killed himself. Yesterday, I suppose. 
Where are the panthers?”
It w as his last memory, and his 
speech was confusing. He realized he’d 
have to explain.
“I found some mountain lion babies.
ixinfhers. Like tho.se in (he fllliii/' 
station zoo. Not the old oiii's. 1 ex- 
jieeted them to eoiiu' and li'ar info me.”
“They (lon’l do people no barm,” Mr. 
Culler s;dd, walcldn/' Stuart infently. 
"Wbei'1'’s youi' boss?”
” I don’t know. Dc'iul somewhere, on 
th(' rocks. Busied rn.y e/ndeen and 
lost the water all out. 1 bad no Ide.a 
thirst, would be like' tliat. My tongue 
is still thick :iiul hard. It was hellish.”
Caroh'e w;is solicifous.
“You tried to walk back? You were' 
lost .•u'.ain. .Stu.'u-t?”
“ 1 think 1 knew tlie way bade, but 
it was rou/;li /'oin/;, I spent a Ion/; 
linu! lookin/; for w.ater. 1 was thirsty 
when I started. Then 1 j'ot mixed uji. 
Isn’t there any water in Ibis mount,-iin 
.anywhere?”
"Til’s some in Peralta Canyon, on 
the other side, if you know where lo 
find it,” the eldei' Coltei' jDUt in, “But 
it’s miles from here. You was in .a 
bad wa.v, son.”
Stuart /lodded.
He was entirely r;itionaI now. feel­
ing much stronger. And he w.as doing 
some close thinking.
Even to iiim, a tenderfoot fi'om Chi­
cago. it didn’t seem.right that his horse 
should have fallen over a liigh cliff. 
That horse had been sure-footed, with 
unusual horse sense. He wondered.
Of course, it could have been an 
accident. Even accidental that the 
canteen w.as smasiied. But accidents 
were happening rather often. And 
that shooting at his father two days 
ago—that was certainly no accident. 
Or was it? Maybe some fool hunter, 
some other tenderfoot from the east, 
had mistaken Mr. Blake for an animal, 
people had been mistaken for deer 
and killed.
The Colters, of course, had to help 
Stuart out of the mountain. He wanted 
to walk, but , Carolee insisted that he 
ride and Silas gave up his horse. Caro­
lee did most of the talking for her 
family.
“Were you hunting gold, too?” she 
inquired, cheerfully.
“Well, yes, I was. In a way. Not 
too seriously, but—” He glanced in 
some concern at the other two men. 
“I mean, I was just tracing down some 
of the clews that everybody knows 
about, more or less for-fun. I ’m not— 
I wouldn’t of course interfere with 
anybody else. Just adventuring. You 
know what I mean.”
. He felt he was talking himself into
a jioeki'l. lie luid abeacly h:ul one 
run-ill with the Colter men, down 
(own. lie b;i(l no ck'.sire to oll'end Ibein 
again. I'lipeeially since tlie.v bad ajipar- 
enfly savi'd his lifi’.
Bui in him was growin/; a new 
tbou/.'bl, loo. These Colters were odd, 
I’lannisb, all but the /;irl. They had 
bei'ii quick to fl/;hl, even to shoot 
Pi'rliajis he mused silentl.y for a mile 
or two.
“Say, where’s Ihe other brothel'. 
P.'iul?” he suddenly asked.
“He went out alone',” Carolee ex­
plained. ".SaifI be had his own ideas 
about bunt in/'. Wants lo find a land­
mark, a rock sli.'ipi'd liki' a liors('’s 
liead, tliat shows on dad’s maj).”
“Was he out -day before yeslerda.y?” 
Stuart asked.
"Wli.v y('s. And yesterday also. Pajia 
and Sila.'; gathered wood yestnrday. 
Paul was due back last ni/'ht. but he 
didn’t come. Me has water and food, 
though. The s/ime accident isn’t likely 
to happen ;igain. 1 mean, like yours.”
Stuart didn’t reply to that. He was 
thinking.
Paul Colter had been in the moun­
tain alone, on both Tuesday and Wed­
nesday, and was still out on Thursday. 
Paul Colter had imjnilsively tried to 
kill Stuart with his rifle, over a fancied 
insult downtown. Paul, as well as his 
brother and father, did not , welcome 
“easterners” or any other men as suit­
ors for Carolee, yet she and Stuart had 
been keeping comjjany.
It was beginning to sound sort of 
melodramatic, Stuart reasoned, like an 
old-time story book. But by george 
it was also beginning to make sense!
Pie couldn’t come out ojDenly and ac­
cuse them, or Paul, of shooting at Mr. 
Blake, Sr., on Tuesday. Or of running 
Stuart’s own horse off the cliff yester­
day. He had no proof, and here the 
Colters were saving his life anyway.
But it was Carolee, he reasoned, who 
was aiding him.
Luckily for him she had ridden with 
her men that day. She was swell! He 
looked carefully at her. He had never 
seen such natural beauty. Back in 
Chicago he would already have been 
making ardent love to her, but out 
here—well^—, Stuart promised himself 
to make a change in tactics regardless 
of her family.
He thanked them sincerely when 
they left him at the yard gate of Super­
stition Lodge.
(To be Continued)
centre INSTITUTE
NAMES SCHOOL 
GARDEN JUDGES
Extensive Addition Being Made
to Packing House Plant
and sister of the Centre some years 
ago were most pleased to welcome her 
back this week. Miss Hare arrived the 
end of last week, coming from her 
home in England and expects to make 
a stay of possibly five or six months 
with her brother and family. Having 
been away ten years she notices a 
great improvement in the village, men­
tioning especially the charming gar­
dens and well kept grounds around 
every home.
of- ' ,> SPRAY HOSE
R e s is ts  a c t io n
o f
spraying
mixtures
Here is a hose specially 
built to stand up under the 
wear and tear of constant 
usage over rough ground and 
around obstacles.
..
'sS
Goodyear Braided Spray 
Hose is made with a non- 
porous tube specially com­
pounded to resist the action 
of spraying chemicals.
It is a flexible hose, will 
not kink; or flatten . . . and 
is easy to handle. Its sturdy 
construction gives it out­
standing ability to withstand 
pressures from hand arid
pow er sprayers.
A va ilab le  in  a variety o f  
sizes. ■
A L L - T R A C T I O N
F A R M
T R A C T O R  T I R E S
I A-??:
Goodyear tires on farm i mplements 
increase amount o f  work done. .. 
stop harsh, shocking wear and tear 
on equipment . . .  reduce main­
tenance costs.
The regular monthly meeting of the 
Okanagan Centre Women’s Institute 
which included a Home Products Sale 
was held in the Community Hall on 
Thursday afternoon.
Among other items of business was 
the voting of the per capita levy for 
Federated Women’s Institutes, also a 
small sum for prizes for the school 
pupils’ gardens. The last is a partic­
ularly worthy object of assistance as 
the children are not only taught prac­
tical gardening but loved for the work 
and pride in the upkeep and beautify­
ing of the school property.
Mrs. Parker asked also that judges 
be appointed, the gardens to be judged 
on three different dates- by different 
judges.
Miss Hare, Miss Wentwoi'th and Mrs. 
Reeve were appointed for the first 
viewing this week.
Hostesses during the tea-hour were 
Mrs. Gray, Miss Speight and Mrs: 
Thompson, while Mrs. Reeve ,convened 
the stall and was assisted by Mrs. 
Harrop.
The date of the June meeting was 
set'for the 7th and when it is expected 
that Mrs. Philpot of East Kelowna will 
be able to come for a demonstration 
of ivot carding and spinning.
In preparation for more strenuous 
war on the codling mioth pest in the 
orchards this year the Vernon Fruit 
Union through their field man, Mr. C. 
Fallow is establishing traps in the pro­
perty of all the members. If properly 
attended, each man will thus know just 
when his trees need spray to get the 
best results. -
Mr. and Mrs. Hay ^of Round Lake 
and Mrs. Brown of o’lds, Alberta, are 
week-end guests of Miss Maclennan.
Ground V. as broken this week and 
excavation is nearly completed for the 
extensive remodelling and additions to 
the packing house owned and operated 
by the Okanagan Valley Land Co., with 
E. p. Hare architect and superintend­
ent of construction.
The addition of a shipping room 50 
X 60 feet is being made on the north, 
while the , main floor of the building 
will be remodelled for a cold storage 
room with a capacity of 30,000 boxes.
The machinery, which is-being in­
stalled will be the first of the kind in 
the Valley, using the Freon gas system 
instead of the usual ammonia.
Miss Beryl Harrop has taken a po­
sition in the , office of the Okanagan 
Valley Land Co. .
G. W. Gibson left for Vancouver on 
Wednesday for a consultation with a 
physician over his foot which has dis­
abled hirh for oyer a month. .
The manj' friends of Miss Kitty Hare 
who. was a resident with her brother
’’See that pretty girl over there? 
Believe me. she tells everybody where 
to get off.”
’’Sort of female dictator, eh?”
”No. only a lift attendant in a big 
store.” V
s c o n ' s  SCRAP B O O K By R.J. SCOTT
N o  W o n d e r  
Y o u  A r e  C o n s t ip a te d !
What do you cat for brcakfa.'it'i' 
CoHcc, Umrit, iiiuybo suiiic c/;k.'i? 
What do you cat for Juiieh nml 
dinner? Bread, meat, jiotatoes? 
N o wonder you're constipated: 
you probubty don 't yet enough 
'•‘btdk." And “bulk” doesn’t inean 
the am ount you eat. It ineaiu! the 
kind ed food that forms a soft 
“bulky’’ In the bowels. It ’s
this mass that hcljis a bowel 
inovcinent.
The common nen.so thlnjt to do 
about It Is to eat a natural 
laxative food. Kelloi;i'’s All-Bran 
for breakfast will give you Just 
the “bulk” you need. And It gives 
o^ii, in addition, Nature’s great 
ntestlnal-tonlc, vitamin B,. Eat 
this crunchy toasted cereal every 
day, drink jilenty of water, and 
life will bo brighter for youl All- 
Bran Is made by Kellog/? In 
London, Ontario. Sold by every
I
grocer.
B R U I S E S
ZA
Thcro'* tiotliinii to e<|unl 
Mtnarcl’., It "tnlcM lioW”. 
Aitliiicpiic, gootliine, liealniK*
GIvos quick relief I
WAKE UP UKE
A CAVE MAN
Feel Full of Life—No More 
\ Tired, Dull, Heavy Mornings
Keep your liver healthy and you’ ll fee l 
great every morning. W hen you wake op 
feeling “ rotten”  your liver is out o f order. 
Your liver clears; the blood o f poisons, 
separates the nourishing part o f your food 
from the waste. Supplies energy to muscles, 
tissuesand glands—gives out bile, the body’s 
laxative, helps stomach, kidneys and in­
testines ta work properly. A  mere bowel 
movement isn’ t enough. “ Fruit-a-tives”  
made from fruits and herbs, w ill strengthen 
and build up your liver like nothing else will. 
You’ ll be amazed how well you are every, 
morning. T ry  Fruit-a-tives. A ll druggists.
LIVER 
> TABLETS
Wrigley’s Gum helps you keep f it l ' 
Relieves that stuffy feeling after 
eating. Cleanses crevices between 
teeth, too...  assures sweet breath.. 
A simple aid to hedtth!
Buy some now! Sn^all in cost 
but big in benefits! Enjoy it after 
every millions doJ CS-3M
a a a a a a a a a a a
On Monday, WednesiJay and 
^  Friday each, week Canadian 
National operate.s a through 
sleeping car from the Okanagan 
to the East. Awake next morn­
ing aboard The Continental 
Limited. Okanagan sleeper 
goes as far as Blue River, 
where transfer conveniently ar­
ranged to space already reserv­
ed in your name.
I'T'^AXES 9  MEN 'fo  StfelKE A MA-fSlH
IH-itiB. MANUqAl-ASI DlSnTklCf'oF PAPUA,SowfR 
Sea? -  MAKiKii FIRE. B-/FB.IC.ll0K REQUIRES 
6 MEN ousTrfe.HoLO'fllE'lvtAfiH'V
. -<I(E c Lo v e r d a le *
/We FlBSTCOMPiEfE.
. BIBLE PRIMlkp IN 
EKQUSH , WAS 
PRlM-ffeo Arf 
A N IW e B P, BEIQIUM, 
S 2  VOK MET'EROJ^ 
IK IS3S
A  S < A M P  COl_UEC:TaR.S 
He a d a o He —
Ask your Goodyear Dealer or write to Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Ltd., Vancouver.
< I, V •.
F iR-S-T is su e s  oF-fASMAMIA
l8S3,-1WO SIXmPS, have 24- 
VARIEITESi EACH- ik E  i PehnY 
IS OA-Ta LOCiEP a t  ♦ s s o , amp 
t h e  4- PBKce. AT «10O tffrYWCMT. 19ilLKIMe rtAWIlB SYNDIHATt. Inti!
12,000,000.000 
C A N S  AR E  
PRODUCED
imTHe  
united  
states
EACH
year
A .  J . H U G H E S ,  A g e n t  
P h o n e  330 K e lo w n a ,  B .  C .
V -1 3 -3 8 .
I 1
T R A IN  L E A V E S  K E L O W N A  j  
5 :05 P.M. D A IL Y  E X C E P T  
S U N D A Y
m S R
TllUHSUAY, MAY 2(i. 1U30 TH E  K E LO W N A  COURIER PAGE ELEVEN
H i t h e r  a n d  Y o n
Mr. W. Fj»iv'iytlic left (iii Tuesday for 
'riail wliere he has been transferred 
by the Bank of Montreal,
Mr.s. (iordon Is'wers (nee Bi.'lly 
JVek) of Vaneouver is a visitor in Ke­
lowna at j)iesent.
RUTLAND SCHOOL 
OPERETTA IS 
ACCLAIMED
H i n t s  O n  F a s h i o n s
•by L ISB E T H -
A daufthter was born t(^  Mr. and 
Mrs. Janies Purvis on Sunday, Max
‘22nd at the Kelowna Gener.il Ila.sjiltal. 
♦ ♦ ♦
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bi ookes of North
Battleford were visitors in Kelowna
over llu! week-end.
* « •
Mr. Harold Dore of Osoyoo.s was a 
visitor in town on Sunday.
Mr. and Mr.s. W. Guerard were vis­
itors to Pentieton on Tuesday,
Mr. J. L. Brown of Winnipe/; was a 
busine.*;s visitor int own for several 
(lays last week.
If If
Mr. and Mrs. Joek Smith of Vernon 
were visitors in Kelowna on 'i'uesday.
“Cinderella” Pleases Large Aud­
ience— Presentation And Show- 
Ball Clubs Win Two
Fad Trims Chapeau W ith  
Fresh Flowers
l*iucT':s Ei-rixrrivi'; i h i ., s a t d k d a y  umi m o n ., m a y  27-2h-:u»
er-
Mlss "Chrissie” Burt who Justllnisti- 
ed her tralnhift at the Vancouver Gen­
eral Hospital is the finest of her jiar- 
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Burt at present.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hubbard were 
visitors in Pentieton on Tuesday.
Cinderella, an operetta put on by the 
Sehool Oiieratie Club of the Itutland 
school on Thursday last was well re­
ceived by a lai'iie aialience. The scen­
ery whieh was inatle by the school 
pupils, assisted by J. McCartney, was 
siirprisin;;ly well done, especially that 
of the openiiif' act. an old-fashioned
Mr. Hoy Lo/if'ley who has spent the o'orket place 
past four months in California has re- Dorothy Cro.ss, in the title role, made 
turned home. a most airpeidiiiK Cinderella, her voice,
, * * llioufili not stroiifi. was clear and .sweet.
Mrs. 1'. B. Wilkins left on Wedne.sday Enid Eutin as the henpecked father
Sunday for Osoyoos where they will eveniipi for Montreal on a six weeks' was .sjdendid. The Cro.ss ('iris were all
.spend’ a few days with Mr. and Mrs. holiday, line in their various roles, Gwenneth
Harold Dore. miu* i u i taking the part as the cruel stepmo-
, .... ^ was very fjocjd, and certainly
Mr. and Mrs. ‘"riny" Walrod left on
Many well-known women have takem 
up the current fad of trimrninn thedr 
.summer hats with fresh instead of ar- 
litleifd flowers.
Of course, thi.s is rather expensive 
unless you have a flower garden, but 
it may be an incentive t(j raisini; 
llowiM's at home.
At any rate, these fresh posies are 
delightfully sweet and fresh, . as you 
can .see by looking at this smart sailor 
(rimmed with a cluster of freexsia, bach­
elor buttons, inoss rosebuds and a 
white rose. A similar corsai'e at the 
shoulder, waist or lapel makes an even 
more charming ensemble.
Mr.
Style yidiiinsics
Mi».s ri.,c.„cc McC,,.tl,y left ... IVl- ,U .y , II,ij w.cli ,,l Ix-u l.la., w i c T S io  S,'ocS'cut
to b ““ n" K  "  Mks Eimi, Gr. h.,;, , ,  Sd.kato,,,. via- Iho kind fairy who took ,to be spent at the coast. mon v ^  ,  ^ {\nishvd manner. Wider brims and higher crowns are
Miss Beth Smith of Vancouver visit- week-end. Ansell made a handsome young summer hats,
ed with friends in Kelowna for several „ . . ♦ prmce. Ihe soft, fine lu.iskin shocis that feel
days last week A- Hughes entertained a few Cinderella is a well '^Kht on your feet are back m style
* * ♦ friends at the tea hour on Tuesday I'^ nown one, so reiietition would be use- Kidskin is going to be the shoe
H. Claude of Vic- afternoon at her home on Pendozi version however was a little fashion for fall.Mr. and Mrs. W
toria were visitors in town over 
week-end. « ifi *
Mr. Jerman Hunt of Nelson left for 
his home on Saturday.
the street.
Mr. Terry Greenwood, of S. M. Simp­
son Limited returned last Friday from 
Oakland, Cal., where he has been 
studying a plan designed to stimulate Joan Foster 
new home building and modernizution.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. ’Willis, accom­
panied by their daughter Mrs. Mlgnon 
and MiSs Phil Cook, left on Saturday 
for a two weeks' vacation which will 
take them through the Cariboo as far 
as Fort St. James and Stuart lake.4i >(•
Mrs. W. W. McPherson left on Friday 
evening for Scotland where she lilans Volunteer
to spend the summer months.■» * «
Mrs. P. B. Willits was a visitor to
Penticton on Saturday.• • •
Mrs. A. S. Underhill was a visitor 
to Kamloops last week.
modernized by mention of the stock- h'oi'den parties and evening wear,
* market, and speculation by which prints of the gay nineties in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elms have as manner Cinderella’s father had lost his organdy are picturesque and feminine, 
their guest this week Mrs. Elms' bro- money and come under the thumb of The black silk grosgrain coat is high 
Ihor, Mr. Ralph Smylie. the cruel stepmother. slylo for summer. Tliis coat is also
K/r ’ -..r* T* r. . , Great credit is due to Mr. W. G. available in navy.
Ml. and Mis. W. J. Pc'tre, of Van- Webster, Miss Mary Kidd, and Mr. F. Dusty blue and blue gi-ey in plain 
couver, iiro visitors m Kelowna this Snowsell for the training they gave chalky stripes are smart for the
m FnSv members of the cast. The choruses summer.
Joa  ro.stti. particularly good. ---------------------------
Following were the members of the 
cast in order of theirMISSION HALL
GROUNDS ARE 
IMPROVED
appearance:
Herald, Gwenneth Cross; Cinderella, 
Dorothy Cross; Baron, Enid Eutin; Bar­
oness, Gwenneth Cross; Dolabella, Cora 
Cross; Marinella, Ena Cross; Fairy,
Jean McDougall; Prince, John Ansell. * ♦ •
Two events of local interest were 
held at the home of Mrs. A. Eutin on 
3 Tuesday afternoon last. The first was
Mother: “Fancy fighting with little 
Tommie like that! You’ve made him 
cry. Go and beg his pardon, now." 
Dickie: “Pooh, he isn’t old enough to
MILK Each “ A L P IN E  ” (Tall Tins) 9c
MALT-
COFFEK
“Gold Medal” hop flavoured 
( 2 J/2 lbs.) per tin ........  ..... $1.17
“Highway” | A  O C  
“Airway” “Exccllo” I J pC ,  LiD Ly  O lF C
ORANGES Per dozen Large Size 23c
TOMATOES O. P. Brand(2/z’s) T IN SFor 19c
PEACHES “A Y L M E R ” Sliced (2’s, “squat”) per tin .... 16c
Committee Makes
Parking Space—iGround Level- a presentation to Mrs. Jack White on
behalf of the W.A. and the Women’s 
Institute. The presentation was made 
by Mrs. W. Sharpe and consisted of a
led and Trees Removed
A party of eight volunteers were . j -i
busy last Sunday morning. May 22nd handsome silver tea pot and two Eng-
B O N  T O N
T h e  F a s h i o n  P a r a d e
LARGE GATHERING  
SAYS BON VOYAGE 
TO LOCAL COUPLE
The spring of 1938 should go-down
Mrs. C. E. Friend was a tea hostess 
on Thursday afternoon to a number of namea 10 ic
friends at her home on Royal avenue. approach, while trees
Id  ^ *
One Hundred and Twenty-five 
Persons Honour Dr. and Mrs. 
W . W . McPherson at Hbnle
making a clean-up of the’ community saucers. Mrs. . ,  ^ ,
hall surroundings- several trufck-loads White, who is taking up residence at m fashion history as the yeab when 
of dirt were hauled to level off the greatly missed by everything was detachable. Instead of
front approach, while trees and brush friends and has been a con- buttons the fashionable ones wear uuuuxcu ana
were grubbed out and piled ready for ready worker for the W.A. studs and cuff-links or novel clips, friends of Dr and Mrs W W MePh^r
Mr. W. W. Riddell of the Canadian burning. As a result there is now un- the Women’s Institute. The second When buttons do appear in many cases • and M s. W. W. MePher-
About one hundred and twenty-five
National Railway staff is on holidays obstructed parking space for plenty of shower for they are tied Belts and sashes Church Hall on^Thursd^y evening
cars all round the building, those who ^hite, daughter of Mr. Geo. are noted on all garments from play- -p a "at present.
took parV inlhrworTbee‘’’v^errPeter White, suits to formal frocks. Stiff collars JSeiY debartSe ' ^ r ^ s S S ' '^  ^ wuiK Dee were i-eter beautiful, and useful articles are back, turnovers, Buster Browns and _
PEAS & CARROTS-_  Aylmer 17-oz. ^  tins: Each K m C
SUNKIST LEMONS-^  Small, very ■! C  juicy; doz.
O L IV E  O IL — Star of Italy; 32 oz. tins ............... ......  69c
S T U F F E D  O L IV E S — 18 ounce bottles; each ..... ....  47c
JE LLO  F R E E Z IN G  M IX — all flavours, 2 tins ........  19c
H IR ES R O O T BEER  E X T R A C T --bottle ........... .... 27c
B R E A F A ST  SY R U P— Nalley’s ; 21 ounce bottle ....... 21c
R O B IN  H O O D  O ATS— Wafer Flakes; pkge. ........  13c
CR ACK ED  W H E A T — 10 lb. sack .. ...  53c
H E A L T H  B R A N — Melograin; 2 11). package ..... ..... 15c
FELS  N A P T H A  SO AP— 3 bars .... .....  23c
C A L A Y  SO AP— 3 bars ........... ....... .... 17c
CLASSIC  C LE A N SE R — 2 tins .... .... 13c
R E C K IT T ’S B L U E — package ...... ...... 5c
M E A T  D E P A R T M E N T
ROUND STEAK- 9  P O U N D S  FO R 35c
BLADE RIB ROAST-_  PER  P O U N D 15c
Miss Eve Moore left last Wednesday Mailam, who brought a truck B T uau uaexui arucies qxc /^av.xv, pherqon left nn PHHnv aironincr or>/i
evening for Vancouver where she has Haverfield, D. A. Middlemass j ’ Brad- received by the bride-to-be. Peter Pans, all starched to a fare-thee- McPI^erson will ftfilow ViPr i^ntf»r
been transferred by the Royal Bapk ley, J. Stallard, R H. Tasty refreshments were served by the well and, of course,, removable. Gay ST’ M r ^ ^ M r s ^
■ of Canada. Ford and Bob BaiUie ’ hostess and a pleasant social hour was scarfs continue to be as important as . ‘ tt ncMara nnd Wr In a t
The entertainment committee are^P®"^’ v . ' a® Hughes received thb g^ ite* tume owes its last touch of smartness *^“ 6**cs xc(-exveu uie guebis.
SLIC E D  
Per Pound 23 c
Mr.
few weeks «
. - . . P^ '^^y to the one held Sng ^ laTt°”the^Maf o?n| The latest iad is to spell out a short CerenTonierwas , thoroughly
Mrs. J. M. Large was a visitor to  ^  ^ field at the latter’s diamond 7-2, while <=nv^  ^ by all those present. Mrs. J. Cameron
Kamloops last week. and Eveline Toharke were can- J?,® S l L  a gS s t a black li^en t o  “ S . '* ; :? " " , !* ? :
and Mrs. C. A. Whiteloek o£ p ,„ „ i  „„ local gkrdens
Vancouver were visitors in town last next
week.
* ♦ ♦
JE L L IE D  T o n g u e — per Ib. 40c
A  very interesting musical pro^am, 
with Mr. Harry Mitchell as Master of
enjoyed
LA R G E  B O L O G N A — per lb. 19c
FRESH  F ISH  F R ID A Y
Guests registered*at*the Willow Inn M ,  Suntlay f i S ,  RaS^s^ i J a t o S t X "  MisrFr§X°DXOT^^^^
We Reserve The Bight To Limit Safeway Stores Ltd.
this week include: R. Hall,-Agassiz; a service held in the Luth- “ I" . a  navy coat. The advantage of cyril Mossop played several niano
Austin Collins, Vancouver; L. Roberts, and^Ovama filled the bases: rnmint. that you ^uets and 1\^ . Mossop also sang two
Vancouver; A. M. Stevenson. Kam- Vernon official Xse^oXng^uiJ^the^amrThisFHdaf solos,
loops: Mr. and Mrs. J. McKay, Yan- x^  ^ ^^^heon ■ ^ying  ^ matsh your accessories
couver Mr and Mrs C Walsh Van- P^^^  ^ ®«er the service at the home of the Maroon Intermediates go to Oyama,couver, i^r. ana ivirs. (^ . waisn, yan ^  g m • nkanno-an and the Rangers play Winfield on the . x , -x - - - x
couver; E. Barker, Vanc^ouver; F. E. 1 s. r.. acnarxe in UKanagan local diamond. The Maroon Interme- season is that one used on a play-suit and rendered with much enjoyment by
Miss Mary Scott sang several 
lilting Scotch tunes which were well 
The unique thing about sashes this received. Song parodies were made up
Sloane, Vancouver; T. Aldworth, Kam- — diate team is now top of the’ Yeague be just as much at home on a the guests. Mr. George McKenzie led
loops; H. Berhench, Kamloops. Migg K. Haverfield left by train on This week’s game will see one half ^own. For instance/brilliantly the community singing with Mrs. Har-
Mr. E Williams of the Scott Fruit Thur/ay afternoon, 19th, on a visit of the schedule completed. . striped silk pique sash is grand on a . old Glenn at the piano
Co. in Saskatoon was a business visitor 
in Kelowna last week.
KELOWNA SEA
CADET CORPS
1ST RUTLAND TROOP
to friends at the Coast.
Dr. Nunn of North Battleford was a 
visitor in Kelowna last week.
Mrs. C. F. Lowe pf Vancouver who 
has been visiting with friends in town 
returned to her home on Saturday 
evening.
Mrs. J. W. Knox is holidaying in 
California at present.
tan linen tennis costume and equally Mrs. A. H. DeMara presented Mrs. 
Miss Aileen Bond is spending a holi- grand on a slim and simple black crepe McPherson with a lovely bouquet of 
Mr. J. Goldie of the Rainbow Ranche, day at the home Of her parents. Miss dinner dress. tulips and lilacs and a leather travelling
Okanagan Centre, and Miss A. Goldie Bond is a nurse-in-training, at St. Paul’s The latest news on the bolero fad is bag! on behalf of the ladies present 
were visitors in the Mission last Friday. Hospital in Vancouver. one made of , black patent leather to while Mr. J. N. Thompson presented
KT,... *• * 1 • ■ mat(:h black patent pumps and is stun- Dr. McPherson with a leather Glad-
ning with onc of thc ncw bright Spring stone bag from the men. 
towards r^overy after ’ The two tea tables covered with lace
T O 1 7 IC IT  /’ I T V  hac:"l,io^ A There is no doubt that stiff detach- cloths and centred with lovely arrange-V l i j l l  CITY ^  past week, collars are going to be good once ments of pansies in low bowls were
However, the stiff collars that presided over by Mrs. Simpson S'r.,
“ N .^ '
BOY LEADERS
Orders for the week endijig May 28: 
The troop will parade in the com­
munity hall on Friday, at 7.45 p.m. 
sharp, uniform optional.
Duty Patrol: Beavers.
♦ ♦ ♦
Rev. A. C. Pound returned from Van- x , , t
couver last Thursday where he has newest look now are the high Mrs. J.
‘Grenville’’ Company 1358
In the unavoidable absence of the 
Scoutmaster and his assistants from 
the meeting on Friday last. Patrol 
Leader Dennis Reid, assisted,by PJ[j. 
Basil Bond successfully carried through 
rehearsal of many of the items for the 
concert. The S.M., delayed by heavy^ , uu cx iii L xriijisiiidv riixi-fx no n c ______ _______ ________________ __----------  - - ThompSOn, MrS. D. MaC-
Mr. Bert Fiddes, director of religious been attending the Annual BC Con- turnovers which were quite the thing Farlane and Mrs. E. L. Cross while ___ ____ _____ ____  ___  ____ ,
education m Chalmers Church, Van- fgrence of the United Church mothers’ heyday. These are Mrs. J. Harvey, Mrs. H. Mitchell, Mrs. usual at Headquarters on Friday, May ^^^ble to. get to the meeting until 9.couver, formerly of the United Church, or wie unitea unuren. j- j- ^
Orders for Parade:
"Ibe Shi]p’s Company will parade as traffic, missed the 7.30 ferry and was
Mr. and Mrs. S. McElroy of Kam- TOUver, torrneriy of the United Church, — worn with little flat bows at the throat Martin. Perry, Miss Renwick, Miss 27, at 7.30 p.m. There w ill also be a
loops were visitors in town on Satur- Kelovya, with three other boy leaders Friends of Mrs. R. B. MacLeod will and should be smart, too, with little Freida Dilworth, Mrs. J. Bowering, Mrs. full uniforfa parade : at Headejuarters Owing to so many of the leaders
be visitors in Kelowna from be pleased to know that she is making string ties, and, are perfect with the Charles DeMara and Mrs. G. A. McKay on Tuesday, May 31, at 7.30 p.m. taking part in the Valley Track Meet
Mr. A. Gardner of Vancouver is a 
business visitor in Kelowna this week.
Thursday, June 3rd until ’Wednesday, satisfactory progress after an operation mannish tailleur. assisted in serving.
June 8th. They will have charge of in the Kelo-wnd Hospital. Except for ultra-swank and extra- Mrs. H- F. Chapin, Mrs. A. H. De-
. evening services in the. United j  • * * .* gala evening occasions the woman of Mara, Mrs. George Anderson arid Mrs.
Mr<; w  ivTav'cAoii icff June 5th and will address A wadding of local interest was per- 1 9 3 8  can do as she pleases about cov- J- Cameron Day were in charge of the
ivirs. w. iviarsnaii leit tor tne coast a young people’s rally. at the close o f formed in Armstrong on Monday, May ering her shoulders. Vicing with dar- kitchen.
the evening service in the church hall. 16, when Laura, youngest daughter of ingly cut decollettes are Empress Eug- --------------—-------- -
— ------------------—— X Mr. and Mrs. C-^  L. Granger^ became enie shawls, bodices of mesh, fish-net' Weary host, to guest who outstayed ingX>adet.
Quartermaster: Cadet H. Cundy, op Saturday the proposed trip to Oro-
Sideboy: Cadet Williams. ville to take in the “Gamporee" had to
Duty Watch for this week: Starboard, be callpd off.
Jliast Tuesday’s parade was cancelled => «. *
on Thursday evening.
Mr. E. L. McLennan of Vancouver STORE LICENCE DELAYED  
was a business visitor in Kelowna last rpx,  ^ ir  ^ttweek The application of E. Weber of Ver- ,
» ♦ * non to build a grocery store at the f°^med the ceremony.^
Guests registered at the Royal Anne corner of Richter and DeHart Avenue j^ j-s C L Graneer returned 
Hotel this week include: Miss V. B. was tabled,, pending further Investiga- w S  f r X  a iS h X s ta X a t  
Christie. Mr. and Mrs. R. S. McDonald, by Alderman Sutherland. lengtny stay at Vancou-
because of the holiday. On Friday 
last. Cadet Aitkens was rated to Lead- 
During the parade exer-
the bride eff Mr. Kenneth MacCaskill of and veiling; pailletted blouses with his welcome:“ How long did you say ciises\in. First Aid,, bandaging and 
_ Vernon. Rev. J. M. Netterfield per- low-cut . jumpers; and fishees that that fish was that you caught?” splintering were carried put. Several
match the dress and frequently con- Guest, indicating length with hands: Cadets are getting quite handy at this 
tinue on into back-fastened belts. “Oh, so long.” work and can treat a large percentage
Interesting are the ,tri-comered Em- Host:“ Well, so long, old m.an, i f  you of injuries, 
press Eugenie shawls'which in a pinch really must be going.” That May 31 is the last regular uni-
Palrol Competition Sta^nding
Beavers ........ ;.....  360
Kangaroos .............   335
Seals ... .......................    319
Foxes ..... ...............« ... . 262
Eagles .................................240
The v e r ' ' While In'vanYouver Mrs'°Cr'^^’  P''c  i  l  i :i   i  ll    i .     i   l  l  i  tice on the various drills or subjects
Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. G L Wilson council is unanimous in the opinion opr Via<; Vippm c+nvi-irina- v,p’o„+r ’ i+ ""’  could also be used as head coverings. Most people call moths “butterflies,” forms parade before the Inspection, is in which you 'find yourseiVes weak r>oltTar-.r- T\T». ., .^,11 XT xn _.-J that nn atnro cV,nn1,^   ^ UtJtrn Sluaymg Deauiy culture - . .X . . . . .  _ r _Calgary; Mr, and Mrs. H. F. Denton fbat no store should be permitted at and has won her B C dinloma 
Broo.ke, Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. G. fhi/point as the new zoning by-law . . • • P •
Reeve, Kamloops; J. Hunt. Nelson; M. which will be passed in the near future 
M. Elliott. Montreal; Mr. and Mrs. O. Prohibits stores in this area.
Forrest, Prairie City; Miss R. Pieronet, 
Cranbrook; Miss I. Martin. Toronto: 
Mr. and Mrs. I. Kahn. Montreal: Mrs. 
A. Woods. Prince Rupert; Ann Klynn, 
Armstrong; E. M. Atkin.son. Montreal: 
Mr. and Mrs. A. Pago. Vancouver; 
Judge and Mrs. Swanson. Kamlpops: 
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Dillon. Seattle: 
James Dole, -San Francisco; Mr, and 
Mrs. J. Gomperts, San Francisco; G. 
Cohoe. Seattle; Mr; and Mrs. J. V. 
Chen, Vancouver.
GARDEN GRAPH
ADIES,^  g lR L S
LEARN THE MOLER METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recognized Moler mast­
er instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduates working 
in New York, Chicago, Hollywood, 
Paris and world’s large.<st cities. 
Visit us before "joining any school, 
Practical, expert training guaran­
teed—“The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates. 
O AO  W. Hastings. Trin.
Vancouver B. C. £ t £ t O i  
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
Mrs. W. H. Ford left on Friday for knitted of metallic cord—-they are 
Cheedle, Alta., where she will visit lovely in silver or gold, with a bronze 
her daughter Mrs. J. Murphy. tinge. These shawls are -worn with
---------——_____________ gowns that are cut out in back but not
D l ? M 1 7 A f  T¥ I\ 7  exaggeratedly so.
f j f j i  1  V I I I  ¥ Net used for bodices and sleeves of
’  T crepe and taffeta evening dresses is
Eight pupils of Mission Creek School, most flattering. One fashion house
Many of these shawls are made of the yet there are about nine times as many a fact worth remembering “Grenvilles” , will help a great deal on the night of 
same material as the dress while others moth families as butterfly families. A  little really hard study and prac- June 7.
“ REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK F
A 20th Century Fox P ictu re : -V
^  ^ 5  % *
-• •  ^  % FBKl
?**'X**«V.<'*
eRTILTZEB.
H
Feeding Shrubs
Penticton last week. Mr. Anderson 
was a resident of this district for many 
, .. . XX. . years, making many friends. He serv-
In / e  spring most of us spray certain ed the Board of Trustees for the Mis- 
sh/ibs. prune those which require it, sion Creek school before moving to 
/utivate the ground about them and the coast about nine years ago 
feel our work is well, done. Feeding * ♦ *
of shrubs is usually neglected, and yet Mr. W- S. Young, who has been vis- 
we expect them tci flower and bear hing his sister-in-law, Mrs. J. B. Fisher 
fruit year after year. for the past six weeks, rf t^urned to his
The proper method 6f feeding shrubs home in Naramata on Monday last 
is shown in this Garden-Graph. Scatter _
the fertilizer in a circle under the Benvoulin boys who attended the 
shrub and then work it into the soil Dragoon camp in Kamloops ar-
with a strong-toothed rake. In the rived home on Wedn/day. 
fall a second feeding can be given.
Mary Martin, Margaret and Delaphine featured white fishnet to-make up the 
Lanfrancc), Alex McFarlane, Alfred high-collared bodice of a fine white 
Ramponi, Jack Shiosaki, Reginald Mar- taffeta dinner gown—the neckline and 
tin, and Luigi Berrara, went down tO sleeves were bound with the taffeta. 
Penticton last Saturday to take part in The possibilities of net in this respect 
the Okanagan Valley Track Meet. Al- are unlimited.
though none of them excelled them- Two pastel shades'are often combin- 
selves, they all helped in capturing sec- ed when a blouse and jumper are worn 
ond place- for the Kelowna rural for evening wear. We liked a cream 
schools. . coloured satin blouse striped in- tiny
* ♦ * rriatching sequins and a poudre blue
Mr. Augustu/C. Anderson passed crepe jumper made with-wide shoulder 
away while visiting at the home of his bands and full flaring skirt, 
brother, Mr. Frederick Anderson, in
W ife  Preservers
® Like millionis o f happy boys 
and girls, and grown-ups, deli­
cious Quaker Puffed Wheat 
is Shirley Temple’s favourite 
breakfast. Quaker Puffed 
Wheat gives you quick food 
energy because it’s shot from 
guns. Each grain is exploded 
to eight times its size to re­
lease its nourishment more 
quickly and easily!
v-s
Exeteptions to the above method are 
rhododendrons and azaleas. Do not
Gqyernment work is again in full Packages of brown .sugar will keep
swing and teams are busy hauling nioist if kept in the bread box.
cultivate the ground under them. Keep ‘Spears
a mulch around these two types of  ^ x .
shrubs all the year around, both toX X XT. • X , Several Benvoulinites went un
protect their tender surface roots and Kamloops on May 24 to tak-P ^ 
to keep them from drying out. sports.
Friend: “So your grandson has a fine 
new car. Do you know what make 
to it is?”
in the Grandma: “I think I heard him say 
it was a ‘wpw’.”
m m
M others! Even children with the most
"pernickty” appetites just love Quaker 
Puffed'Whe "ffed' hej^t. You  never need to coax 
w h en you  s i^rve this delicious, crisp 
breakfast. N o t only is Quaker Puffed 
W heat easy to digest, quick to  give
energy, but as well, one serving o f  Quaker 
Puffed Wheat, with milk or cream, is equal
in energy value to  as much as tw o whole 
lamb chops. So give your family this deli­
cious treat —  start now to serve Quaker 
Puffed Wheat. Order a package today.
Q i i a k e r  P y f f e c S  W i i e a i t
F R E E !  w ith  B o x  T o p s
Join th e  D IC K  T R A C Y  S e c r e t  
S e rv ic e  P a tr e l
G etyour membership, secret code book, certifi­
cate and Dick Tracy badge. ..Just send your 
name and address, together-with 2 box tops to 
P ick  Tracy, Dept. NlOO, Saskatoon, Sask. T o
make it extra c.xsy for you and to give Mother a 
variety o f  delicious cereals, you may send 
betx tops from either Quaker Puffed Wheat, 
Quaker Corn Flakes o r Quaker Puffed Rice,
f
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will be advisable. The fruit is very 
small now, but the surface urea of 
that fruit will more than double in 
size in u week. In order that there
-------  be udetiuute protection against worm.s
Ben Hoy Advises Immediate Ap- entering the fruit the second cover
SHOULD BE NO 
SPRAYING DELAY
-More About-
GYRO CLUB 
CELEBRATION
piicaUon of Codling Moll. Spray „ S ’:,
DJ.strict Agriculture Reifresentative 
Ben lloy, in a statement on Wedne.s- 
day about the codling moth, told The 
Courier;
“Tempenrture.s during the past week 
have been very favourable to codlingti V v/Lai VW OJMiiy yi'Ul
moth activltle.s. 'I’lieie .should be no (,g tbe outside and 'cover all ap
delay in applying sinay.s and the work plj.  ^ „ „  tojxs of the tree. Poor llral 
should be done thoroughly. brood control can only result in a dirty
“Where the Infe.station i.s lieavy orchard, de.spite any elT(»rt made late 
three cover .sjuays on the llrsl brood in the sea.son."
From Page 1. Column 1 , ,
ure of the day from the standpoint of 
the hundreds of jiarents who.se chil- 
drcii wuru parliciiiHtini;. Muypoio 
dancing, folk dances. groui> formations 
and exf'icise.s, flag displays and inter­
pretive daticing were included in this
, ...........  ......... . feature, which drew rounds of applause
“Spra  our trees from the inside as from the many spectators wlio crowded 
■ • "  llie grandstand and lined ttie oval in
tlieir cars.
CHESTER OWEN 
EUMINATED IN 
SEMI-FINALS
-More About-
SHIPPERS 
DO NOT
......... ...........and the third about
twelve days from the second iiroviding 
wcatlier conditions remain favourable 
to motli activity.
“Wliere banding of trees Is contem- 
plaled, tlie bands sliould be in place 
by tlie end of June.
Bows To Hotner Cocliranc, Ver­
non in Interior Championship 
Golf Play at Vernon
H A N N A H  W IN S  T R O P H Y
No Time Wasted
PHONE GORDON'S 178 & 179
[ha^
Asparagus, Celery, 
Mushrooms, Let­
tuce, New Potatoes 
Cabbage, Carrots, 
Tomatoes, Spinach
b o l o g n a , slietsl;
jier pound .............
SELECTED FOWL FOR BOILING;
per pound .................................
PRIME FTLLETS OF COD; 19c
17c
22c
At 2.4f» o’clock tlie disiday conelud- 
ed and little time elatised before the 
Itrst of tlie sixteen track and field 
events commenced. As many as ‘t.'i 
young.sters competed in tlie many truck 
sprints, the Judges being given a mini­
mum of time to note down tlie win­
ners before another race started.
The Haley brothers, Joe and Pat. in
Dan Curcll, A. Macdonald and 
Sam McGladdcry Also W in  in 
Qualifying Round
Four Kelowna golfe.rs qualified iu 
tlie oiieniiig round of Hie Interior 
cliampionshi)}S over tlie Vernon golf 
course last Sunday morning, Chester 
Owen, with a score of 74, being .sec­
ond lowest qualifier to Dr. Hannah, 
Vernon, wiio shot a 71.
Dr. Hannah eventually captured ther .I a i i, m t ll  t r  Hi
their exhibition jumping against Bob .^jjjiippiouf-hip (jn Tuesday by defeating 
Huymaii, Kelowna Jumper, were Hie Cochrane, also of Vernon,
nf the .snorts n rogi’am m e. I h e  .... /-\............... <..... i.i..feature of t e sports progra e. T e Chester Owen iiad two triumjjlis be 
grace and ease with wliicli thesse foi'(. being eliminated 'in Hie semi-fin- 
tionally-known sports stars hopped cochrane. He defeated Grey
over the timber was a revelation to prigeetoa and Q’Keefe, another 
many person.s In the crowd, • .......
A  special exhibition, handicap 100
per pound ..............................
FRESH IIALIBCT;
per pound .............................
L r r i ’LE PIG PORK SAUSAGE; 
per pound .............................
19c
19c
I C E Manufactured from the City water supply. W c w ill be pleased to take care of your requirements.
yards dash featured the younger of 
the Haley brothers. Pat, who ove/- 
came the flve-yard handicap to win in 
10 2/r> seconds, Bedford being the sec­
ond man.
This extra feature, wliich was ar­
ranged at the last minute, threw the McGladdcry 
programme out about fifteen minutes TJnnHh
young Vornon player,
Sergt. A. Macdonald, Dan Curell and 
Sum McGladdcry were the oHier Kel­
owna golfers who qualified. Macdon­
ald hud a tight contest with Dr. Han­
nah before succumbing 3 and 2. Fred 
Irwin, Kamloops, eliminated Dan Cur- 
ell in the* lirst round and O’Keefe beat
ijiu iumiiit.- urn, «uwi*v Les Road ouse, T. D. Shaw-Maclaren.
and cau.sed the only slight delay In the Major Quine and J. W. Thomson, Kel-
entire day’s programme. The ball ----uf,,
game, which was one of the fastestH AM S - BACO NS - CO O K ED  M E ATS  
W E IN E R S  - SA LT  PO R K  - B U T T E R  - EGGS
owna golfers, failed to qualify.
Owen and Curcll, of Kelowna, placed
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
WIHL.II %/x w.v, UW iTa L; r011 Ol IVUIUWUH iauLru
games played here for many seasons, second to Hannah and Rutten. Vernon, 
lasted about one and in the Angus Cup play for picked
hours, with Beaverdell Highland-Bell qj from each club veprt;-
Miners taking the measure of the_Kel- — n...
owna ball crew by a 3-2 score in an 
interesting, exciting contest.
PKOVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179
Big Crowd at Dance
sented in the championships.
In the consolation flight, for those 
knocked out of the fii'st round of the 
Interior championships after the qual­
ifying round, Macdonald defaulted to
From Page I, Column 5 
represented at Hie couferi'iiee were, 
D. McNair. As.sociated. A. W. Ni.sbet. of 
.Summerland, Art Lander, of Sale.s 
.Service. George F. Brown, of the Suii- 
olui elierry processing company, willi 
Frank Fraul, Manager of Hie Penlic- 
tun cannery, and Secretary C. A, Hay­
den. of Hie JJ.C.F.G.A.. silting in.
Tile sliipper.s did not like Hie price 
of $50 for peaches and aslced for an ex­
planation of Hie droj) of $I0 a ton 
under the ll)37 price. Mr. West’s reply 
was that Hi is was entirely due to pre­
sent market conditions and to market 
pi<)S|)ecls. Ill Hie liglit of tliese condi­
tions and prospects Hie company could 
not offer belter than .$50.
Tin; .shippers intimated Hud Hiis fig- 
urt* would not be found acceptable. 
However they would go into the mat­
ter.
'riie 1030 apple deal was discussed 
ill a general way. Mr. West tliought 
Hull a considerable increase in apiiles 
for canning could be handled but Hie 
discussion of quantity and prioq was 
deferred until another conference Is 
held.
Mf. West said that he might be able 
to give orders for more Bing cherries 
if a 5-ccnt price could be arranged and 
it; was possible too tliat lie might be 
able to take processed Royal Anno 
cherries from Sunoka jilanl at Sum- 
merlatid and pcrliaps buy frcsli Royal 
Amies for processing. These deals 
would bo separate from the canning 
program. Mi*. Brown will take up the 
matter with the Sunoka management 
and communicate with Mr. West,
Mr. Nisbet reported that the apricot 
and peach trees were in better shape 
than last year and that he looked for 
bigger crops of both fruits.
LIQUOR STORE 
LICENCE IDEA 
IS DROPPED
“More About-
SIX
HUNDRED
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City Solicitor Advises Council It 
Cannot Force Liquor Store To  
Take Out Local Permit
'I’lic city will not try to colli.'ct a bu.s- 
iiiess licence from Hie iirovincial liq­
uor store operating in Kelowna. Tliis 
was decided by Hie city council mi 
Monday niglit following Hie reading 
of an oiiinioii from City Solicitor Wed­
dell.
At a previous meeting, after some 
discussion, it was decided to .seelc Hie 
solicitor’s opinion on Hie riglit of Hie 
city to ask that Hie liiiuor store obtain 
a business iicence. Tlie solicitor e.x- 
ini sscd the opinion tliat the city could 
not enforce tills regulation and conse­
quently Hie mutter has been dropped 
lemiiorarily but the Union of British 
Columbia Municipalities is being urged 
to eonfiiiue the ilglit for some munici­
pal control over tlie provincial licpior 
stores. ' '
The matlor wa.s not dropped without 
some definite opinions being expressed 
by the council members. Mayor Jones 
pointed out that the presence of liie 
liquor store means an added expense 
to the city in that an additional police 
force must be maintained, as well as a 
lock-up and oHier items whicli are a 
definite expense to the city. Yet the 
city is allowed no participation in the 
benefits and is not allowed to say 
wlielher or not there shall be a liquor 
store here. The government formerly 
did admit the city had certain definite 
rights as a portion of the profits of tlie 
local store was returned to the city. 
In one year this amounted to over el­
even thousand dollars. Then sudden-
ize Hie Important jiarl Hiese exercises 
play in Hie liealHi and pliysicul beau­
ty of Hie yourpi people of today. This 
number was vigorously and persiKteut- 
ly applauded.
East Kelowna contributed two folk 
dance.s in costume and botli Hieir e f­
forts were generously uiiplauded by tlie 
crowd while the gymnastics of the 
Junior and senior higli school boys, 
were also ticclalmed.
Tlie final number on Hie program 
was an interpretive dunce and port­
rayed tlie actions of a group of youn/v 
cliildreii out of scliool. Various chil- 
dren’.s games were depicted in tlie 
dance until Hie dancers grew weary 
and sat on tlio sward. Then six sand­
men danced in and put the childrefi 
to sleep. Tliey dreamed of dancers 
and princes and princesses until their 
dream suddenly changed and a group - 
of boogey men created a brief night­
mare. These wci*c replaced by half-a- 
score of attractive pirates wlio, dune- 
od and pranced and fought until thei) • 
clamour suddenly awakened tlie sleep­
ing children.
The program was concluded by the 
whole body of students singing "Q 
Canada” .
BROTHER OF LATE KELOWNA 
MAN DIES
Word has been received of the death, 
of W. J. Bulman at his home in Win­
nipeg. He was a brother of the late. 
Tlios. Bulman, of Cloverdale Ranch.
ly the province decided that it would- 
keep all the profits and has done so, 
without consulting the city In any way..
In the evening, a g r^ p  of Curell, who was then beaten by
dancers taxed the Oddfellows Hall to Reid. Penticton.
Old Country Marmalade
People accustomed to it always have an appetite for it. 
It’s got something that’s different!
KEILLER’S MARMALADE—Made in Dundee and London. 
DUNDEE (the old fashioned kind) 4  LB. TINS
LITTLE CHIP (the jellied kind) ^  FOR
ROBERTSON’S MARMALADE—Made in Paisley, Scotland. 
SCOTCH (the old fashioned kind) 4  LB. TINS
GOLDEN SHRED (the transparent kind) ^  FOR
BRAND’S MARMALADE— J LB. TINS
Made in London. . ^  FOR
95c
95c
75c
These are all made from Seville oranges. The best 
there is in Marmalade Oranges.
W e also have Keiller’s and Robertson’s in handy 30 cent
glass jars.
S p ec ia ls  T h is  W e e k
CHATEAU CHEESE — packages, 17c; 1-lb. pkgs. 33c
Choice quality No. 5 AYLM E R  PEAS; 3 cans for .......  — 33P
NABOB COFFEE, 1 Tb. vacuum packed tins .........  - S7c
F A N C Y  COHOE SALM ON; J^-lb. tins; 2 tins for .............. 26c
capacity, d/aheing to the strains of 
music by Pettman’s Imperials, thus
Chris Reid, Penticton.
In the finals of the second flight, Les
i   tt aiT^ ’  I i l , t  pfo j^j^ouse, of Kelowna lost to Dr. F. 
winding up at 1.30 a.m^  a full day g Pettman. Vernon.
enjoyable entertainment.
Ralph Brown was in charge of all 
committees for the day and had all 
details well worked but so that there 
was no hitch at all. The public ad­
dress system, with Bert Johnston at the 
mike, gave better results than in any 
previous year. An additional small 
public address system was utilized in 
the school display, throwing out the 
sound of the music for the benefit of 
the pupils.
-More About-
3 PETS OF ALL SHAPES
McKenzie The Grocer
PHONE 214
♦ ----------------------------------— -------♦
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‘sub”-?ommittee chairmen for the day cats; kittens and PuPPies with eyes not 
were as follows: Programme and yet open didnt realize what it was all
baseball J R. Armstrong: pet parade, about; goats, sheep and lambs kept 
C Shayier; prizes J. Pettigrew; school limpid eyes turned dogwards; white 
display Roy Stibbs; track. J. Logie; rats, turtles, hens, parrots, canaries, all 
refreshments on grounds, D. Fillmore;, vied for a place in the sun. 
g £ s  and policing, D. Buckland; dance Every pet was dressed for the occa- 
ahd games D Burden; refreshments sion. Silk ribbons clashed with celo- 
tt daS ^  L  J. Ladd. Phane bows; hats, neck-ruffs, diny^coats
A snecial ferry was arranged for , 1 all were donned for the occasion. There 
o’clock on Wednesday morning so that were rabbits, dogs and cats in ^ower 
residents on the west side of the lake and ribbon bedecked cages, doll and 
mighrieaJe. for home. baby carriages. A  , Dutch milkmaid
guided her dog which'drew a cart load-
SUBDIVISION
/toDRovK'n ed with milk cans. A  dog drew an In- 
PI-ANS a p p r o  v t-u  dian family travelling across the plains.
The plans of the subdivision of lots One little poodle had dyed his hair a 
three and four, plan 2260, were approv- brilliant pink to place himself in the 
ed by the city council on Monday spotlight. „  . ,
night subject to the city engineer be- “His Master’s Voice was depicted 
ing satisfied that they conform with perfectly by a tableau in a child s wa­
the subdivision of adjoining properties, gon. A  young “Mountie”, complete 
■_______________ with scarlet tunic, yellow stripes and
■f REFUSED hat, jduntily rode his pony.
LICENCE _  _ amazing thing about the morn-
The application of Norris and Bream active antagonism
for a business licence for Mrs. J^ ena various types of competi-iui  ----- —  / among the i  t  f ti-
Perras, permitting her to operate a ^  There was no “dog eat dog” en- 
,____ hiisiness injb-e ra , i“ a'-''“ ‘e *•*' . tors.    ‘'o   a  phrenologist and .x„ tanglements; lambs, cats and rabbits
Kelowna was turned down by tne city /%-p
council Monday night
M ATINEES 
Monday, Wednes. 
Friday, Saturday 
at 2.30 
25e and lOe
EVENINGS
Two Shows, 7-9 
Adults, 40c 
Balcony, 30c 
Children, 15c
T O N I G H T »
Thursday, May 26th
xne w om a m  
aohopgirland 
her dreams of 
love. Joan 
C raw fo rd 's  
most heart- 
t h r i l l i n g  
triumph I
F R I D A Y  - S A T U R D A Y
M A Y  27th and 28th
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
M A Y  30th and 31st
HE FOUND A  BEAU 'TIFUL , 
GODDESS IN  A  JUNGLE H ELL!
R E A D IN *, R IO T IN *  A N D  
R H Y T H M - A - T IC !
Brief trunks smartly tailored without an unnecessary ich! Boys 
approve their lack of fuss—their comfortable permanent fit—their 
like-nothinig-on-at-all feel. Made of r^pid drying wool rib stitch 
fabric.
FACTS A B O U T FACTS  A B O U T  “ S K IN T IT E ”
AND HIS 
PENNSYLVANIANS
M e n ’s T r u n k s L a d ie s *  S u its
Dorothy Lamour - Ray Milland
H e r  
L o v e
No supporter needed.
Wet or dry, they fit snugly to the body.
Lace adjustments guarantee perfect fit. 
Colours will not fade.
.They dry more quickly than woollen trunks. 
Lighter, briefer, no drag in the water.
All fabric guaranteed fast colours.
New lace adjustments assure you of perfect fit. 
The white fabrics really stay white.
Specially designed brassiere tops give flattering 
figure contour.
“SKINTITES” are a revelation in the water. They 
are all a good swim trunk should be and yet 
they give the freedom and feeling of being 
“au naturel.” Get a pair today.
COLOURS-
biue.
-White, black, green, yellow, red and
sat cheek by jowl beside dogs of all 
breeds and sizes. The youngsters had 
their pets so well under control that 
there was not a single untoward in­
cident.
The morning, however, was not with­
out its amusing side. An angora cat, 
the pride and joy of its young mistress, 
escaped from its cage and a merry but 
fruitless chase ensued. The Dutch dog 
suddenly decided that the Indian dog 
was receiving too much attention and 
told it so with a snap of the jatvs; the 
sudden movement wrecked the Indian 
dog’s teepee trailer and the Dutch dog 
proceeded on his way -with a very self- 
satisfied grin on his jowls.
The effect of the parade was felt in 
many unexpected quarters. It made 
Constable Butler of the provincial po­
lice a little extra work. A  worried 
rancher called the police to complain 
that one of his goats had been stolen. 
Goat . . . .  pet parade. They seemed to 
link up. So Constable Butler hied 
himself to the park to cast a wary eye 
over the goat entires to see if the lost 
ninty-ninth might be in the possession 
of some prize-aspiring youngster.
The day was a success. The kids had 
a lot of fun. Some of the pets did too. 
The spectators enjoyed it and the swing 
of the kilts of the Canadian Legion 
Pipe band as it piped the parade ar­
ound the park, seemed to indicate that 
the pipers, too, were having fun. Some 
of the Gyro officials looked a trifle 
harrassed, but, then, they had their fun 
when the day was over and they real­
ized they had given the kids a day to 
be remembered.
The prize winners:—
Large Dogs—1, Esther Burnell; 2, R. 
J. Bennett; 3, Kathleen Johnston.
Medium Size Dogs—1, Leona Hal- 
dahe 2, Leila Kennedy, 3, Keith Tutt.
Small Size Dogs—1, Gwen Campbell, 
2, Doreen Gordon, 3, Jane Cuthbert.
Long,Haired Cats—1, Delbert Holton, 
2, Marion Rambold, 3, Owen Jones.
Short Haired Cats—1, Polly Heintz- 
man; 2, Sheila Henderson; 3, Glen Coe.
Rabbits—1, Frank Powick; 2, Jimmy 
Sewart; 3, Wilma Badley.
Chickens—1, Norman Hjughes-Games; 
2, Jennie Harvey: 3, Nina Porter.
Other Fowl and Srnall Birds—1, Mary 
L. Mar; 2, Helen Walrod; 3, Isobel 
Goode. .
Small Horses and Ponies—1. Donald 
Smith; 2, Mary Roberts; 3, Mary At­
kinson.
Swim f o r  H e a l t h  in  aJ A N T Z E N
Cherie, No. 336
The JANTZEN CHERIE with neckline daringly low cut and fas­
tened by four small ball buttons. Designed of diagonal wea'^ 
“Lastex” Will-o-Wisp weight to give slenderness.
Soft and quick drying. Per suit
Wisp-O-Wool, No. 302
The new Lastex that fits better than any suit ever made.' Perfect, 
permanent fit in the water and, out. Bra top with braided cord for
shoulder straps and tie-in front. ReaL sun back. Half $5.95
skirt. All sizes. Per suit
JA N T ZE N  SU ITS  without Lastex, No. 351
Smartly textured Kara Knit fabrics. True girdle fit to make slim.
as a whip. Made with skirts and without skirts. $4.95
Priced at, per suit
Colours of JAN TZEN  SUITS are: black, Bahama, 
Rio red, sungold, navy, aqua, brown, maroon 
and Jantzen blue.
Jantzen’s Misses
An in between number. One piece, halter heck; all the 
new shades. Sizes 12, 14 and 16. Priced at ............. ........... $2.95
#|AHTZCM
T O  B E  I N  T H E  
S W I M  
- G E T  I N  A  
J A N T Z E N !
Y -
Wisp-O-Weight Trunks
The biggest swim suit news of the season are Jantzen’s revolution­
ary “Lastex” Wisp-o-Weight fabrics. Incredibly light, luxuriously 
soft, they mold and hold the figure in the trim athletic lines of youth 
Better fit, better feel, better looks than you’ve ever known before. 
The magic is in Jantzen’s exclusive process of knitting in “Lastex” 
yarn with resilent wool or pure silk and wool. WiSp-o-Weight trunks 
provide day-long comfort and their perfect fit is permanent. You’ll 
appreciate, too, their remarkable rapid drying.
Zip Hitch, No. 242 met* *
On or off with a zip! The 1938 version of Jantzen’s revolutionary 
trunks! Quicker, easier to put bn and tak_g off-^because of the con­
cealed Talon fastener. An exclusive Jantzen origination. Precisely 
tailored from a masculine ribbed fabric of permanent fitting quipk- 
to-dry wool fabric.
Half Hitch, No. 841 Sr © MNTZEM ,
price only
This fabric fits “like your skin” with no “ drag” 
in the water.
The “SKINTITE” is an excitiing new swim suit— 
businesslike enough for real swimmers—and 
with clever darts, tucks and tricks—flattering 
and dressmaker enough for beach beauties.
BEAUTIFUL PRINTS—Choice of five colours or 
designs made from prints by America’s most 
famous manufacturers. “Treat ’em as you like, 
the colours are fast!’’ . A fT
Priced at ............. .......  ......... .
Also plain colours: red, white, blue, green, yellow 
and navy.
Priced at ..... ............... ...........
G e o .  A .  M e i B c I e 9 o
143 and 215. Quality Merchandise.
1
